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Lay Abstract 

Allostery is a regulatory mechanism for proteins, which controls functional properties of one 

distinct site through the perturbation of another distinct, and often distant, site.  The two sites are 

connected via a series of residues that undergo conformational changes once perturbed by the 

allosteric effector.  Mapping these communication pathways reveals mechanisms of protein 

regulation, which are invaluable for developing pharmacological modulators to target these 

pathways or for understanding the mechanisms of disease mutations that disrupt these pathways.  

Allosteric pathways have been traditionally determined using structure determination approaches 

that provide a static snapshot of the protein’s structure.  However, these approaches are typically 

not effective when allostery relies extensive changes in dynamics.  The goal of this thesis was to 

develop methods to characterize systems that are dynamic or otherwise unsuitable for traditional 

structure determination.  Herein, we utilize NMR spectroscopy to analyze the allosteric mechanisms 

of three cAMP-binding proteins involved in cardiovascular health. 
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Thesis Abstract 

Allostery is a regulatory process whereby a perturbation by an effector at one discrete locus 

creates a conformational change that stimulates a functional change at another.  The two sites 

communicate through networks of interacting residues that respond in a concerted manner to the 

allosteric perturbation.  These allosteric networks are traditionally mapped with high resolution 

structure determination techniques to understand the conformational changes that regulate protein 

function as well as its modulation by allosteric ligands and its dysfunction caused by disease-related 

mutations (DRMs).  However, high resolution structural determination techniques, such as X-ray 

crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy and nuclear Overhauser effect NMR spectroscopy are 

not always amenable for systems plagued by poor solubility and line broadening caused by μs-ms 

dynamics or systems where allostery relies primarily on dynamical rather than structural changes.  

This dissertation discusses methodologies to map the allosteric sites and pathways for such 

challenging systems.  The foundation of this approach is to model allosteric pathways in the context 

of their respective thermodynamic cycles.  In chapter 2, the thermodynamic cycle of a DRM in the 

hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channel 4 (HCN4) is analyzed with respect 

to structure, dynamics and kinetics, revealing how the DRM remodels the free energy landscape of 

HCN4 and results in a loss-of-function disease phenotype.  In chapter 3, the mechanism of action 

of an uncompetitive inhibitor for the exchange protein activated by cAMP is elucidated by 

characterizing its selectivity for distinct conformations within the thermodynamic cycle that are 

trapped using a combination of mutations and ligand analogs.  In chapter 4, we discuss two new 

protocols for the chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA).  The CHESCA is an approach that 

identifies allosteric signaling pathways by measuring concerted residue responses to a library of 

chemical perturbations that stabilize conformational equilibria at different positions.  Overall, the 

approaches discussed in this dissertation are widely applicable for mapping the mechanisms of 

allosteric perturbations that arise from ligand binding, post-translational modifications and 

mutations, even in systems where traditional structure determination techniques remain challenging 

to implement. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Advances in NMR Methods to Map Allosteric Sites: From Models to 

Translation 

 

1.1  Author’s Preface 

The work discussed in this chapter has previously been published and is reproduced here with 

permission from the American Chemical Society.  The full citation is as follows: 

Boulton S and Melacini G. Advances in NMR Methods to Map Allosteric Sites: From Models to 

Translation.  Chem. Rev. 116(11), 6267-6304 (2016). 

This publication encompasses a review of methodologies used to map allosteric sites and 

pathways that were discussed in articles primarily between 2011-2016.  Our review is focused 

largely on NMR experiments, but includes sections on X-ray crystallography, small angle X-ray 

scattering, cryo-electron microscopy, molecular dynamics simulations and bioinformatics.  It 

provides a thorough overview of both traditional and emerging methodologies to probe allosteric 

pathways and therefore serves as a suitable introductory chapter for my thesis about experimental 

approaches to analyze allosteric signaling in non-conventional systems, such as those in which 

structural changes fail to explain allosteric phenotypes or structural determination methods cannot 

be applied.  Many of the experimental approaches that were adopted for the systems investigated 

in the thesis were adapted, in part, from pre-existing experiments that are discussed within this 

review.  The review also summarizes the impact of allostery in drug development and disease-

related mutations, thereby rationalizing the translational potential of the work discussed in this 

thesis.  An additional section (1.8) follows the review, which summarizes the connective themes of 

this dissertation and provides an overview of the ensuing chapters.  
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1.2  Abstract 

The last five years have witnessed major developments in the understanding of the allosteric 

phenomenon, broadly defined as coupling between remote molecular sites.  Such advances have 

been driven not only by new theoretical models and pharmacological applications of allostery, but 

also by progress in the experimental approaches designed to map allosteric sites and transitions. 

Among these techniques, NMR spectroscopy has played a major role given its unique near-atomic 

resolution and sensitivity to the dynamics that underlie allosteric couplings.  Here, we highlight 

recent progress in the NMR methods tailored to investigate allostery with the goal of offering an 

overview of which NMR approaches are best suited for which allosterically relevant questions.  The 

picture of the allosteric “NMR toolbox” is provided starting from one of the simplest models of 

allostery (i.e. the four-state thermodynamic cycle) and continuing to more complex multi-state 

mechanisms.  We also review how such an “NMR toolbox” has assisted the elucidation of the 

allosteric molecular basis for disease-related mutations and the discovery of novel leads for 

allosteric drugs.  From this overview, it is clear that NMR plays a central role not only in 

experimentally validating transformative theories of allostery, but also in tapping the full 

translational potential of allosteric systems. 
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1.3   Introduction 

Allostery is broadly defined as the presence of couplings between distinct sites within a 

molecular system1–6.  Typical allosteric systems are proteins, monomeric or oligomeric, involved 

in multiple interactions, in which perturbations at one interaction site modulate other site(s). A 

classic allosteric perturbation is ligand binding, as often observed in the case of enzymes and carrier 

proteins. In enzymes, activity is regulated by effectors binding at locations remote from the active 

sites, and in multi-site carrier proteins, such as tetrameric hemoglobin or monomeric human serum 

albumin, ligand binding at one site controls affinities at other sites.  However, allosteric 

perturbations are not limited only to binding interactions, but they include also a wide range of post-

translational modifications (e.g. phosphorylation, glycation, nitration just to cite a few)7–14 as well 

as mutations15–21   

Allostery is a fundamental mechanism to modulate biological function. It controls a broad 

range of physiological processes, including homeostasis through regulatory feedback loops22, 

response to stimuli and stressors through cellular signaling21,23,24, protein folding25,26 , protein 

degradation27 and the metabolism of xenobiotic and endogenous compounds28 . In addition, 

allostery is of interest not only in physiology, but also in pathology, as defective allosteric signaling 

often results in deregulation and disease, and in immunology, as allosteric coupling between 

different antigen-binding epitopes modulates the immune response29.  Furthermore, allosteric sites 

have opened new opportunities for selective drug targeting of systems previously considered 

“undruggable”, as allosteric loci are subject to reduced evolutionary pressure for conservation 

compared to their orthosteric counterparts and they are not necessarily pre-occupied by competing 

endogenous ligands30–34.  Hence, allosteric models and methods to exhaustively and accurately map 

allosteric sites have attracted increasing attention both in basic and applied research35.  

Modeling allostery is a challenging task, as it requires that structural analyses be extended 

beyond the ground state of the conformational ensemble to the excited states, which are only 

scarcely populated.  Hence, allosteric models require a full map of structure and dynamics for the 

ground and excited states accessible within the complex free energy landscape of an allosteric 

system36–40. In spite of these complexities in modeling allostery, it is often advantageous to take an 

“Occam’s razor” approach and focus first on one of the simplest possible models of allostery, i.e. 

the four-state thermodynamic cycle that arises from the coupling of two equilibria, a two-state 

conformational equilibrium and a ligand-binding equilibrium with 1:1 stoichiometry (Fig. 1a)41,42.  

Similar thermodynamic cycles apply to other allosteric perturbations different from ligand binding, 
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e.g. post-translational modifications and mutations that alter the active vs. inactive free energy 

difference through state-selective stabilization or destabilization4,43–45. Hence, the thermodynamic 

cycle of Fig. 1a based on coupled conformational and binding equilibria provides a simple but 

general conceptual framework to start rationalizing allostery.  

An example of a two-state conformational equilibrium is the exchange between the tensed (T) 

and relaxed (R) conformations of the haemoglobin protomers, which exhibit low and high affinities 

for the O2 ligand, respectively, as originally proposed by Monod, Wyman and Changeux (MWC) 

more than fifty years ago46.  In more general terms, the two allosteric states are two sub-sets of 

conformations that differ at least at the level of the binding site for the allosteric effector (i.e. the 

“allosteric site”) and at a functional site, which is typically an additional ligand/protein binding site 

or an auto-inhibitory site, distinct and remote from the allosteric site.  In this respect, the two 

allosteric states are often referred to as the inactive and active states.  The differences between the 

two states at the level of the allosteric site ensure that the allosteric effector binds the two states 

with different affinities (Fig. 1a,b).  The differential affinities of the allosteric effector for the two 

states (i.e. state-selectivity) are essential for ensuring that the binding and conformational equilibria 

are reciprocally coupled with a free energy of coupling equivalent to: 

Δ𝐺𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  𝑅𝑇 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐾𝑎,𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝐾𝑎,𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
)                (1) 

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvins and Ka,Inactive and Ka,Active denote the 

association constants of the allosteric effector for the inactive and active states, respectively47. The 

binding of the allosteric effector will selectively stabilize the state exhibiting the highest affinity 

(Fig. 1a,b). Since the two states differ also at the level of the functional site, the change in state 

populations caused by the allosteric effector results in a modulation of function.  

Mapping the inactive vs. active state differences is often the first step towards understanding 

allostery in molecular terms.  The inactive vs. active differences at the level of the binding and 

functional sites reveal the determinants of inactive vs. active selectivity and of functional 

modulation, respectively. The inactive vs. active differences at other sites provide further 

mechanistic insight and are collectively referred to here as the ‘allosteric network’.  Although this 

definition of an allosteric network does not imply any specific temporal sequence of events for the 

allosteric signal, it often provides insight into the molecular determinants of allosteric coupling 

between the binding and functional sites.  Hence, a full map of inactive vs. active state differences 

is the foundation of projects aimed at dissecting the molecular mechanisms of allostery. The first 

step towards reconstructing such a map typically involves comparative apo vs. holo analyses.   
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Traditional structural determination methods, based on either X-ray crystallography or NMR 

spectroscopy, often capture the most populated state of each form (i.e. the apo-inactive and the 

holo-active; Fig. 1a,b). The apo-inactive and holo-active structures provide essential initial and final 

snapshots of the allosteric transition, respectively, and their comparison typically reveals key 

allosteric hot-spots, as explained in Section 2.1. However, one limitation of the apo-inactive vs. 

holo-active structural comparison is that it is not necessarily informative on the nature of the 

allosteric transition, i.e. the free-energy barriers and the local minima where the transition 

intermediates reside (Fig. 1c). Two key allosteric intermediates are the apo-active and the holo-

inactive states (Fig. 1a-c).  

According to the conformational selection (CS) model, as originally proposed by MWC for 

haemoglobin, the preferred pathways from the apo-inactive to the holo-active states are through the 

apo-active intermediate, whereby the apo protein pre-samples the active state prior to ligand 

binding, which selects for the pre-existing active conformers (Fig. 1d).  However, according to the 

induced fit (IF) model, as originally proposed by Koshland, Nemethy and Filmer (KNF) for 

hemoglobin48,49, the preferred apo-inactive to holo-active pathway is through the holo-inactive 

intermediate, i.e. binding occurs before the conformational changes, unlike what was posited by the 

CS model (Fig. 1c).  

While the available experimental data support the generality of the CS model50,51, the IF model 

is useful to explain how allosteric ligands access binding sites that are occluded in the holo-active 

state, for which binding is contingent upon opening a gating “lid” or portal region.  In addition, it 

should be noted that allosteric transitions may occur through a manifold of pathways that involve a 

mixture of both IF and CS intermediates, depending on the specific allosteric system under 

investigation, the ligand concentration and on the specific experimental conditions52–56. In general, 

the IF and CS models are part of a continuum of free energy landscape scenarios39,40. Such scenarios 

range from instances in which the active vs. inactive free energy difference of the apo system is >> 

RT and the apo-active population is negligible (Fig. 1c), as posited by the IF model, to situations in 

which the apo-active vs. apo-inactive free energy difference is ≥ RT and the apo-active population 

is detectable (Fig. 1d), as expected for the CS case.  Hence, the IF vs. CS distinction may depend 

also on the specific experimental techniques available to detect the apo-active state and the 

respective detection thresholds.  Furthermore, the CS vs. IF differences are not limited to the 

equilibrium thermodynamics (i.e. ΔG between free energy local minima and relative state 

populations), but they pertain also to the kinetics of binding and conformational transitions (i.e. free  
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Figure 1. Two-state models of allosteric coupling. (a) Thermodynamic cycle arising from the coupling of a 

two-state inactive vs. active equilibrium and the effector (filled triangle) binding equilibrium.  The allosteric 

coupling arises from the state-selectivity of the effector ligand and from the inactive vs. active differences in 

structure and/or dynamics that extend beyond the effector-binding site. (b) Free energy diagram of the cycle 

in panel (a).  This is a purely thermodynamic representation, devoid of kinetic detail. (c-e) More complete 

description of the free energy landscape, including free energy barriers and hence the kinetics for the inactive 

vs. active equilibria in the apo and holo forms. Darker shading within a free energy basin denotes higher 

populations in agreement with the Boltzmann distribution. If the inactive vs. active |ΔG| >> RT, the excited 

state is only negligibly populated, as expected in the case of the induced fit model (c).  When the inactive vs. 

active |ΔG| is reduced, the excited state becomes partially thermally accessible and a conformational selection 

scenario is possible (d).  In both panels (c) and (d), when the free energy barrier that separates the two states 

is sufficiently high, the inactive vs. active transitions typically occur in time-scales > ns, which include the 

fast, intermediate (ms-μs) or slow exchange regimes. Faster (ps-ns) motions usually still exist within the 

rugged surface of the free energy well of each state.  However, if the inactive vs. active free energy barrier 

decreases, e.g. panel (e), fast ps-ns motions span a wider region of conformational space.  The amplitude of 

ps-ns motions reports on the width of the merged free energy well (e), which in turn is a measure of 

conformational entropy.  In this context, it is possible that allostery be driven primarily by dynamics.  

Alternatively, if the apo-inactive vs. apo-active free energy barrier increases, it is possible that the apo-active 

state becomes kinetically inaccessible even when the inactive vs. active |ΔG| is comparable to that shown in 

panel (b), resulting in an mechanism that more closely resemble the induced fit than the conformational 

selection.  In general, the distinction between the induced fit and conformational selection fluxes depends on 

both thermodynamics and kinetics, i.e. on both local minimum vs. local minimum free energy differences and 

on local maximum vs. local minimum free energy differences, as well as on the experimental conditions, as 

explained in the text. Panels (c-e) were adapted with permission from Weinkam et al.59. Copyright 2012 

National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. 
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energy barriers between local minima and transition rates)56. The differences between the 

thermodynamics of the apo-inactive vs. apo-active equilibria of Fig. 1c,d provide only a necessary, 

but insufficient, condition for the CS vs. IF pathway distinction, which ultimately relies on the 

prevailing flux56.  The latter depends on both thermodynamics and kinetics, i.e. both equilibrium 

and rate constants define the fluxes through the CS and IF pathways under a given set of 

experimental conditions56.  

Another reason why the detection and structural characterization of the apo-active and holo-

inactive intermediates is an informative exercise is that the apo-active and holo-inactive 

intermediates are critical reference states necessary to reliably separate binding from purely 

allosteric effects.  The simple apo-inactive vs. holo-active binary comparison is typically not 

sufficient for obtaining a reliable binding vs. allostery separation, whereas contrasting the apo-

inactive vs. apo-active or the holo-inactive vs. holo-active singles out purely allosteric effects. 

Similarly, the apo-inactive vs. holo-inactive and the apo-active vs. holo-active comparisons report 

on perturbations that arise uniquely from binding.  In addition, the apo-active intermediate is critical 

to understand the mechanism of endogenous auto-inhibition or constitutive activation, while the 

holo-inactive state reveals the interactions that are important for effector binding without 

stimulating activation, which help facilitate the design of exogenous inhibitors. The latter include 

both competitive allosteric inhibitors, which target the same allosteric site as the endogenous ligand, 

and uncompetitive allosteric inhibitors, which bind at distinct allosteric sites present uniquely in the 

holo-inactive state57,58.  Hence, characterizing the holo-inactive and apo-active intermediates is 

critical to understand allostery and map allosteric binding sites with therapeutic potential.  Recent 

advances in this direction are outlined in Section 2.2. 

The previous discussion assumes that the active and inactive states correspond to distinct 

minima in the free energy landscape of the IF and CS models (Fig. 1c,d).  However, when the free 

energy barrier between the active and inactive states is not >> RT, the free energy basins of the CS 

scenario (Fig. 1d) merge into a wider free energy well where allostery may be driven primarily by 

entropy59 (Fig. 1e). In this context, a key determinant of entropy is structural dynamics, hence the 

term “dynamically driven allostery” 60,61. Dynamically driven allostery (DDA) (Fig. 1e) explains 

how it is possible for allostery to occur without detectable changes in structure15,60,61. Dynamics not 

only are key determinants of the state entropy and hence of the free energy62–71, but they also provide 

a means for transiently sampling neighbouring states in the free energy landscape of the allosteric 

cycle through synchronous collective motions (Fig. 1c-e)72,73. Furthermore, dynamics provide a 
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mechanism to explain the ability of a single binding site to bind multiple ligands2,65,66,73–83.  The 

rates of dynamic conformational equilibria are also critical to identify rate-determining steps in the 

kinetics of binding and enzymatic catalysis72,84–87. Overall, dynamical changes are as relevant as 

structural variations86,88–90  and mapping structural changes is necessary but not sufficient to 

understand allostery8,42,91–95,95. Profiling allosteric sites and dissecting the driving forces for 

allosteric transitions require a full atomic-resolution map of both structural and dynamical changes 

along the four-state thermodynamic cycle of Fig. 1a, which defines the free-energy landscape for 

the simplest allosteric coupling (Fig. 1).   In this respect, NMR spectroscopy is an extremely useful 

and versatile tool to investigate allosteric systems. It provides the necessary resolution and probes 

both structure and dynamics, yielding an experimental map of the structural and dynamical changes 

that occur within the free energy landscape of allosteric systems.  

Here, we review recent advances in NMR methods for characterizing allosteric systems.  The 

main goal of this review is to provide an overview of which allosterically-relevant questions are 

addressed by which methods (Table 1), rather than providing technical details of different 

approaches.  For this purpose, we outlined representative applications to allosteric systems of state-

of-the-art methods, focusing primarily on contributions within the past ~four years, as excellent 

reviews are already available for prior years81,89,96–99. The review is articulated in four major 

sections.  After an introductory section, we provide a survey of the approaches currently available 

to map allostery in the context of the four-state thermodynamic cycle (Section 2). Then, we 

summarize key advances in mapping allosteric transitions beyond the four-state thermodynamic 

cycle (Section 3).  Last but not least, we review how the translational potential of allosteric system 

is tapped by extending the approaches outlined in Sections 2 and 3 to the discovery of new allosteric 

effectors and to disease-related mutations (Section 4).  

1.4   Mapping Allostery in the Context of the Four-State Thermodynamic Cycle 

1.4.1   Comparative Structural Analyses 

1.4.1.1   Comparison of Apo vs. Holo Structures 

The most traditional and still widely applied approach to allosteric proteins is the comparative 

analysis of discrete functional states for which structures are solved by X-ray crystallography, NMR 

spectroscopy and/or electron microscopy.  Such comparisons, which in the simplest cases are 

between the apo and holo forms of the allosteric system100–114, reveal how changes at functional  
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Table 1. Overview of NMR techniques discussed in this reviewa  

Method Description 
Prime 

Time Scale
b

 
Information Provided Sections 

Selected 

References 
Perturbation Mapping    

  

Chemical Shift 
Perturbation (CSP) NMR 

A binary comparative analysis of chemical shift 
changes before and after a perturbation (i.e. ligand 

binding, PTM, mutation, etc.) 
s low-fast 

l igand binding sites, Kd 
measurements, conformational 
changes, structural distortions 

2.1.2, 2.1.3, 
2.2.2, 3.2.3, 

4.2 
140,141,389 

Chemical Shift 
Projection Analysis 

(CHESPA) 

A ternary comparative analysis of direction and 
magnitude of chemical shift changes induced by a  
perturbation in relation to two reference values  

fast 
Measurement of fractional 

activations, identification of ligand 

binding sites and three-state 
equilibria 

2.2, 3.2.3, 4.2 47,121,226 

Chemical Shift 
Covariance Analysis 

(CHESCA) 
Chemical shift analyses involving four or more 

samples to identify correlated residue responses to a 
targeted library of perturbations  

fast Mapping functional allosteric 
networks, clusters and hot spots.  2.2.2.1 42,115,120,2

26 

Structure      

Chemical Shifts 

 
NOEs  & J 

 
Residual Dipolar 

Couplings (RDCs) 

1H, 15N, 13C Assignments 

 
Through-space 1H-1H cross-relaxation (NOE) and 

through-bound scalar coupling constants (J) 
 

Measurement of dipolar couplings not fully averaged 

out due to partial alignment 

- 

Structures of Protein Domains 
 

Short range distances and dihedral 
angles, binding interfaces by inter-

molecular NOEs 
 

Orientation of domains and 
s tructural motifs and dynamics 

2.1, 2.2.2.3 

 
2.1.2, 2.1.3, 

3.3 
 

2.1.2, 2.1.3, 

3.2.3, 3.3 

141-143, 146, 

243, 246 
 
279,390,391 

 
161,162,392,

393 

Paramagnetic Relaxation 
Enhancement (PRE) 

Induction of enhanced T2 relaxation by a covalently 
l inked spin label (SL, i.e. a paramagnetic molecule with 

unpaired electrons)  
- 

Long-range (< ~35Å) distances from 
pos ition of spin label, long-range 
conformational changes, domain 
orientation, ligand binding sites 

2.1.2, 2.1.3 169,393 

Pseudo-contact 
chemical shifts (PCS) 

Chemical shift changes arising from the dipolar 
coupling between the magnetic moments of a nucleus 

and an unpaired electron (metal) 
- Long-range (< ~40Å) distance from 

metal, conformational changes 
2.1.3 170,172 

Dynamics c      

Chemical Shifts 
 

T1, T2, HN-NOE  

Deviations from reference ‘random coil’ values 

 

Relaxation rates sensitive to ps-ns motions d 

fas t 

 

fast d 

Approximate S2 order parameters, 
rotamer populations 

 
Correlation times, S2 order 

parameters, entropy changes 

2.2.2.3  
 

2.1.3, 2.2.3.1, 
2.2.3.2, 4.1,  

4.2, 4.3 

139, 144, 
242, 247 

 
 

393–395 

T1, NMR Relaxation 
Dispersion (NMRD), 
TROSY Hahn-Echo 

Relaxation rates sensitive to μs-ms motions intermediate 
  

Identification and characterization of 
scarcely populated states, exchange 

rates, state populations  
2.2, 3.2.2, 4.2 201,393–395 

Chemical Exchange 
Saturation Transfer 

(CEST) 
Saturation transfer between excited state (minor 
population) and ground s tate (major population) 

through chemical exchange 
s low 

  

Identification and characterization of 
lowly populated s tates, exchange 

rates, state populations 
2.2 37,38,86,200 

Longitudinal exchange 
(e.g. z or zz exchange) 

Longitudinal magnetization or two-spin order transfer 
during mixing time 

s low  
  

Chemical shift assignment,  
kinetics (kex)  2.2, 3.2.1 195,196,198,

393 

Hydrogen Exchange 
Detection of hydrogen exchange with solvent  

H/H exchange (~ 1-50 s-1); H/D exchange (< 103s-1) 
Equilibrium Fractionation factors 

- 
Solvent accessibility, hydrogen bond 
s trength, transient thermal unfolding 

free energies 
2.2.4 275,396,397 

Ligand-Based Methods e     

Saturation Transfer 
Di fference (STD) 

Transfer of magnetization from a saturated receptor 
to a  bound ligand or viceversa (Kd range  ~μM – ~mM) 

Intermediate- - 
fast 

Epitope mapping, average and state-
specific Kd measurements, drug 

screening 
2.3.1, 2.3.2, 

4.1 47,283,398 

Transfer-NOESY 
1H-1H distances for receptor-bound ligands  

(Kd range  ~μM – ~mM) 
Intermediate-

fast Bound-ligand conformation 2.3.1 277,282 

Target Immobilized NMR 
Screening (TINS) 

The target protein is immobilized onto a solid support 
and a mixture of test compounds is added.  Ligand 

binding is identified by intensity losses. 
s low-fast Ligand binding, drug screening 4.1 342 

Fluorine chemical shift 
Anisotropy and 

eXchange for Screening 
(FAXS) 

A competition experiment in which compounds are 
screened for their ability to displace a low affinity 
l igand (spy) from a receptor, causing its signal to 

increase due to reduced line-broadening 
s low-fast Ligand binding, drug screening 4.1 344,345,343 

aThis table is not a  comprehensive l ist, but serves as an introductory guide to rapidly identify sections of interest within this review. Further details are available in 
the text.  bFast, intermediate and slow refer to kinetic regimes in which the exchange rate (Kex) is >, ~ or < relative to the chemical shift difference in Hz between 
two exchanging states (Δω). For ligand-based methods, the time scale refers to the on/off kinetics. Prime time scale refers to the time scale best sensed by a specific 
method listed here.  c Most of the relaxation experiments listed in this section apply to either 15N or 13C nuclei. dT2 is also sensitive to dynamics in the μs-
ms  (intermediate) time scale. eThe methods above are protein-based methods as they are based on protein signal detection. 
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sites result from conformational changes driven by binding of allosteric effectors. Sites subject to 

such conformational changes are here referred to as allosteric “hot spots”. An effective approach to 

compare structures for the purpose of mapping allosteric hot spots typically starts with the 

identification of a structural moiety that remains invariant upon ligand binding (Fig. 2, red shape).  

Superimposition of such invariant moiety facilitates the apo vs. holo comparison and the 

identification of the local conformations accessible to the structural elements affected by ligand 

binding (Fig. 2, green rectangles). Another simple approach to identify sites subject to local 

conformational changes is the computation of apo vs. holo local (e.g. three-residue) root-mean-

square-deviation (RMSD) profiles115.  However, it is advisable to take advantage also of more 

advanced algorithms developed to identify hinge axes and bending sites that describe the transition 

between two given conformations in terms of ‘rigid body’ movements of “dynamic” domains. The 

latter are defined as compact structural fragments that move as coherent units116,117. The DynDom 

software serves this purpose and is available online at http://fizz.cmp.uea.ac.uk/dyndom/116–118. 

Once the accessible conformations for each structural element or “dynamic” domain are 

identified, a useful exercise is to build hypothetical “mixed” intermediate models in which a subset 

of structural elements retains the apo structure, while another subset of structural elements adopts 

the holo structure (Fig. 2, bottom panel). Steric clashes within these mixed models often reveal non-

trivial allosteric sites, which are not subject to apparent changes in local conformation and hence 

would have escaped analyses based uniquely on the apo vs. holo structural comparisons.  For 

example, in the cAMP-binding domain (CBD) of the exchange protein directly activated by cAMP 

(EPAC), a β-barrel was identified as an invariant sub-domain not significantly affected by cAMP-

binding, whereas both a cAMP phosphate binding cassette (PBC) and an hinge helix adjacent to it 

were affected by cAMP115,119.  The apo vs. holo superimposition of the β-barrel revealed that the 

apo PBC sterically clashed against the adjacent helix in the holo conformation, revealing a key but 

otherwise non-obvious allosteric site, referred to as ‘hydrophobic hinge’ that controls the cAMP-

dependent hinge helix119.  Since the rotation of the hinge helix controls access to the EPAC catalytic 

site, the hypothesis on the ‘hydrophobic hinge’ could be tested by enzymatic assays and mutations 

that modulate the extent of steric hindrance between the PBC and the hinge helix120,121.   

Considering that hinge rotations of helices are a recurring motif in allosteric transitions, this 

example illustrates the power of even relatively simple apo vs. holo structural comparative analyses, 

including the evaluation of steric-hindrance in “mixed” hypothetical intermediates.  In this respect, 

it is critical to note that when steric-clashes are evaluated using NMR structures, it is imperative to  

http://fizz.cmp.uea.ac.uk/dyndom/
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of an allosteric structural transition recapitulated in terms of rigid body-like 

motions of “dynamic domains” (green)118 relative to a structurally invariant scaffold (red).  The case 

illustrated here pertains to a conformational switch that controls the inhibition of a functional domain or 

subunit (e.g. enzyme; black). Within the allosteric effector ligand that drives the transition of the 

conformational switch, “anchor” (red) and “driver” (green) regions are identified. The former interact with 

the receptor scaffold, while the latter interact with the receptor’s dynamic domains3.  Regions subject to local 

conformational changes in the apo-inactive vs. holo-active transition (e.g. hinges for rigid-body rotations) are 

highlighted by grey circles.  Regions affected by steric clashes in hypothetical mixed intermediates, which 

include elements of both the initial and final states, are marked by a grey star.  Both types of sites (i.e. grey 

circles and stars) may include residues that are indispensable for the allosteric transition and represent loci to 

be tested through mutations and functional assays.  Deletion of side chains at these sites may lead to 

constitutionally active or inactive variants of the allosteric receptor. 

extend such evaluation to all the NMR-structures in the ensemble to verify that steric-hindrance is 

a conserved feature recurrent in most frames of the NMR ensemble.  In addition, it is essential to 

take into consideration the flexibility of the regions involved in steric-clashes, as dynamics may 

effectively reduce steric hindrance. Overall, it is essential to revisit comparative structural analyses 

in light of the atomic-resolution profiles of dynamics provided by NMR. For this purpose, it is ideal 

to complement X-ray crystallography with NMR spectroscopy. 

1.4.1.2   Complementarity between X-Ray Crystallography and NMR Spectroscopy  

The apo vs. holo structural comparison is informative only when the resolution is sufficient to 

resolve functionally relevant apo vs. holo differences.  In this respect, the availability of high-

resolution structures solved, for example, by X-ray crystallography is invaluable. However, the 

comparative analysis of crystal structures should take into account crystal packing and the undesired 
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co-crystallization of buffer ions or additives, which may bias the structure of dynamic proteins, 

such as those typically involved in allostery2,122.  When crystal packing remains unaccounted for, it 

may lead to misinterpretations of conformational changes42,123. For example, a system that 

benefitted from the complementarity between X-ray crystallography and NMR structural 

determination methods is the hyperpolarization-activated cAMP-gated (HCN) ion channel, which 

controls cardiac and neuronal excitability124,125. Crystal structures of both the apo and cAMP-bound 

states were solved previously126,127, but revealed only subtle differences (RMSD ~ 0.5 Å).  However, 

when Akimoto et al. solved the apo solution structure of a monomeric HCN CBD by NMR using a 

combination of chemical shifts, RDCs, NOEs, PREs and homology restraints, a large reorientation 

of the α-helical domains relative to the cAMP-bound structure was found123.  This observation 

indicates that crystal packing forced the apo crystal structure to adopt a tetrameric conformation, 

which is more reflective of the cAMP-bound active state. In addition, a bromine ion co-crystallized 

within the cAMP-binding pocket mimicked the effects of cAMP. The apo CBD structure solved in 

solution helped understand the mechanism of cAMP-regulated channel tetramerization by 

illustrating that the conformational changes experienced upon cAMP binding relieve potential steric 

clashes that would otherwise occur between the rigid core of the CBD and the α-helices that 

comprise the tetramerization domain123. This example illustrates the importance of taking into 

account crystal packing and dynamics in comparative structural analyses.  Dynamics is especially 

relevant when evaluating steric clashes in hybrid models, in which active and inactive sub-

components of the systems are superimposed.   

Another reason why it is critical to complement crystallography and NMR spectroscopy is that 

electron density is often missing in intrinsically flexible regions such as loops, linkers or tail 

regions, which often play important roles in regulating protein function42,128–133.  For example, the 

regulatory subunit of protein kinase A (PKA-R) includes an N-terminal flexible linker, which binds 

and inhibits the catalytic subunit134,135.  Parts of this dynamic linker lack electron density in several 

crystal structures and linker truncation is occasionally necessary prior to structure determination to 

facilitate crystallization136,137.  However, NMR spectroscopy revealed that the linker dynamically 

samples conformations that preferentially interact with the active state of an adjacent cAMP-

binding domain (CBD) and hence the linker is an integral component of the allosteric network 

controlling PKA-R42. Given the dynamic nature of linker regions, it is essential to complement 

crystallographic investigations of allosteric systems with NMR spectroscopy. Another excellent 

illustration of the synergies between crystallography and NMR is the work of Harada et al.138 on 
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heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1).  HO-1 catalyzes the degradation of heme, which is toxic to cells in its 

free form. However, the underlying mechanism is not fully understood as X-ray structures lack 

electron density in the vicinity of the heme ligation site. Using NMR chemical shifts and relaxation 

experiments, Harada et al. found that the heme binding site fluctuates in concert with a surface 

exposed loop, transiently sampling a partially unfolded state138. Interestingly, mutations in the 

surface exposed loop that affects its dynamics but not its structure changed the enzymatic activity 

of HO-1138. Overall, these examples illustrate that although X-ray crystallography remains an 

invaluable tool for structural allostery, the dynamic nature of allosteric systems requires that 

crystallography be complemented by NMR spectroscopy. 

An additional limitation of the apo vs. holo structural comparative analyses that warrants the 

combination of crystallography and NMR spectroscopy arises when conformational changes 

relevant for allosteric transitions are subtle72,115,139. Such functionally significant changes may fall 

below the resolution of conventional structure determination methods, thus passing unnoticed.  For 

example, oligomeric regulatory enzymes frequently rely on slight rigid body rotations of subunits 

by only ~5o to allosterically control function27.  Hence, it is critical to complement structural 

comparisons with other types of comparative analyses, which focus on observables that are highly 

sensitive to even minimal conformational variations. The NMR chemical shifts are well suited for 

this purpose, as they are among the most accurate and precise reporters of variations in the local 

chemical and spatial environment140. Hence, NMR chemical shifts are excellent atomic-resolution 

sensors of structural and dynamic changes in a wide range of applications.  They can be used to 

measure affinities for rapid binding processes, map binding sites and otherwise elusive allosteric 

perturbations as well as predict protein structures140–146.  The simplest and most common approach 

involves the apo vs. holo comparative analysis of chemical shifts.  This type of chemical shift 

perturbation (CSP) mapping, is commonly utilized to identify binding sites and interfaces as well 

as other sites affected by binding perturbations27,112,113,130,147–157. More advanced approaches to 

chemical shift mapping are discussed below (Section 2.2.2.). Overall, X-ray crystallography and 

NMR spectroscopy are highly complementary158,159 and both approaches are needed for 

understanding allostery.  However, even when combined, X-ray crystallography and NMR 

spectroscopy may not be sufficient for complex allosteric systems, such as integral multi-domain 

proteins, and additional structural methods must be integrated in the structural determination 

process. 

1.4.1.3   Integrative Structural Approaches for Multi-Domain Systems 
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Allosteric regulation of signaling pathways often relies on multi-domain proteins160, in which 

ligand-dependent domain re-orientations control transitions between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ topologies 

where active sites are accessible or occluded, respectively. Hence, the comparative apo vs. holo 

structural analysis of multi-domain proteins is of central relevance to allostery. However, given 

their complexity, structure determination of multi-domain systems frequently requires the 

combination of high and low-resolution techniques.  The former, such as crystallography and NOE 

or chemical shift-based NMR methods are suitable to solve structures of single domains or subunits, 

while the latter, such as small and wide angle X-ray scattering (SAXS & WAXS respectively), 

small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and rigid-body fitted residual dipolar couplings (RDCs), are 

necessary to reconstruct the overall inter-domain topology.  The integration of high and low-

resolution approaches results in reliable structural models of full-length multi-domain proteins and 

is well illustrated by the work of Schwieters et al.161, who elucidated the full length structures of 

the E. coli Enzyme I (EI) in its ligand free and histidine phosphocarrier protein (HPr)-bound 

states161.  

EI is a component of the phosphotransferase system, which catalyzes the transfer of a 

phosphate group from phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to H189 in EI and subsequently to H15 in HPr.  

The distance between the PEP substrate and H189 is controlled by the position of the N-terminal 

phosphoryl transfer domain of EI (EIN), where H189 is located, relative to the C-terminal 

dimerization domain of EI (EIC), where PEP binds. The EIN-EIC topology was determined using 

conjoined rigid body/torsional angle/Cartesian simulated annealing with experimental restraints 

from residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and SAXS/WAXS and SANS data.  RDCs defined the 

relative orientation of the EIN and EIC domains, although with translational degeneracy, while 

SAXS/WAXS provided details about the overall shape and size of the molecule, including the 

solvent layer, which was validated by independent SANS measurements.  A clustering algorithm 

was utilized to find converged structures and those with the best fit to the RDC and SAXS/WAXS 

data and minimal total energy were retained for analysis.  Based on this approach, Schweiters et al. 

were able to propose a model in which, following phosphoryl transfer from PEP to H189 in a closed 

EIN-EIC topology, HPr binds to the EIN domain, the pyruvate product is released and the protein 

adopts an open topology wherein phosphoryl transfer occurs between EI and HPr.  Another example 

illustrating the importance of integrating NMR and SAXS studies is the work of Skora et al. on the 

multi-domain c-Abl kinase162.  Skora et al. combined SAXS and RDC orientation tensor 

measurements to differentiate between open (active) vs. closed (inactive) domain topologies, which 
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differ in the proximity of the SH and kinase domains (Fig. 3)162.  Furthermore, Skora et al. showed 

that domain-averaged 15N T1 and T2 measurements are very effective at capturing enhanced 

flexibility in the individual domains upon transition to the open conformation162 (Fig. 3).  Overall, 

SAXS, SANS, RDCs and spin-relaxation measurements are effective means of probing inter-

domain orientations162–165. 

The previous examples are excellent illustrations of how scattering techniques (SAXS, WAXS 

and SANS), in conjunction with NMR, are instrumental in reconstructing the overall topology of 

multi-domain proteins.  However, due to their inherently low resolution, scattering approaches 

alone cannot provide detailed maps of inter-domain interfaces.  Hence, when such interfaces are 

not accessible by traditional structure determination methods, alternative approaches must be 

sought. An effective method to map inter-domain interfaces relies on the integration of homology 

modeling and chemical shift changes induced by soft-mutations.  This approach is well illustrated 

by the work of Zhuravleva et al.25, who used a series of “soft” mutations to test domain interfaces 

predicted through homology modeling for DnaK, a multi-domain molecular chaperone. Soft 

mutations are mutations that are sufficiently conservative to minimize long-range effects, but 

sizeable enough to create local perturbations resulting in detectable chemical shift changes in 

proximal residues.  Examples of “soft mutations” are L to I, M to I, E to D and D to N.  Chemical 

shifts induced by such mutations provided a critical test of domain interfaces in homology models25. 

Chemical shift changes also provide a means to probe the overall domain organization.  The 

analysis of chemical shift changes induced by domain deletion mutants is a simple but effective 

approach to test hypothetical “domain-resolution” alternative models of binding or quaternary 

structure156,166. For example, by comparing Met methyl TROSY NMR spectra of full length p53 

and of its isolated core and tetramerization domains, Bista et al. could differentiate between 

different proposed quaternary structures and models of DNA binding166 .  Since the folded domains 

of p53 are connected and flanked by intrinsically unstructured regions, probing inter-domain 

interactions in p53 through more conventional structural determination methods would have been 

challenging.  However, chemical shifts sense not only domain interfaces, but also longer-range 

perturbations occurring upon inter-domain interactions.  Hence, chemical shifts based methods to 

map inter-domain interfaces are often complemented by other means to probe more directly inter-

domain interfaces, which include paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs)167–169  and pseudo-

contact chemical shifts (PCSs)170.  Both PREs and PCSs report on larger distances compared to 

NOEs (i.e. <~35 Å for the spin-label for PREs171 and <~40 Å from the metal for PCSs172) and hence  
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Figure 3. Mapping changes in inter-domain topology by combining NMR 15N relaxation (R1 and R2) and 

SAXS.  The data presented here were acquired for the c-Abl kinase bound to inhibitors that bind at distinct 

sites (i.e. Imatinib and/or GNF-5). In the absence of GNF-5 an “open” topology is observed with the two N-

terminal domains tumbling faster than the two C-terminal domains, as supported by their higher (lower) 15N 

R1 (R2) relaxation rates (a).  In the presence of GNF-5 a “closed” topology is detected in which the two N-

terminal domains tumble together with the two C-terminal domains, as supported by more uniform 15N R1 

and R2 relaxation rates (a).  Domain average relaxation rates are marked by red lines in panel (a).  Panels (b) 

and (c) depict the SAXS intensity plots, which were offset for the sake of clarity, and the corresponding 

distance distributions, respectively, confirming the different inter-domain topology adopted when only 

Imatinib is bound. Reproduced with permission from Skora et al.162. Copyright 2013 National Academy of 

Sciences, U.S.A. 
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they are suitable to detect contacts between domains.173,174 In conclusion, the elucidation of the 

structural basis of allosteric regulation relies on integrative approaches spanning a wide range of 

resolutions, from low-resolution methods (e.g. SAXS, WAXS, SANS, domain deletion) to medium-

resolution techniques (e.g. PREs) to high-resolution classical structure determination of the 

component domains.  In the context of this resolution spectrum, it is worth noting the “resolution 

revolution” currently taking place in cryo-electron microscopy (EM). 

Recent developments in direct electron detector cameras for cryo-EM have raised the potential 

of this technique for determining the structure of macromolecules at atomic resolution175–177.  For 

example, recently Bartesaghi et al. solved the structure of β-galactosidase in complex with a small 

molecule to a resolution of 2.2 Å178.  In addition, several other protein structures have been solved 

within the past few years with resolutions approaching those of X-ray crystallography176,179–183.  

These include the 3.4 Å structure of human γ-secretase179, the 3.5 and 3.6 Å models of the 

ribosome180, and the 3.4 Å structure of the ion channel TRPV1181, just to name a few.  The 

advantages of cryo-EM over X-ray crystallography are that protein crystallization is not required 

and that low quantities (micrograms) of sample are often sufficient for structure elucidation.  These 

advances presently place cryo-EM as an atomic resolution structural biology technique that opens 

new opportunities for determining the structure of macromolecules that are difficult to obtain in 

large quantities or which are refractory to crystallization.  In addition, in cryo-EM the specimen is 

flash frozen in its own physiological buffer, maintained in a hydrated state and imaged using 

minimal electron dose protocols.  Therefore, the elucidated structure is free of artifacts induced by 

crystal packing or radiation damage175,176.  Solution NMR spectroscopy still permits structural 

elucidation under the most native-like conditions of the three, without minimum molecular weight 

limits179–181,184. 

1.4.2   Comparative Dynamical Analyses 

Changes in the ground-state structure alone are not always sufficient to explain how a ligand 

allosterically controls interactions at remote sites60.  The apo form of an allosteric system is 

inherently dynamic due to the presence of auto-inhibitory equilibria (Fig. 1) and, even after binding 

of allosteric effectors, residual dynamics may remain because the auto-inhibitory equilibria are still 

present even in the holo form (Fig. 1)185. In addition, binding may result in both formation of new 

interactions and loss or strain of pre-existing interactions, leading to modulations of dynamics186–

189 that are key determinants of the entropic component of the free energy and also of the kinetics 

of binding and catalysis65,66,72,82,84–86,190–192. Hence, dynamics is frequently correlated with biological 
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function. In order to elucidate the mechanisms underlying dynamic-function correlations, it is 

critical to comparatively analyze the atomic-resolution dynamic profiles of allosteric systems at 

different levels of functional activation, starting from the apo and holo forms.  The approaches 

needed to obtain such dynamic maps depend to a large extent on the time-scale for the active vs. 

inactive exchange process relative to the evolution time-scale of the NMR chemical shifts (Fig. 1).  

In this respect, it should be noted that the time-scale for the active vs. inactive exchange does not 

necessarily coincide with that for the apo vs. holo exchange.  The former can be faster than the 

latter42  or vice versa185,193 and of course the latter depends also on the ligand concentration. 

The apo-inactive vs. apo-active exchange can occur within a wide window of time-scales 

ranging from the slow (e.g. ≥ ms)7,193,194, the intermediate (e.g. ms-μs)100 to the fast exchange (e.g.  

≤ μs)42 regimes. When slow, distinct sets of resonances for the apo-inactive and apo-active states 

may be directly observed in the NMR spectra and the apo-inactive vs. apo-active exchange rate can 

be quantified through Nz or Cz exchange experiments195–199. When the apo-inactive vs. apo-active 

exchange rate starts to approach the intermediate regime, the apo-active state is often not directly 

observable, but is efficiently probed through NMR relaxation dispersion (NMRD) methods suitable 

for the ~ms - sub-ms time-scale window and chemical-exchange saturation transfer (CEST) 

techniques ideal for the longer ~tens of ms - ms time-scale window. The NMRD and CEST 

approaches are ideally suited to probe ‘invisible’ excited states, providing both the kinetics (i.e. 

rates) and the thermodynamics (i.e. populations) of the ground to excited state transition, as 

reviewed in depth elsewhere37,38,86,200,201. In addition, based on the NMRD and CEST family of 

experiments it is possible to infer also the structure of the excited state37,38,200–206.  

One of the experimental approaches to probe the structure of the excited states through NMRD 

or CEST is by measuring 15N or 13C chemical shifts, which are sufficient to critically test the 

hypothesis that apo ensembles pre-sample the bound conformation in the slow-intermediate time-

scale.  For this purpose, the ground vs. excited state chemical shift changes are compared to the apo 

vs. holo chemical shift changes  (excluding residues at or near the binding site) to establish whether 

the apo excited state resembles the holo-active state207–209.  Similar approaches are applicable to the 

dynamics of holo samples. An example of how the residual dynamics of a ligand-bound state of a 

protein underlie heterotropic allosteric coupling is provided by siderocalin Q83, which binds two 

ligands, i.e. enterobactin and arachidonic acid210. Coudevylle et al. compared apo vs. holo and 

ground vs. excited state chemical shift changes determined through NMR monitored titrations and 

NMRD experiments, respectively, and showed that when enterobactin binds Q83, the arachidonic 
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acid binding site samples an excited state similar the arachidonic acid-bound state, explaining the 

positive cooperativity observed between the binding of the two ligands to Q83210. One experimental 

challenge when probing intermediate exchange is that the line-broadening intrinsic to this exchange 

regime reduces signal-to-noise ratios.  However, even in the limit of broadening beyond detection 

it is still possible to obtain functionally relevant information.  For example, Larion et al. 

constructively utilized line-broadening beyond detection in Ile Methyl and Trp TROSY spectra to 

prove that a domain in the apo form of human glucokinase is subject to ~ms dynamics, which is 

rate-determining for catalytic turnover at low glucose concentrations85. 

When the apo-inactive vs. apo-active exchange rate falls in the fast exchange regime, the 

observed chemical shifts are population-weighted averages of the ppm values for the inactive and 

active conformations.  Hence, under the assumption of a two-state exchange, a linear pattern is 

expected for the peak positions of samples in which state populations are modulated through ligand 

binding and/or mutations115,211.  Since the chemical shifts directly encode state populations, by 

comparing the apo chemical shifts to those of samples in which the active and inactive states are 

selectively stabilized, it is possible to gauge the state populations, which, assuming a Boltzmann 

distribution, reflect the depth of the respective free energy basins (Fig. 1c-d)42,43,65.  While in 

principle this approach provides an accurate and precise read-out of state populations, in practice 

two major caveats should be taken into consideration.  First, isolation of pure states is not always 

feasible.  Even when the active and inactive states are stabilized through addition of saturating 

amounts of endogenous effectors and allosteric inhibitors, respectively, the apo inhibitory 

equilibrium is only modulated by the ratio of the state-specific dissociation constants.  In this 

respect, it is useful to complement ligand-based state-stabilization with mutations designed to trap 

the inactive or active states, i.e. constitutively active/inactive mutants, including molecular stapling 

through cross-linking47.  Nevertheless, these approaches often provide only approximations, as 

stabilization of pure states frequently remains a challenge even after combining ligand and 

mutational perturbations. When pure reference states are not available, only relative populations 

are extracted from chemical shifts.  However, if residual ms-μs dynamics is observed, relaxation 

dispersion experiments provide a means to determine the populations of the residual state, opening 

the possibility of obtaining absolute populations43,61.  

The second caveat is that the perturbations utilized to modulate the position of the inhibitory 

equilibrium also result in nearest neighbour effects and possibly in other distortions of the apo-

active and apo-inactive conformations. These may lead to residue-specific deviations from linearity 
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in the relative peak positions and in general to residue-specific changes in the relative peak 

positions, resulting in a distribution of state populations as opposed to a single well defined 

population123.  Hence, it is advisable to extend the comparative chemical shift analyses to more than 

one residue. A systematic approach to extend comparative chemical shift analyses of three samples 

to all assigned residues is the CHEmical Shift Projection Analysis (CHESPA; Fig. 4a)27,120,121. A 

useful complement to the projection analysis of chemical shifts is provided by chemical shift 

correlations (Fig. 4b)212. These types of three-fold chemical shift comparative analyses are an 

example of a more general experimental strategy to interrogate allosteric systems through libraries 

of perturbations with the goal of establishing dynamics-function relationships, which is the focus 

of the following section. 

 

Figure 4: Simple Three-Sample Chemical Shift Perturbation Analyses.  (a) Schematic diagram of the 

CHEmical Shift Projection Analysis (CHESPA)121.  The CHESPA analysis is a vectorial comparative 

chemical shift analysis between three samples, two of which serve as reference (e.g. WT:apo vs. WT:holo).  

The third sample represents a unique perturbation (e.g. mutant:apo), which is evaluated relative to the 

reference vector.  The scaled chemical shifts of the three samples defined two vectors as shown in panel (a), 

which are used to assess the direction (θ) and relative magnitude (X) of the chemical shift change caused by 

the perturbation.  The angle (θ) reveals whether the perturbation is linear, as expected for a fast-exchanging, 

two-state equilibrium, or non-linear, as expected in the presence of more than two conformers or nearest 

neighbor effects (e.g. ligand binding interactions, localized structural distortions, etc.).  Meanwhile, the 

fractional activation (X) reports on the relative populations of the two reference states in the third (perturbed) 

sample.  (b) Representative example of a chemical shift correlation plot47,212.  Similar to the CHESPA 

analysis, chemical shift correlation plots require three samples, two that serve as reference and a third that 

represents a distinct perturbation. The slope of the correlation reports on the relative population of conformers 

in the perturbed sample.  For instance, if the chemical shift changes between the reference states (e.g. WT:apo 

– WT:holo) are plotted along the x-axis and the chemical shift differences between the perturbed state and 

one of the reference states are plotted along the y-axis (e.g. Mutant:apo – WT:holo) the slope of the linear 

correlation represents the ratio of the inactive populations in the mutant vs. WT apo forms 212.  The CHESPA 

analysis is useful to pre-screen residues that report primarily on the two-state inactive vs. active equilibrium, 

thus increasing the linearity of correlation plots, such as that shown in panel (b). Panel (b) was adapted from 

Moleschi et al.47.  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 
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1.4.2.1   Interrogating Allosteric Systems through Perturbation Libraries 

Understanding how dynamics relates to biological function in allosteric systems requires the 

comparative analysis of dynamic profiles mapped at different stages of functional 

modulation27,61,72,89,115,128.  While apo vs. holo comparisons are a necessary starting point, they are 

not sufficient to establish dynamics – function correlations and to reliably separate binding vs. 

allosteric contributions.  Hence, it is crucial to interrogate allosteric biomolecules through a library 

of perturbations designed to modulate both dynamics and biological function through shifts in the 

position of inhibitory equilibria.  Perturbations typically include analogs of the endogenous 

allosteric effector ligand as well as post-translational modifications or mutations15,115,120,213–215. The 

design and selection of the perturbation library is critical to successfully correlate dynamics to 

function and it should be carefully tailored to the target allosteric system and question at hand. 

The perturbation set utilized to interrogate a given allosteric system typically meets four key 

requirements (Fig. 5a): (a) All perturbations are functionally profiled through bioassays (e.g. 

enzymatic assays); (b) The perturbation library spans a wide-range of activities; (c) Perturbations 

are minimally invasive to minimize distortions of the system under investigation; (d) Perturbations 

are spatially clustered in the same region of the structure to minimize spreading of nearest-

neighbour effects115.  The design of perturbation sets that meet conditions (a-d) is often informed 

by structural analyses (Section 2.1).  For example, covalent modifications (Fig. 5b) may target non-

covalent interactions between the allosteric effector and the allosteric acceptor (Fig. 5c)115. When 

diverse covalent changes affect “driver” groups of the endogenous allosteric effector, as defined in 

Section 2.3.2.3, it is likely that the resulting ligand library includes the full spectrum of reverse-

agonists, antagonists, partial agonists and perhaps even super-agonists, reflecting a full modulation 

of the holo-inactive vs. holo-active equilibrium3,115,216. In addition, fragment-based ligand libraries 

may also provide informative perturbation sets217. 

Similarly to the design of ligand libraries, mutation libraries are typically designed to perturb 

interfaces where allosteric effectors bind.  However, allosteric binding sites are not the only loci 

where mutations are likely to result in maximal functional changes with minimal structural 

perturbations (i.e. conditions (b) and (c) above). Other loci are regions subject to local 

conformational variations and/or to steric hindrance (grey sites in Fig. 2).  Especially, hinge 

segments are likely to be sensitive to relatively subtle mutations218, such as “soft” mutations, which 

decrease the risk of excessive unfolding73,128.  When the allosteric regions of interest are located at 

the N- or C-termini of a protein construct, deletion mutations are another effective tool to generate 
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perturbation sets.  For example, progressive N- or C-terminal deletions are useful to mimic partial 

unfolding120,219.  Conversely, secondary structure-promoting mutations may increase the population 

of states in which a given secondary structure element is selectively stabilized220. Besides, point 

and deletion mutations, another source of informative allosteric modulation is provided by cross-

linking of residue pairs whose distance varies during the allosteric transition47,221. 

When designing perturbation sets with the goal of establishing dynamics – function 

relationships, it is not always trivial to predict a priori how a given mutation or ligand modification 

alters structure and dynamics.  For instance, it is important to consider that evolutionary 

conservation of a given residue does not necessarily imply that the residue is critical to allosterically 

control function, while it is possible that mutations of non-conserved residues lead to dramatic 

modulations of function75.  Hence, perturbation screening is often a valuable alternative to rationally 

designing mutations that elicit desired allosteric effects. In this respect, mutant libraries obtained 

through high-throughput mutagenesis16 could be another source of mutational perturbations to 

interrogate allosteric systems.  A valuable screening “read-out” tool to select mutations resulting 

primarily in changes in dynamics rather than in structure is provided by the entropic contribution 

to binding as measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)222. Overall, the choice of an 

informative perturbation library is critical for the successful investigation of allosteric sensors and, 

while the general guidelines above are meant to assist the design of perturbation sets, it is paramount 

to carefully customize the library to the specific system under investigation.  

Once an informative perturbation library is selected, the response of the allosteric system to 

the perturbation set is mapped at atomic-resolution through NMR experiments, which typically 

include chemical shift and spin-relaxation measurements (Fig. 5a).  The comparative analysis of 

chemical shifts and spin-relaxation rates assists the identification of functionally relevant dynamic 

changes and the underlying network of allosteric sites (Fig. 5a), as outlined in greater detail in the 

following sections.  Based on the map of functional dynamics and allosteric sites, it is often possible 

to design a “second-generation” library of perturbations to further interrogate the allosteric system 

of interest in a more targeted manner (Fig. 5a). 

1.4.2.2   Mapping Allosteric Sites through Comparative Chemical Shift Analyses 

An excellent illustration of the allosteric insight provided by comparative chemical shift 

analysis of a set of perturbations is the investigation of the 20S proteasome core particle (CP) by 

Ruschak and Kay27.  The 20S CP consists of four heptameric protein rings in which activators bind 

~75 Å away from the sites that catalyze proteolysis.  Given the subtle nature of the underlying 
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conformational changes, the molecular basis for this long-range allosteric cross-talk had remained 

elusive to classical structure determination approaches and even to comparative RDC analyses27,223.  

However, significant chemical shift changes were observed between apo and activator bound 20S 

CP27.  By further modulating the regulatory equilibria through either an allosteric inhibitor or 

mutations at the allosteric or active sites, Ruschak and Kay identified multiple linear chemical shift 

changes that arise from shifts in the populations of interchanging conformers linked to different 

distributions of proteolytic cleavage products27. The most significant chemical shift changes are 

localized at subunit interfaces, consistent with the interconverting conformers differing for slight 

subunit rotations.  Furthermore, the differences between the conformers, as revealed by chemical 

shift changes, cluster in contiguous structural regions, which define an allosteric network 

connecting the allosteric and active sites27.  Critical to this milestone study of allostery was the use 

of methyl TROSY (HMQC), which was essential given the high MW of the system (MW ~670 kDa 

and 1 MDa without and with activator, respectively).  The 1H-13C HMQC spectra of the ILV or M 

methyls in the 20S CP were assigned through a combination of mutations, NOEs and triple-

resonance spectra acquired for isolated subunits conjugated to an N-terminal D9 solubility tag27.  

Chemical shift changes were instrumental also for mapping allosteric pathways in another 

proteasome, the 230 kDa HslU-HslV complex224. Single point mutations were engineered around 

the HslU binding site or at locations subject to conformational change upon HslU binding and the 

resulting chemical shift changes were measured by methyl-TROSY.  The HslV variants exhibiting 

the largest chemical shift changes throughout the protein also commonly exhibited the greatest 

effect on the catalytic efficiency.  In addition, complementary mutations of residues at opposite 

positions of the symmetry axis, revealed that the allosteric pathway is unidirectional.  These seminal 

examples illustrate the effectiveness of chemical shift changes in mapping allosteric pathways in 

solution.  Similar chemical shift changes are equally useful in solid-state NMR experiments and are 

invaluable to elucidate the mechanism underlying trans-membrane allosteric coupling225.  For 

example Wylie et al. assigned the backbone and side-chain resonances of the full-length 160 amino-

acid bacterial potassium channel KcsA through a combination of 3D (NCACX, NCOCX, 

CAN(CO)CX) and 4D (CANCOCA) MAS-NMR experiments225. Analysis of chemical shift 

changes revealed that removal of K+ ions results in perturbations that reach the pH gate at the 

opposite side of the membrane, pointing to the presence of trans-membrane allosteric coupling225. 

Overall, the previous examples illustrate the power of chemical shift changes in mapping long-

range effects of perturbations.  However, perturbations typically elicit both long- and short-range 
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effects, i.e. they not only modulate the populations of pre-existing conformers, but they also result 

in nearest-neighbour effects (NNEs) and other distortions, which may propagate beyond the 

immediate binding pocket.  An approach that has been proposed to separate such effects relies on 

the CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA)115. 

1.4.2.3   CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) 

CHESCA is an NMR-based method for dissecting the contribution of each residue to binding 

vs. allostery115,120,226. In the context of CHESCA, the response of the allosteric system to the 

perturbation library is modeled considering that the chemical shifts of residue pairs that report on 

the same two-state fast-exchanging equilibrium are linearly correlated in the absence of significant 

nearest neighbour effects (Fig. 5d,e). The pairwise residue correlations are then mapped into a 

correlation matrix (Fig. 5f,g). If all residues conform to an ideal two-state model, correlations are 

expected for all residue-pairs subject to significant chemical shift variations, with the only source 

of de-correlation being experimental noise. However, in practice other sources of de-correlations 

are observed, including nearest neighbour effects and in general deviations from the two-state 

model.  As a result, the chemical shift correlation matrix is often sparser than predicted by a two-

state model42,227 and subsets of tightly correlated residues exhibiting concerted responses to the 

perturbation library are identified through hierarchical clustering algorithms115,226.  In addition, an 

independent singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis is performed to validate the allosteric 

clusters determined from the analysis of the chemical shift correlation matrix115.  Selvaratnam et al. 

applied this method to the exchange protein activated by cAMP (EPAC), revealing a previously 

elusive allosteric network that originates at the conserved cAMP binding cassette and extends to 

remote allosteric loci, including those controlled through modulations of dynamics.  Furthermore, 

mutations at the EPAC allosteric sites identified by the CHESCA result in modulations of catalytic 

activity115.   

Several other creative implementations of the CHESCA have been developed and utilized to 

investigate not only allosteric regulation228, but also ligand binding229, enzyme catalysis227,230,231 and 

flexible linkers42.  For example, Kim et al. showed that CHESCA together with a method based on 

a residue-specific principal component analysis (PCA) of chemical shifts232 is useful to monitor the 

distribution of open and closed topologies in the catalytic subunit of PKA231.  Another clever 

application of CHESCA to understand the allosteric control of enzymatic catalysis is the work of 

Axe et al. on tryptophan synthase (TS), which catalyzes the conversion of indole-3-glycerol 

phosphate to glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P) and indole227,230. Axe et al. utilized a library of  
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Figure 5. Interrogating allosteric systems through perturbation libraries. (a) General scheme to probe 

allostery via libraries of perturbations.  The first step is the selection of an informative perturbation set of 

either mutations and/or analogs of the allosteric effector.  An example of an analog library is shown in panel 

(b) for the cAMP allosteric effector.  Other libraries include cyclic nucleotides with different bases (e.g. 

cIMP). The covalent modifications of cAMP selectively perturb the non-covalent interactions that anchor 

cAMP to its receptor, as illustrated in (c).  The second step focuses on mapping the response of the allosteric 

system to the perturbation library. NMR is an excellent tool to obtain such a map at atomic/residue resolution 

and in particular NMR chemical shifts are exquisite probes of even subtle, but functionally relevant, structural 

and/or dynamical changes.  When the active vs. inactive exchange is in the fast regime, linear chemical shift 

patterns are observed for residues that sense primarily the two-state active vs. inactive exchange, as shown in 

panel (d).  Hence, the chemical shifts of residues that sense the same cooperative two-state transitions are 

linearly correlated (e).  Such inter-residue chemical shift correlations are the basis of the CHEmical Shift 

Covariance Analysis (CHESCA)115,226and are systematically recapitulated by the chemical shift correlation 

matrix reporting the Pearson correlation coefficient for each residue pair. For example, panel (f) shows the 

correlation matrix for apo α-Trp Synthase (αTS) resulting from a library of Ala-to-Gly perturbations227.  

Interestingly, when the same perturbation set was utilized to probe αTS during active turnover, a different 

correlation pattern was observed (g), suggesting that catalysis requires an allosteric network distinct from that 

present in the absence of ligands227. CCS stands for compounded chemical shift, which is a linear combination 

of 1H and 15N chemical shifts in ppm.  Panels (a-e) were adapted from Selvaratnam et al.115 (Copyright 2011 

National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A) and panels (f) and (g) were reproduced from Axe et al.227 (Copyright 

2013 Elsevier). 
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Ala-to-Gly mutations and 15N-Ala-selective labeling to compare the CHESCA correlation-matrices 

measured in the absence of ligands and in the presence of indole and G3P, i.e. under conditions of 

active turnover (Fig. 5f,g)227.  The comparison of the two CHESCA matrices revealed that the 

allosteric networks of tryptophan synthase (TS) change during catalysis. Such changes are 

accompanied by modulations of ps-ns and ms-μs dynamics during catalytic turnover227. While the 

examples above illustrate the scope of CHESCA applications, it is clear that CHESCA is just one 

of the several tools available to separate binding from allosteric effects and map allosteric networks.  

For example, binding sites are also reliably and sensitively mapped through cross-saturation and 

PRE methods7,233–235, while other complementary experimental methods are available to detect 

allosteric networks. For example, double- and triple-mutant cycles are classical methods to identify 

and quantify allosteric couplings236,237 and in general mutagenesis in combination with functional 

assays is pivotal to validate the relevance of allosteric networks mapped through biophysical 

methods115,120,154.  

1.4.2.4   COntact Networks Through Alternate Conformation Transitions (CONTACT) 

Another approach to map allosteric networks underlying long-range chemical shift changes was 

proposed by van den Bedem et al. who developed an algorithm called CONTACT (COntact 

Networks Through Alternate Conformation Transitions) to identify groups of conformationally 

heterogeneous residues through X-ray crystallographic data238.  CONTACT initially models 

heterogeneous features of the X-ray electron density by computing an optimal fit of one to four 

conformations for each residue.  CONTACT then calculates steric clashes between atoms of 

different residues and repositions residues recursively until such clashes are eliminated.  Through 

this approach, multiple allosteric pathways can be identified. Van den Bedem et al. tested the 

CONTACT algorithm on two well-established systems, cyclophilin A and dihydrofolate reductase 

(DHFR). For cyclophilin A, a nine residue contact network was identified that connects the 

hydrophobic core to the active site.  A mutation of one residue within this network resulted in 

chemical shift changes of several other residues spread across the network and caused a reduction 

of the catalytic activity by 70%.  For DHFR, the CONTACT results are in agreement with long-

range NMR chemical shift change caused by an allosteric mutation15.  The comparison of 

CONTACT pathways derived from cryogenic vs. room temperature crystal structures239, suggests 

that the latter sample broader conformational ensembles and thus produce more extensive 

CONTACT pathways238. In addition, based on the multiconformer models obtained from room-

temperature crystallography it is possible to compute backbone and side-chain order parameters for 
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ps-ns motions that are in agreement with the order parameters obtained from NMR relaxation 

rates240.  Overall, the CONTACT method238  provides a promising approach to predict allosteric 

pathways from X-ray crystallographic data, complementing the CHESCA NMR method. The 

CONTACT algorithm provides direct structural insight, but the CHESCA NMR approach is 

applicable to partially unfolded systems that are typically elusive to crystallization. In addition, 

since CHESCA relies simply on chemical shift measurements, it is potentially applicable to in cell 

NMR as well241. Both CHESCA and CONTACT help identify allosteric sites that may not be 

obvious based on comparative analyses of structures solved through more traditional methods.   

1.4.2.5   Other Uses of Chemical Shifts 

While the CHESCA approach utilizes chemical shifts as exquisite sensors of variations of the 

local spatial and chemical environment, it is important to note that chemical shifts also report on 

structure and dynamics144–146,242–246.  For example, Berjanskii and Wishart devised an empirical 

method to quantify backbone and side-chain dynamics through chemical shifts144,242.  The approach 

is based on the idea of modeling the order parameters as a function of the differences between 

experimentally measured chemical shifts and the corresponding values for a random coil ensemble. 

Each of these differences is weighed by scaling factors that were optimized according to motions 

determined by a training set of representative MD simulations144,242.  Another approach to probe 

side chain dynamics through chemical shifts, relies on ILV methyl ppm values to reveal inter-

conversions between trans and gauche (+/-) conformations upon binding139,247. Using methyl 13C 

chemical shifts to determine rotameric conformations of side chains is an effective method to probe 

dynamics within hydrophobic cores and detect population differences as low as ~5%, which are 

often elusive to other structural determination methods139. While chemical shift-based approaches 

provide a quick assessment of dynamic profiles over a possibly wide range of time-scales, a more 

quantitative evaluation of dynamics requires NMR spin-relaxation measurements, as discussed in 

the following section. 

1.4.2.6   Functional Dynamics from Comparative Spin-Relaxation Analyses 

Functional dynamics refer to motions that are critical to control biological function. For 

example, the dynamic switch between ‘closed’ and ‘open’ topologies of multi-domain proteins 

controls accessibility of active sites, as outlined in Section 2.1.3 on rigid-body-like domain 

orientation.  However, rigid-body motions alone do not fully capture changes in intra-domain 

dynamics coupled to inter-domain movements.  Such variations in intra-domain flexibility are often 
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critical to explain how allosteric effectors control inter-domain topology and/or how the latter 

modulates function248. Hence, an important class of functional dynamics changes includes 

modulations of domain dynamics coupled to changes in inter-domain orientation249.  In addition, as 

discussed above, biological function can also be modulated in the absence of apparent structural 

changes, as in the case of dynamically driven allostery.  These two important classes of functional 

dynamic variations are the subjects of the next two sections. 

1.4.2.7   Internal Dynamics Coupled to Inter-Domain Orientation  

Changes in internal dynamics are frequently coupled to variations in the relative orientation 

of domains and to biological function.  For example, Venditti et al. comparatively analyzed through 

13C-Single Quantum (SQ) and 1H-13C-Multiple Quantum (MQ) methyl NMR dispersion 

measurements the μs-ms dynamics of bacterial Enzyme I (EI) in the apo, inhibitor- and substrate-

bound forms250.  The latter form was stabilized by silencing auto-phosphorylation through a 

histidine to alanine mutation in the EI active site.  Venditti et al. showed that μs-ms dynamics at the 

C-terminal domain are quenched when the N- and C-terminal domains adopt a closed topology (i.e. 

in the substrate-bound form), but not when the inter-domain topology is open (i.e. in the apo and 

inhibitor-bound form), thus establishing a correlation between changes in intra-domain dynamics 

and in inter-domain orientation, which controls phosphorylation.  Another example illustrating how 

domain re-orientation is coupled to intra-domain changes in dynamics is provided by the work of 

Zhuravleva and Gierasch on the Hsp70 chaperone, which shows that contacts between the 

nucleotide- and the β-substrate binding domains lead to enhanced dynamics at the substrate binding 

site, explaining how multiple chaperone clients are bound to Hsp7073.  

Internal dynamics is coupled not only to changes in domain topology, but also to re-

orientations of sub-domains (or lobes).  This is well illustrated by the work of Masterson et al. on 

the catalytic (C) subunit of protein kinase A, in which a correlation between dynamics and function 

is effectively established through a library of perturbations72. The PKA C subunit was investigated 

in five different forms: the apo form, the binary complex with nucleotide and three ternary 

complexes, all including the nucleotide and either the phospholamban substrate or the PKI inhibitor 

with or without excess Mg2+
.   To stabilize the substrate-bound sample, phosphorylation was 

inhibited by using a non-hydrolysable analog of ATP (AMP-PNP).  The five forms of PKA-C 

investigated by Masterson et al. exhibit different ps-ns an ms-μs dynamic profiles and varying 

relative orientations of the small- vs. large-lobes of the kinase domain72.  The ps-ns dynamics were 

probed primarily through HN-NOEs, while the ms-μs dynamics were assessed through Rex rates.  
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The Rex rates were measured exploiting the cross-correlation between the 15N-1H dipolar-dipolar 

and the 15N chemical shift anisotropy relaxation mechanisms to avoid high pulsing rates required 

by CPMG-based experiments, which are not always tolerated by cryoprobes at high salt-

concentrations251.  The inter-lobe orientation was gauged through chemical shift changes and MD 

simulations.  Due to the rapid exchange between open, intermediate or closed topologies, the 

distribution of populations for these states was quantified through PCA of ppm variations115,232. 

PCA was also utilized to capture the essential dynamics in the MD trajectories of PKA-C, revealing 

that the first principal component (PC1) corresponds to inter-lobe re-orientations. The plot of 

representative inter-lobe distances vs. the PC1 projection was then used to assess the distribution of 

open, intermediate or closed conformers72.   

The comparative analyses of dynamics and inter-lobe orientation across the five PKA-C 

samples investigated by Masterson et al. revealed that nucleotide binding synchronizes the lobe 

dynamics to catalytic turn over (“dynamically committed state”) and that substrate binding leads to 

a ternary complex that is still dynamically committed and accessing a broad distribution of inter-

lobe topologies. However, when the substrate peptide is replaced by a pseudo-substrate inhibitor 

(PKI) with excess Mg2+ ions, the closed topology is significantly stabilized relative to the open and 

intermediate states, thus introducing free energy barriers that lead to quenched ps-ms dynamics and 

inhibition of catalytic turn over72.  Another seminal investigation on allosteric regulation of kinases 

is the work of Tokunaga et al.252. Tokunaga et al. utilized NMR-monitored titrations and 

comparative chemical shift analyses of Met and Ile methyls measured through SOFAST-HMQC 

spectra to show that docking interactions in the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPKs) control 

substrate phosphorylation through both anchoring and allosteric effects252.  Specifically, substrate 

docking allosterically increases the affinity of ATP for the kinase active sites and ATP binding in 

turn leads to a shift towards the active conformation, thus up-regulating p38α's enzymatic 

activity252.  

Another influential contribution that revealed functional coupling between inter-domain 

interfaces and an active site is the work of Wilson et al. on Pin1, which is composed of a peptidyl-

prolyl isomerase (PPIase) domain linked to a WW-domain253,254,255.  In order to probe the functional 

role of the PPIase-WW inter-domain interface, Wilson et al. designed an I-to-A mutation that 

selectively disrupts inter-domain interactions, as confirmed by comparing the chemical shift 

changes caused by this mutation to those of a domain-deletion mutant254.   Upon disruption of the 

PPIase-WW domain-interface, Wilson et al. observed not only changes in substrate affinity and 
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isomerase activity at the distal PPIase active site, but also changes in intra-domain dynamics as 

probed by a combination of backbone 15N relaxation, analyzed through N-H reduced spectral 

density mapping, and methyl 2H relaxation, from which axial order parameters were derived254.  

The determination of the latter requires a reliable description of the overall tumbling motions, 

which, in the case of the Pin1 I-to-A mutant with disrupted domain interface, was obtained through 

domain-specific correlation times.  These were derived from the R2(15N)/R1(15N) ratios measured 

for backbone N-H vector not affected by significant internal motions, as gauged from the reduced 

spectral density at zero frequency254.   

The examples reported above show how internal dynamics in the ps-ns or ms-μs time-scales 

is coupled to changes in overall domain topology.  However, it is also possible for inter-domain re-

orientations to be coupled with slow (> 10 ms) internal dynamics, as in the case of Crk adaptor 

proteins controlled by a cis – trans Pro isomerization switch256.  Crk includes two tandem SH3 

domains that sample either open (‘on’) or closed (‘off’) topologies. However, the latter can form 

only when a Pro in the inter-domain linker and adjacent to the C-terminal SH3 domain populates 

the cis isomer256.  Another allosteric sensor with tandem domains adopting open vs. closed 

orientations is the regulatory subunit of PKA (PKA-R).  In the absence of the allosteric effector, 

cAMP, the tandem cAMP-binding domains are decoupled and sample active vs. inactive states 

independently of each other257. Upon binding of cAMP, the active state is selected within each 

domain and the active-active inter-domain interactions stabilize the closed topology (‘double 

conformational selection’)257.  

Overall, the studies reviewed in this section highlight that changes of inter-domain topology 

(e.g. “open” vs. “closed” transitions) are critical not only because they control access to active sites 

proximal to inter-domain interfaces, but also because they are often coupled to changes in functional 

intra-domain dynamics that extend beyond inter-domain interfaces.  These effects cannot be 

appreciated by the simple rigid-body-like representation of inter-domain re-orientation discussed 

in Section 2.1.3, whereby domain topology affects exclusively the exposure of active sites at or 

near inter-domain interfaces. However, it should be noted that it is also possible to observe 

dynamics that are not correlated to function258.  Clear signatures of such “non-functional” dynamics 

are a mismatch between the time-scales or the state-populations of the dynamic process under 

investigation and the inactive vs. active inter-conversion224,258.  
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1.4.2.8   Dynamically Driven Allostery 

‘Dynamically driven’ allostery (Fig. 1e) provides an effective mechanism to modulate 

conformational entropy and control both inter- and intra-molecular interactions, such as 

protein:DNA61, protein:ligand interactions60 and interactions between domains of the same 

polypeptide chain248,259.  Although the possibility of purely dynamic allostery in the absence of 

structural changes was hypothesized in 1984260, direct experimental proof of dynamically driven 

allostery became available more recently through elegant NMR experiments on the dimeric cAMP-

receptor protein (CRP)60,89,90,97 .  Binding of one cAMP equivalent to the CRP dimer causes 

structural changes confined to a single protomer, while the other is subject to enhancements in ps-

ns dynamics (Fig. 6a).  Binding of a second cAMP equivalent quenches such dynamics, thus 

imposing an entropic penalty, which was confirmed by ITC measurements and explains the 

negative cooperativity between the two cAMP binding events60,89.  Another clear proof of the role 

of dynamics as key determinant of the entropy of binding was provided by the cAMP2:CRP-S62F 

mutant complex, which samples only ~2% of DNA-binding competent conformers, but still binds 

DNA with high-affinity due to enhancements in dynamics, and corresponding conformational 

entropy, upon DNA binding261. 

A valuable meter of conformational entropy changes is provided by variations in order 

parameters derived from 15N amide and 13C methyl relaxation experiments designed to probe ps-ns 

time-scale dynamics61,62,67,68.  Although such changes in internal dynamics tend to decay quite 

sharply with the distance from the binding site62, they account for long-range allosteric effects that 

would be challenging to rationalize otherwise62 and they result in conformational entropies that 

scale linearly with the total binding entropies61,68.  For example, Tzeng and Kalodimos utilized a 

library of eleven CRP variants to show that the changes in the conformational entropy upon DNA 

binding evaluated by NMR exhibit an excellent linear correlation with the entropy of DNA binding 

calorimetrically measured by ITC (Fig. 6b)61.  The changes in conformational entropy were gauged 

by Tzeng and Kalodimos starting from the methyl order parameters (S2
axis) through an empirical 

calibration approach that relies on estimations of solvation entropies based on the differences of 

solvent accessible solvent area upon binding262.  Similar estimations of conformational entropy are 

obtained by analyzing the methyl order parameters using the inventory approach61,263.   

Tzeng and Kalodimos measured the methyl order parameters (S2
axis) through 1H-based cross-

correlated relaxation experiments of per-deuterated CRP samples with the exception of the ILVAM 

methyls, which were 13CH3 labeled61.  Methyl order parameters can also be measured through 2H-  
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Figure 6. Fast (ps-ns) dynamics underlies dynamically driven allostery. (a) Dynamically driven anti-

cooperativity in the cAMP-binding domain of the Catabolite Activator Protein (CAP).  Binding of one cAMP 

molecule causes structural changes only within the bound protomer, while subjecting the adjacent protomer 

to enhanced ps-ns dynamics.  Binding of a second cAMP molecule quenches dynamics within both protomers 

creating an entropic penalty. (b) Correlation between total binding entropy (-TΔS) determined via ITC and 

conformational entropy (-TΔSconf) computed by NMR spin relaxation experiments for 11 CAP mutants. 

Adapted with permission from references 89 (Copyright 2011 Wiley) and 61 (Copyright 2012 Nature 

Publishing Group). 

based relaxation experiments, which however are less sensitive than the 1H-based experiments61. 

This proof-of-principle investigation on CRP corroborates that conformational entropy differences 

estimated by NMR are an excellent proxy for total entropy changes upon binding61,264,265. However, 

in order to establish such correlations, it is critical to ensure that non-conformational sources of 

entropy variations, i.e. changes in solvation and roto-translational motions upon binding, are 

constant within error among the variants utilized to establish the linear correlation61.  Overall, 

considering that the variants utilized to correlate the conformational and total entropy changes 

exhibit DNA/CRP interfaces that are essentially invariant, the work of Tzeng and Kalodimos61 is 

an excellent illustration of how modulations of internal ps-ns dynamics are essential to rationalize 

variations in binding free energies that cannot be otherwise explained by structural changes or 

variations in the active vs. inactive populations. 
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Another “meter” of conformational entropy, is provided by the backbone order parameters 

that quantify the amplitude of ps-ns fluctuations of the N-H vectors60.  Order parameters of N-H 

vectors are typically obtained through the traditional model free (MF) analysis of 15N T1, T2 and 

HN-NOEs relaxation data or through generalizations of the MF approach, such as the two-body 

coupled-rotator method called slowly relaxing local structure (SRLS)266.  The SRLS analysis 

models local protein motions in terms of a local ordering tensor and a local diffusion tensor, a 

description that is more realistic than that obtained through the original MF method alone.  

However, the best-fit SRLS parameters are often affected by large uncertainties.  This limitation of 

the SRLS approach is circumvented by integrating the SRLS analysis of relaxation data with MD 

simulations266.  The combined method, referred to as SRLSMD, was successfully applied to the 

comparative analysis of dynamics of a Rho-GTPase266 and illustrates the synergy between NMR 

relaxation and MD simulations. 

Several other illustrations of the complementarity between NMR and MD simulations are 

available53,55,267,268. For example, VanSchouwen et al. first validated MD simulations using NMR-

derived order parameters, and then exploited MD simulations to explore aspects of allostery that 

are not readily accessible through experiments51,53.  For example, it was possible to assess the 

presence of dynamically driven allostery in EPAC constructs that more closely approach the full-

length integral protein than those amenable to NMR analyses51. In addition, through MD 

simulations it is possible to explore transition pathways between the experimentally determined 

apo-inactive and holo-active structures54,55,269, hydration changes relevant for allostery221 as well as 

dynamics that is elusive to experimental characterization, e.g. flexibility in systems with poor 

solubility or large MWs and in transient intermediates, such as the apo-active or holo-inactive states 

(Fig. 1a)53,55.  

1.4.2.9   Other NMR Methods to Probe Conformational Ensembles  

Although NMR chemical shift perturbations and spin relaxation experiments are invaluable to 

map allosteric networks and the dynamical basis of allostery, as outlined above, other NMR 

observables provide an often-indispensable complement.  For example, comparative analyses of 

hydrogen exchange-based protection factors are excellent probes of solvent accessibility and have 

been utilized to understand how occlusion of binding and active sites controls autoinhibition270 and 

to detect minute populations of conformers with solvent exposed sites271. In more general terms, 

H/D exchange protection factors sense transient local and global unfolding events272,273, providing 

experimental validation of ensemble models, such as those provided by the Corex algorithm36. The 
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maximal protection factors measured for buried sites are directly related to the free energy of global 

unfolding, which is also accessible through independent control experiments in which chemical or 

thermal denaturation is monitored, for example, by fluorescence or differential scanning 

calorimetry, respectively.  Free energies of global unfolding are useful to gauge the depth of wells 

in the free energy landscape that defines allosteric transitions (Fig. 1). This is because the unfolded 

states of different conformers are assumed to correspond to a similar free energy level, providing a 

common reference frame to evaluate the differential free energies of the folded conformers (Fig. 

1b)42,43. By measuring mutant vs. WT unfolding free energy differences it is possible to establish 

the mechanism though which a mutant increases the population of a given state, i.e. active or 

inactive: either by selectively stabilizing that state or by selectively destabilizing the other state or 

by a combination of the two mechanisms.   

H/D NMR experiments are also an effective tool to spot non-additivity in double-mutant 

cycles, in which one perturbation is a mutation and the other is the thermal transition from 

exchange-incompetent to exchange-competent states of a single amide proton274. In addition, two 

H/D exchange methods that extend beyond classical H/D exchange kinetics and provide important 

details about allosteric systems are equilibrium H/D fractionation factors and H/D isotope effects 

on NMR chemical shifts. Both techniques probe the stability of backbone and side chain hydrogen 

bonds and examine how they change in response to ligand binding or conformational 

exchange189,275. Last but not least, NMR provides also a means to monitor chemical unfolding at 

residue resolution. For example, Chen et al. monitored the urea-induced unfolding of the CesAB 

chaperone using normalized 1H,15N-HSQC cross-peak intensities and extracted residue-specific 

free energies of unfolding and apparent urea concentrations at the midpoint of unfolding transition 

(Cm)276. 

 

1.4.3   Ligand-Based View of Allostery  

 While the previous discussion focuses primarily on the allosteric receptor, the allosteric 

effector deserves an equally important level of scrutiny.  The resulting ligand-based view of 

allostery is complementary to the protein-based maps outlined above and hinges upon two main 

themes: reciprocal conformational selection and dissection of “driver” vs. “anchor” groups.  These 

topics are outlined in the following sections.   
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1.4.3.1   Multiple Ligand Conformations - Reciprocal Conformational Selection 

While protein conformational changes are central to understanding allosteric coupling, it 

should be considered that often conformational changes upon binding occur also at the level of 

allosteric ligands: not only does the ligand select a specific conformation within the protein 

structural ensemble, but also the protein selects a specific conformation within the ligand structural 

ensemble, i.e. conformational selection is often reciprocal277. Hence, it is critical to map binding-

coupled conformational changes also for ligands277,278. In this respect, traditional structure 

determinations of complexes279 are frequently complemented by Transfer-NOESY experiments, 

which are applicable if the ligand of interest does not bind tightly (KD > nM).  Transfer-NOESY 

data are combined with STD spectra, which are useful not only to monitor binding isotherms and 

determine dissociation constants47,280,281, but also to provide a map of the interaction epitopes within 

the ligand282–284.  Another ligand-based NMR method that allows mapping of interactions for 

phosphorous-containing effectors (e.g. nucleotides, phospholipids etc.) in a label-free manner and 

without requiring isotopic enrichment is 31P-NMR. The 31P chemical shifts and line-widths are 

exquisitely sensitive to binding104,285.  Similarly, 19F NMR is a valuable ligand-based sensor of 

binding and allosteric equilibria286,287. For example, Nicks et al. utilized 19F-labeled analogs of the 

tryptophan synthase (TS) substrate to probe the equilibrium between low and high-activity states 

of the TS β-subunit287.  The absence of 31P and 19F in most proteins makes these nuclei excellent 

tools to selectively monitor binding mechanisms from a ligand-centered perspective.  

1.4.3.2. Mapping “Driver” vs. “Anchor” Functional Groups 

 Ligand-centered analyses of allostery are instrumental also to dissect the binding vs. allosteric 

contributions of specific atoms or functional groups within an allosteric effector.  Differentiating 

between binding and allosteric contributions is critical to design ligand analogs that act as agonist, 

antagonist or reverse agonist.  In this respect, it is useful to classify the atoms of allosteric ligands 

as “drivers” vs. “anchors”288,289 .  Both types of atoms elicit specific interactions with the allosteric 

system, but the former interact with receptor regions subject to inactive vs. active variations, while 

the latter interact with receptor sites that are invariant in the inactive-active transition (Fig. 2).  

Hence, drivers but not anchors are expected to mediate state-selective interactions and contribute 

directly to allosteric coupling (efficacy). However, anchors are critical for binding (potency) and 

for ensuring that drivers are correctly positioned to actually ‘drive’ conformational transitions288.  

The identification of drivers vs. anchors is expected to define a major challenge for future studies 

of allosteric interactions, especially considering that multiple coupled drivers and anchors may 
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simultaneously act at a single interface between an allosteric effector and the host protein288. 

Embracing these challenges will enhance the design of novel therapeutic allosteric effectors.   

While this is still an emerging area, an effective method to quantitatively assess the “driver” 

vs. “anchor” role of a given atom or group of atoms within an allosteric effector relies on the 

measurement of state-specific associations constants, i.e. Ka,Active and Ka,Inactive.  Covalent 

modifications of purely “driver” sites are expected to alter the Ka,Active /Ka,Inactive ratio and hence the 

free energy of allosteric coupling (equation 1) and the efficacy. Covalent modifications of purely 

“anchor” sites are expected to maintain the Ka,Active /Ka,Inactive ratio to a large extent unaltered, but 

affect the average affinity, computed, based on the thermodynamic cycle of Fig. 1a, as: 

𝐾𝑎,𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 =    𝑋𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒,𝐴𝑝𝑜 𝐾𝑎,𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 +  𝑋𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒,𝐴𝑝𝑜 𝐾𝑎,𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒          (2) 

where XInactive,Apo and XActive,Apo denote the molar fractions of inactive and active state prior to ligand 

binding47.  An experimental approach to measure state-specific association constants combining 

molecular stapling, ligand-based NMR (e.g. STD) and protein-based NMR (e.g. chemical shift 

correlations) has been recently proposed47. Alternatively, state-specific association constants can 

be quantified through non-equilibrium (e.g. stopped-flow) fluorescence measurements that rely on 

rapid mixing and possibly the use of low temperatures to resolve different kinetic phases in the 

thermodynamic cycle of allosteric coupling185,290. Equation (2) also reveals that the affinity for 

allosteric systems depends on the position of the inactive vs. active equilibrium of the apo form.   

When such equilibrium is skewed towards the inactive state, the observed average affinity may 

reflect primarily the Ka,inactive state-specific association constant, i.e. the stability of the holo-inactive 

complex (Fig. 1a). 

1.5   Mapping Allostery Beyond the Four-State Thermodynamic Cycle 

While the four-state thermodynamic cycle arising from the coupling of conformational and 

1:1 binding equilibria (Fig. 1a) provides an initial framework to rationalize allostery, it is clear that 

the simple view of Fig. 1a does not always capture the complexity of allosteric control291. For 

example, although allostery is now recognized as a property of both monomeric and oligomeric 

proteins10,292, oligomerization remains an effective mechanism to amplify allosteric responses. This 

type of amplification involves binding stoichiometries higher than 1:1 in systems subject to 

homotropic allostery and goes beyond the scope of the simple scheme of Fig. 1a.  The importance 

of stoichiometries higher than 1:1 is easily appreciated also by considering that one of the simplest 

and most common allosteric ligands is the proton ion293–296. Another source of deviations from the 
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four-state thermodynamic cycle in Fig. 1a is the presence of more than two states in the 

conformational ensembles accessible to allosteric systems.  This is often the case when the allosteric 

host includes weakly coupled moieties. Weak allosteric coupling can still be functionally relevant, 

as in the case of G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs)297. One of most general treatments of weak 

coupling is the “Ensemble Allosteric Model” (EAM)36, in which the energetics of an apo allosteric 

system is recapitulated in terms of at least two states accessible to each sub-component (e.g. domain 

or sub-domain) and state-specific inter-sub-component couplings.  Allosteric ligands alter the free 

energy hierarchy of the apo ensemble by eliciting state specific interactions with specific sub-

components36.  Hence, the EAM provides an effective conceptual framework to model a wide range 

of allosteric systems, including those deviating from the simple four-state cycle of Fig. 1a, such as 

oligomers and weakly coupled systems that access complex multi-state ensembles. The following 

sub-sections focus on these types of allosteric receptors, starting from in vitro systems and 

progressing towards environments that more closely recapitulate allostery in the context of cellular 

complexity. 

1.5.1   Investigation of Homotropic Allostery in Oligomeric Systems 

The original MWC model for tetrameric hemoglobin is an excellent illustration of how 

oligomerization cooperatively amplifies allosteric couplings.  Due to the conservation of symmetry, 

the MWC model posits that all protomers within the oligomer must always exist in the same state, 

either tensed (T) or relaxed (R), resulting in a Tn vs. Rn conformational equilibrium, where n is the 

number of protomers in the oligomer (Fig. 7a).  Given the higher R vs. T affinity for molecular 

oxygen, O2 binding to a single subunit shifts the equilibrium towards R4, increasing the effective 

concentration of the three unoccupied R subunits and resulting in a net increase in oxygen affinity 

for subsequent binding.  It is clear that this effect is amplified when applied to larger oligomers.  

Hence, oligomeric proteins have historically been considered prototypical allosteric sensors.   

When investigating allostery in oligomeric systems, it is critical to characterize binding 

intermediates as they help differentiate between different allosteric models. For example, unlike the 

MWC model, the KNF model allows for mixed R/T binding intermediates (Fig. 7b). Although it is 

possible for even simple 1H NMR spectra to provide sensitive markers of structural perturbations 

and quaternary structure298–300, the investigation of binding intermediates in allosteric oligomeric 

systems is facilitated by the joint analysis of NMR, ITC and CD data in the context of the ensemble 

model of allostery36,301,302.  ITC provides the fractions of singly and doubly ligand-bound enzyme 

that are utilized to model the HSQC intensities during ligand titration, taking into account residue-  
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Figure 7. Models of homotropic allostery as exemplified by a dimer.  Each protomer exists in two states, the 

relaxed and tensed states (square and circle) with high and low affinity for the allosteric effector ligand.  For 

the sake of simplicity, the affinity of the tensed state for the ligand is assumed to be negligible. In the case of 

the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model (a), the dimer symmetry is conserved at every stage of ligand 

binding, ruling out mixed relaxed-tense combinations. The conservation of symmetry posited by MWC 

explains positive homotropic cooperativity. In the case of the Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer (KNF) model (b) 

no tensed vs. relaxed pre-equilibrium is hypothesized (i.e. induced fit) and no conservation of symmetry is 

assumed.  The tensed to relaxed conversion occurs upon ligand binding and cooperativity, either positive or 

negative, depends on inter-subunit interactions.  In the most general case, i.e. the Ensemble Allosteric Model 

(EAM)  (c), pre-equilibria in the apo form are assumed and no conservation of symmetry is imposed.  The 

population of each apo dimer state depends on the intrinsic stability of each protomer state as well as on the 

inter-protomer coupling.  Upon binding, populations are further modulated by the state-specific affinities of 

the ligand as well as the ligand concentration. The MWC and KNF models can be seen as specific examples 

of the EAM36,91,160. Reproduced with permission from Freiburger et al.302. Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing 

Group. 

specific transfer of broadening from singly- to doubly-bound forms in the parameter fitting301,302. 

CD molar ellipticities are critical to monitor thermal unfolding and their concentration dependence 

provides a control for the oligomerization state301,302. For example, through the joint-NMR-ITC-CD 

analysis Frieburger et al. elegantly showed that a dimeric enzyme conforms to the MWC model 

when ligands target the dimer interface, but to the KNF model when ligands bind at distal 

sites301(Fig. 7a,b).  In addition, it is also possible that the binding and the monomer vs. dimer 

equilibria are coupled to each other, as shown in the case of a chemokine through chemical shift 
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monitored titrations in conjunction with intrinsic fluorescence polarization to monitor 

dimerization303.   

1.5.2   Beyond the Two-State Exchange Model 

The active-to-inactive transition often occurs through intermediates.  Identifying such intermediates 

is essential to access the degree of allosteric cooperativity and to map the transition pathway(s). 

The choice of NMR approaches utilized to identify such allosteric intermediates depends to a large 

extent on the time scale of the exchange between the inter-converting conformers.  Hence, we will 

discuss separately the case of slow, intermediate and fast exchanging ’third’ states.   However, it 

should be considered that a single allosteric system may include different sites subject to different 

exchange rates and regimes (e.g. fast and slow exchange)27 and such multiplicity of timescales is 

itself evidence of deviation from the simple two-state exchange model 304,305.  This scenario of a 

single system for which different sites are subject to dynamics in multiple time-scales should not 

be confused with another common case in which a single two-state exchange (Fig. 8a) appears in 

the fast-regime for residues with small inter-state chemical shift differences, but in the intermediate 

or slow regime for residues with larger inter-state chemical shift variations (Fig. 8b).  It is clear that  

 

 

Figure 8: Illustration of how a single two-state 

conformational transition may lead to different 

exchange regimes for different probe residues. (a) 

Schematic model for a single equilibrium between 

two states (i.e. A and B) with exchange kinetics 

quantified by the rate constant kex = k1 + k-1.  

Residues i and j provide two distinct probes 

reporting on the same exchange event.  (b). If ΔνAB 

for residue i is sufficiently large to be >> kex, the N-

H for this residue will appear in the slow exchange 

regime giving rise to two separate cross-peaks 

(blue). In this case, the intensity of the cross-peaks 

is indicative of the population of the respective 

states. If ΔνAB for residue j is sufficiently small to be 

<< kex, the N-H for this residue will appear in the fast 

exchange regime, giving rise to a single cross-peak 

(red) for which chemical shifts are population 

weighted-averages of the chemical shifts of the two 

pure states (dotted circles). 
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such partitioning of different residues into distinct exchange regimes is field dependent, as 

frequency differences are306. 

1.5.2.1   Third State in Slow Exchange 

A clear example of the limitation of the two-state model and the relevance of additional states 

is provided by recent investigations of GPCRs297,307.  For example, Manglik et al. mapped the free 

energy landscape of the β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR) using a combination of double electron-

electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy, 19F NMR relaxation dispersion and saturation transfer297. 

By mutating selected residues to cysteine, Manglik et al. were able to covalently link either a spin 

label for use in DEER spectroscopy or a fluorinated label for 19F NMR relaxation dispersion and 

saturation transfer experiments aimed at characterizing the dynamic ensemble of conformations 

selected by either inverse agonists or full agonists.  Manglik et al. found that apo β2AR samples two 

distinct states (S1 and S2) exchanging in the sub-ms time scale, whereas in the fully active state, in 

which β2AR was bound to both a full agonist and Nb80, i.e. a mimic of the G protein, Gs, it was 

found that the GPCR sampled mainly a single state (S4) (Fig. 9a).  Interestingly, when Manglik et 

al. examined β2AR in the presence of agonist only (i.e. in the absence of Nb80), they observed an 

heterogeneous conformational ensemble in which the S1 and S2 states were still significantly 

populated together with an intermediate state (S3), with chemical shifts distinct from the other 

states, as confirmed by line-shape deconvolution, and in slow exchange with the S1 and S2 states, 

as indicated by 19F saturation transfer experiments (Fig. 9b-d)297.  The S3 on-pathway intermediate 

is consistent with the presence of a loose allosteric coupling between the agonist-binding pocket 

and the G-protein-coupling domain297.  Overall, the study of Manglik et al. illustrates how the 

combination of tailored NMR probes of dynamics and other spectroscopies that sample distance 

distributions (e.g. DEER) is often sufficient to map in a targeted but effective manner complex 

multi-state dynamic equilibria accessed by allosteric systems. 

Another excellent example of the functional relevance of deviations from the two-state model 

is the work of Gustavsson et al.7 and Reining et al.308.  Gustavsson utilized [13C,13C]-DARR MAS 

NMR experiments to show that SERCA-bound phospholamban accesses three states in slow 

exchange, including two that are inhibitory (T and R) and one that is non-inhibitory (B) and 

stabilized by phosphorylation7. Reining et al. found evidence that the Vibrio vulnificus add 

ribowitch dynamically samples three slowly exchanging, distinct states referred to as apoA, apoB 

and holo308.  The riboswitch is regulated by adenine binding, which results in a conformational 

switch exposing its Shine-Dalgarno sequence and AUG start codon.  The exchange rates among the 
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states were measured via Nz-exchange spectroscopy and stopped-flow kinetics and were used, in 

combination with binding affinities derived from ITC, to define the switching efficiency (i.e. the 

difference between the holo state populations at two different concentrations of adenine). Reining 

et al. compared the switching efficiencies between the add riboswitch and a mutated riboswitch, 

which lacks the ability to form the apoB state, and found that the third state results in a wider range 

of switching efficiencies over a broader range of temperatures, i.e. deviation from a two-state model 

leads to a “temperature-compensated” regulatory switch 308. 

 

Figure 9: A multi-state conformational switch. (a) The dynamic conformational equilibria of the β2 

Adrenergic Receptor (β2AR).  The TM6 helix of β2AR exists in a dynamic equilibrium between its closed 

(S1), partially closed (S2) and open (S3/S4) conformations.  By introducing a fluorine probe in the 

cytoplasmic end of the TM6 helix, it was possible to selectively probe how this helix shifts among the S1-4 

conformers in response to a set of ligand perturbations.  For instance, the 19F NMR spectra are shown for 

β2AR in the presence of an inverse agonist (carazolol, panels b and c, red), an agonist (BI167107, panel d, 

green) as well as an agonist and the G protein mimic Nb80 (panel c, green).  In addition, line-shape 

simulations guided by NMR relaxation dispersion parameters provided a means to gauge individual state 

contributions (panel b, black dashed peaks; panel d, grey and red spectra).  Through this approach, Manglik 

et al. were able to deconvolute spectra like the one shown in panel d and identify a new intermediate state 

(S3) distinct from S4, although its chemical shift is similar to the S4 state. This figure adapted with permission 

from Manglik et al.297. Copyright 2015 Elsevier. 
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1.5.2.2   Third State in Intermediate Exchange 

Intermediates in allosteric transitions are often sampled in the μs-ms time-scale. For example, 

McDonald et al. using 15N CPMG NMR dispersion (NMRD) experiments proved that this is the 

case for the E. coli CheY, a regulatory protein that controls bacterial chemotaxis304.  McDonald et 

al. observed a poor correlation between the Δω values extracted from NMRD data and the Δδ 

chemical shift changes between CheY in the presence and absence of saturating amounts of the 

phsophoryl-mimic BeFx and 10 mM Mg2+, which stabilize the active state.  This suggested that the 

transitions sampled by NMRD do not conform to a simple concerted two-state model for the 

inactive vs. active switch.  Overall, the μs-ms dynamics of CheY mapped at residue-resolution 

through NMRD experiments are consistent with asynchronous segmental motions that give rise to 

local, as opposed to global, switching between inactive and active-like conformers of CheY304.  

Based on these and similar observations304,305,309, the two main signatures of deviations from the 

two-state model for allosteric systems subject to μs-ms dynamics appear to be the heterogeneity in 

site-specific exchange rates from NMRD and lack of correlations between the ground vs. excited 

Δω from NMRD and the apo vs. holo chemical shift differences (Δδ).  When significant deviations 

from the two-state model are detected, fitting of CPMG relaxation dispersion data using more 

complex multi-state models is possible, although additional experimental data may be needed to 

avoid dealing with an underdetermined problem310,311.  Alternatively, viscosity-dependent kinetics 

is an elegant approach to probe the length scale of segmental motions underlying solvent-driven 

processes and to measure the related effective hydrodynamic radii (EHR), as was shown for the 

gating of the 20S core particle223.  Furthermore, the EHR size is a useful predictor of how exchange 

kinetics is affected by cellular crowding223. 

1.5.2.3   Third State in Fast Exchange 

 A promising approach to characterize fast-exchanging multi-state systems is based on the 

combination of residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) and Monte-Carlo simulations to explore the 

protein energy landscape312. The RDCs measured for distal sites subject to conformational changes 

are sensitive to the extent of correlation between such changes312.  This effect was exploited to show 

that the inter-domain equilibria of adenylate kinase include not only fully closed and open 

topologies, but also a conformationally heterogeneous intermediate state in which one domain 

adopts an open-like orientation, while another is in a closed-like conformation312. Another method 

to investigate conformational ensembles with three rapidly interconverting states capitalizes on the 

observed chemical shifts being population-weighted linear averages of the pure state values.  In this 
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case, it is instrumental to expand the apo vs. holo comparison to a third sample in which the third 

state is at least partially populated.  For example, one of the cyclic-nucleotide binding domains of 

protein kinase G samples three states, i.e. an active state, prevailing in the apo form, an inactive 

state, selected by cGMP, as well as an intermediate states with mixed active/inactive features, 

partially stabilized by cAMP313.   The comparative chemical shift analysis of the apo, cGMP- and 

cAMP-bound forms through CHESPA was critical to differentiate between two- vs. three-state 

models, as it systematically revealed non-linear HSQC patterns for selected residues distal from the 

cyclic nucleotide binding sites and sub-sets of residues exhibiting different degrees of fractional 

activation313.  Furthermore, based on the CHESPA analysis it was possible to estimate the 

populations of the three states313. This example illustrates the importance of complementing 

spectroscopic approaches with an at least partial stabilization of the intermediate through chemical 

means (e.g. replacement of cGMP with cAMP).  When covalent modifications achieve an 

essentially quantitative stabilization of the intermediate, the trapped third-state becomes amenable 

to more classical structural and dynamical determination methods. 

An excellent example of how to utilize mutations to trap transient intermediates is provided 

by the work of Zhuravleva et al. on DnaK25.  DnaK functions by cycling between the ATP- and the 

substrate and ADP-bound states. Substrate binding to the Substrate Binding Domain (SBD) 

enhances ATP hydrolysis, while ATP binding to the Nucleotide Binding Domain (NDB) reduces 

the affinity of the substrate for the SBD.  To dissect the mechanism of allosteric cross-talk between 

substrate binding and ATP hydrolysis, Zhuravleva et al. trapped an intermediate of the DnaK 

allosteric transition in which both substrate and ATP are simultaneously bound to DnaK.  This was 

achieved by identifying a point mutation of DnaK with impaired ATP hydrolysis.  The comparative 

NMR analysis of the ATP-bound mutant DnaK in the presence and absence of substrate revealed 

that the latter ‘undocks’ the interface between the nucleotide binding domain (NDB) and the b-

subdomain of the substrate binding domain (SBD) of DnaK, while preserving interactions between 

the NDB and the NDB-SBD linker, which are lost only upon hydrolysis of ATP.  Hence, the use of 

a point mutation to silence ATP hydrolysis and capture the catalytically inactive intermediate of 

DnaK was instrumental in dissecting which ligand controls which interaction among those 

perturbed in the allosteric transition.  Furthermore, the work of Zhuravleva et al. on DnaK highlights 

how inter-domain linkers may serve not only as passive inter-domains tethers, but also as active 

allosteric elements coupled to ligand binding, as discussed in Section 3.4. The investigation of 
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DnaK also emphasizes how understanding functionally relevant allosteric processes hinges upon 

thorough maps of multi-state conformational ensembles, which is the subject of the next section.  

1.5.3   Multi-State Conformational Ensembles 

 Understanding allostery in the context of conformational selection in the broadest sense 

requires an atomic-resolution structural description of the conformers that dynamically interconvert 

within the ensemble accessible to a protein.  However, multi-conformer structural determination 

implies that the number of degrees of freedom easily exceeds the number of experimental restraints. 

Hence, relying exclusively on experimental data would lead to an underdetermined problem, which 

means that integration of experiment and simulations is advisable.  For example, in the case of sub-

ms dynamics, it is possible to model the conformational ensemble through NOE- and RDC-

restrained ensemble molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Given the complexity of the ensemble 

a large number of experimental restraints are needed even for a relatively small protein such as 

ubiquitin, i.e. > 2500 NOEs and ~2000 NH RDCs from 36 alignment media314.  Furthermore 

additional data (i.e. RDC for different bond vectors, cross-correlated relaxation rates and trans-

hydrogen-bond scalar couplings) are needed for validation purposes.  This approach provides a 

validated ensemble of hundreds of conformers called “Ensemble Refinement for Native proteins 

using a Single alignment Tensor” or ERNST314.  Once the ERNST ensemble is available, it is 

interrogated through correlation analyses (e.g. correlation matrices and principal value analysis) 

with the goal of identifying correlated motions in the sub-ms time-scale314.  Through this approach 

Fenwick et al. revealed collective motions involving β-strands separated by ~15 Å in ubiquitin and 

defining a path for signal propagation across the ubiquitin structure.  In addition, such collective 

motions may assist the sampling of conformations adopted by ubiquitin when in complex with other 

proteins, suggesting a role in protein-protein recognition314.  Another highly promising avenue to 

exhaustively sample conformational space and map the underlying free energy landscape is through 

replica-averaged meta-dynamics simulations in combination with NMR chemical shifts and RDCs, 

which sense ms dynamics315,316. For example Kukic et al. using this approach revealed that the apo 

I-domain of the Lymphocyte Function-associated Antigen 1 (LFA-1) accesses three conformational 

states315.  These examples on folded proteins show the effectiveness of hybrid simulation-NMR 

approaches in recapitulating multi-state conformational ensembles, a problem that is exacerbated 

in systems that are not fully structured, as discussed in the next section.   

1.5.4   Investigation of Allostery in Intrinsically Disordered Proteins (IDPs) and Linkers 
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 While allostery is a concept originally developed for globular proteins, recent evidence 

suggests that long-range cross-talk is present also in intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), which 

include amyloidogenic peptides, such as α-synuclein (αS) and amyloid beta (Ab), as well as 

partially unstructured regions in multi-domain proteins, such as linkers8,42,91–95,95.  Allostery in IDPs 

is expected to be critical to understand the effect of post-translational modifications, such as 

oxidative nitration and phosphorylation8,13. Such covalent modifications often selectively stabilize 

conformers with residual structure that are sampled within the complex free-energy landscape of 

IDPs, thus giving rise to allostery. Hence, one of the critical challenges is to identify strategies to 

single out functionally relevant conformational equilibria from the background of non-functionally 

relevant conformational “noise” arising from the dynamic ensemble of interconverting conformers 

accessible to IDPs.   

The NMR investigation of IDPs has been recently covered by excellent monographies and 

reviews317–320.  Hence, here we will just briefly mention one possible approach to identify allosteric 

couplings involving IDPs and linkers based on double-mutant cycles.   For example, the allosteric 

coupling between a linker and an adjacent ligand-binding globular domain of the regulatory subunit 

of protein kinase A (PKA-RIa) was investigated by preparing four samples: agonist and antagonist-

bound, each of them with or without deletion of the linker.  For all four-samples unfolding free 

energies were measured through urea titration monitored by intrinsic fluorescence of Trp residues 

located in the globular domain42. When the globular domain binds to the antagonist (i.e. Rp-

cAMPS), it is locked in the inactive state and the linker deletion does not result in significant 

changes of the unfolding free energy, pointing to negligible linker-domain interactions. When the 

globular domain binds the agonist (i.e. cAMP), it is locked in the active state and the linker deletion 

causes a significant reduction of the unfolding free energy42. Hence, the linker is allosterically 

coupled to the adjacent domain through weak but functionally significant state-selective 

interactions, which were independently confirmed through PREs and CHESCA.  

Binding of cAMP to the CBD shifts the linker’s equilibrium towards the states that 

preferentially interact with the active CBD.  Hence, this linker is an integral part of the allosteric 

network controlled by cAMP and mutations within this allosteric linker modulate the kinase 

inhibition and cAMP-dependent activation42.  The allosteric linker of PKA is representative of a 

more general class of linkers that elicit state-selective interactions with adjacent domains thus 

tuning regulatory equilibria in allosteric systems, such as DnaK, K-RAS4B and Crk128,256,321. 

Similarly, in the X-ray structures of the copper-sensing operon repressor (CsoR) the N-terminal tail 
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is folded, but solution NMR experiments show that in the apo state the tail is unfolded and 

undergoes an allosteric disorder-to-order transition upon ligand binding322. Thus partially unfolded 

regions flanking folded domains are often key regulators of function.  However, it should be 

considered that interactions involving linkers and IDPs are likely to be significantly affected by 

environmental conditions, which are the subject of the next section.  

1.5.5   Contextualizing Allostery: Recapitulating Cellular Complexity 

 While in vitro investigations remain a necessary fundamental starting point to dissect and 

understand the complexity of allosteric systems, it is critical to take into account that allostery 

within the cellular context involves additional layers of complexity. These include the presence of 

multiple competing interactions, the lipid membrane as well as crowding and quinary effects323.  

For example, multiple binders are common for signalling systems that function as hubs, such as 

RAS GTPases. A single RAS protein often competitively binds multiple effectors, referred to as 

RAS binding domains (RBDs).  The competition between RBDs for binding to RAS is a central 

determinant of the hierarchy of downstream signaling pathways. Hence, Smith and Ikura324 

developed an elegant NMR-based approach to directly probe the competition within pairs of RBDs 

(i.e. RBDa and RBDb) for RAS binding. In this scheme, HSQC spectra are acquired for 2:2:1 

mixtures of RBDa:RBDb:15N-RAS, with the latter bound to a non-hydrolysable analog of GTP 

(Fig. 10). Since only RAS is isotopically labeled, the intensities of well-resolved HSQC cross-peaks 

specific for each RBDx:RAS complex provide a direct and quantitative readout of the extent of 

RBDa vs. RBDb competition for binding to wt RAS324 (Fig. 10).  Through this method a 

competition matrix was built for all the RBD pairs.  A similar matrix was built for an oncogenic 

mutant of RAS, revealing that the mutation alters the hierarchy of downstream signaling pathways 

(Fig. 10).   Overall, the approach of Smith and Ikura provides a general and robust method to probe 

direct competition in ternary mixtures without the need of indirect inferences from data on binary 

mixtures324.  This type of application is an excellent illustration of how NMR can be utilized to 

dissect the allosteric complexity of signaling hubs, which regulate multiple competing interactions.  

Another allosteric effector is the lipid bilayer. For example, Gustavsson et al. using MAS NMR 

provided proof of the principle that lipid bilayer composition affects the kinetics and the position 

of regulatory equilibria, such as that between the ground and excited state of the membrane protein 

phospholamban, which controls the sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase7,325. 
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Figure 10.  Similar binding “inputs” result in different WT vs. mutant “outputs”. (a) The input is defined by 

the competitive binding of two-fold excess RAS-binding domains (RBDs), such as unlabeled ARAF and 

RGL1, to 15N-labeled RAS, while the output is the fraction of each binary RBD:RAS complex formed, as 

quantified by well-resolved HSQC cross-peaks (b). The “outputs” RAF and RAL denote the GTPases that 

the guanine exchange factors ARAF and RGL1 respectively regulate.  Adapted with permission from 

reference 324. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. 

1.6   Towards NMR-Assisted Translation of Allostery 

 NMR is a versatile spectroscopic tool suitable not only to elucidate fundamental allosteric 

mechanisms, but also to tap the translational potential of allosteric site targeting.  Specifically, NMR 

has played a pivotal role in the screening of new allosteric effectors and the elucidation of their 

underlying mechanism of action. Furthermore, NMR is ideally suited to map the allosteric effects 

elicited by disease related mutations (DRMs), which are often elusive to other structural 

determination methods326.  The following sections review recent contributions of NMR to the search 

for new allosteric ligands and their mechanisms, as well as those of DRMs. 

1.6.1   Screening for New Allosteric Effectors 

The targeting of allosteric sites, either covalently or non-covalently, permits a degree of 

potency and selectivity that is often not accessible by targeting their orthosteric counterparts.  As 

such, screening for allosteric effectors is a rapidly growing field31,217,327–331.  The discovery of novel 

allosteric effectors frequently relies on traditional ligand screening methods, including protein- and 

ligand-based NMR methods332–334. However, the extension of such approaches to allosteric systems 

also poses new challenges that require customization of the original screening methods to ensure 

an efficient search for ligands targeting allosteric sites with minimal false positives and negatives.  

For example, saturation transfer difference (STD) NMR experiments are commonly utilized for 

ligand screening due to their robustness and label-free nature333,335–337. STD NMR methods are 
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effectively adapted to the search of allosteric effectors through competitive binding experiments 

implemented in the presence of excess ligands targeting the orthosteric site, with the goal of 

differentiating between competitive and allosteric inhibitors338.  While STD experiments work best 

if the KD > nM, the affinity window of applicability can be expanded through competition 

experiments with other allosteric ligands47,339.  Competition experiments also offer the advantage 

of being less sensitive to non-specific binding (NSB) than direct binding assays.  However, if a 

clear plateau is observed in the binding isotherm monitored through the STD amplification factor340, 

contributions from NSB, which is typically non-saturable, are likely negligible. When full 

saturation cannot be reached due to poor solubility, NSB can be ruled out through protein-based 

NMR chemical shift changes, which are localized to a specific binding-site in the case of specific 

binding, as opposed to being scattered throughout the protein surface as expected for NSB341.  

An additional screening strategy to efficiently identify allosteric inhibitors is the fragment 

based approach of Chen et al.342 known as target immobilized NMR screening (TINS). TINS 

requires the immobilization of both the screening target and a reference protein onto a solid support.  

A reference protein is needed as a control for NSB.    1D 1H NMR spectra are then acquired for the 

target and reference in the presence of a mixture of fragments and the resulting spectra are overlaid.  

Fragments that bind specifically to the target will experience extreme line broadening due to 

enhanced R2 relaxation rates caused by binding to an immobilized protein.  Hence, significantly 

reduced target (T) vs. reference (R) intensity ratios indicate selective binding to the target.  Using 

TINS, Chen et al. identified 94 fragments from their initial library of 531 compounds that 

preferentially bound to the adenosine A2A GPCR (A2AR). Chen et al. then filtered out fragments 

that interacted with the orthosteric site via competition experiments with both an orthosteric 

inhibitor and an agonist.  The remaining leads were screened for their effect on the dissociation rate 

of the orthosteric effectors, with fragments that increased or reduced the koff rate more than 30% 

being defined as negative and positive allosteric modulators, respectively.  Chen et al. found from 

their initial library of 531 compounds, three ligands that acted as negative allosteric modulators and 

eight compounds that acted as positive allosteric modulators.  Overall, the approach of Chen et al. 

describes a robust screening strategy for unstable membrane proteins with promise for identifying 

both allosteric inhibitors and agonists. 

Another efficient NMR-based screening method is FAXS (Fluorine chemical shift Anisotropy 

and eXchange for Screening), which relies on the reduction of 19F R2 relaxation rates occurring 

upon competitive displacement of a bound 19F-labeled spy ligand343–345.  The high-sensitivity and 
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reliability of the FAXS method are illustrated by its application to the screening of human 

hexokinase activators with only minimal false positives346.  The use of 19F NMR in screening for 

allosteric effectors is not limited to 19F-labeled ligands346, but applies also to 19F-labeled proteins. 

For example, Ge et al. introduced 5F-Trp at multiple sites within a ligand responsive loop of a 

malaria drug target to map ligand binding and allosteric transitions347 and Pomerantz et al. 

introduced 3F-Tyr to monitor ligand binding to KIX348.  Both approaches capitalize on the 

abundance of aromatic amino acids at protein interfaces and on the exquisite sensitivity of 1D 19F 

NMR spectra to ligand binding and conformational changes347,348.  

Last but not least, a promising new dimension in screening for allosteric drug leads has been 

opened by high-pressure NMR studies, which allow the population of conformers with new 

druggable sites that would have been otherwise hidden349.  These “non-classical” allosteric sites 

provide new opportunities to control protein-protein interfaces through small molecules, 

complementing the “classical” allosteric loci available at ambient pressure349 . An alternative 

approach to identify novel allosteric sites relies on computational solvent mapping (FTMap).88 The 

FTMap predictions can be tested through NMR titrations, which are exquisitely sensitive to weak 

interactions and are not affected by crystal packing artifacts.   

1.6.2   Mechanisms of New Allosteric Effectors 

Once an allosteric inhibitor is identified through screening, elucidation of the underlying 

mechanism of action through further biophysical characterization is likely to assist further lead 

optimization288,350,351.   One of the simplest forms of biophysical characterization is a 2D NMR-

monitored titration of the newly identified allosteric effector into a solution of the isotopically 

labeled receptor, which provides not only a direct validation of the target protein, but also an initial 

determination of the location of the inhibitor binding site as sensed by residue-specific cross-peak 

intensity losses and/or chemical shift changes30,32,329,352–363.  However, the magnitude of residue 

specific intensity and chemical shift changes may not be sufficient to obtain an unambiguous 

identification of the binding sites for allosteric effectors, which, by definition, cause both short- and 

long-range perturbations.  Hence, it is critical to corroborate the location of binding sites for 

allosteric effectors using mutagenesis362,364,365  or more direct means, such as PREs or reverse 

saturation transfer27,366.  For example the selective saturation of an allosteric inhibitor in the 

presence of a deuterated ILV-methyl 13C,1H labeled 20S proteasome core particle resulted in 

attenuation of the 13C-1H HMQC (Methyl TROSY) cross-peaks corresponding to a Valine in the 

inhibitor binding site (i.e. V101)27 (Fig. 11).  This result was further confirmed by the observation 
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that upon inhibitor binding V101 exhibits a non-linear chemical shift pattern distinctly different 

from those detected for other residues subject to conformational changes only27.  This type of non-

linear vs. linear singularities is conveniently and systematically identified through the chemical shift 

projection analysis or CHESPA120,121, assisting the separation of contributions from nearest-

neighbour effects vs. conformational equilibria shifts to ppm variations121,367,368.  Once the binding 

pocket for the allosteric inhibitor is reliably identified, titration of the endogenous ligand in the 

absence and presence of the allosteric inhibitor provides a quantitative assessment of the extent of 

coupling between the two ligands352.   

Further mechanistic insight is obtained through structural elucidations369–374. For example, the 

inhibitory mechanism of a compound 4EGI-1, that targets eukaryotic translation initiation, was 

determined by elucidating the structure of 4EGI-1 bound to the translation initiation factor elF4E.  

This structure revealed that 4EGI-1 interacted with a site distal from the interface at which elF4E 

binds with its translation initiation partner elF4G.  Furthermore, it was revealed that 4EGI-1 causes 

an elongation of a helix within elF4E by one-turn, which interferes with its ability to interact with 

elF4G375.  Another example underscoring how structural information, even at low domain 

resolution, assists in dissecting the molecular mechanism of allosteric drugs is provided by the work 

of Skora et al.162. Skora et al. comparatively analyzed the inter-domain orientation of the c-Abl 

kinase in its binary and ternary complexes with Imatinib, which is a competitive inhibitor targeting 

the canonical ATP binding site, and GNF-5, which is an allosteric inhibitor that binds the myristoyl 

pocket and helps to overcome resistance to inhibitors that bind at the ATP binding site (e.g. 

Imatinib). Skora et al. found that Imatinib promotes an open (active) conformation, while GNF-5 

locks the c-Abl in its closed (inactive) topology (Fig. 3) 54.  Interestingly, when GNF-5 is added to 

the binary complex of c-Abl:Imatinib, the c-Abl shifts back to its closed state (Fig. 3)162. 

The previous examples illustrate how structural information helps understand allosteric 

mechanisms of inhibition. However, often structures alone are not sufficient, because apo allosteric 

systems access active vs. inactive equilibria that are skewed towards the latter state, with only 

minimal populations of the former.  This implies that inhibitors that further stabilize the inactive 

state may result in essentially undetectable structural changes209 (Fig. 12).  However, the reduction 

in the active state population occurring upon inhibitor binding is likely to result in major changes 

in the dynamic profile as probed by NMRD, especially when the active vs. inactive exchange occurs 

in the intermediate regime209,271. Another example illustrating how changes in dynamics upon 

inhibitor binding help elucidate the underlying inhibitory mechanism is provided by the work of  
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Figure 11:  Mapping the binding interface of a ligand to its allosteric receptor through reverse saturation 

transfer.  (a) Saturation transfer from the chloroquine ligand (structure in insert) to the proteasome 20S core 

particle (CP) ILV methyls in either the α or β subdomains.  Saturation transfer was quantified through on vs. 

off-resonance intensity ratios, where on-resonance refers to saturation of chloroquine’s aromatic resonances. 

Significant saturation transfer was observed for αV101 indicating that chloroquine bound in close proximity 

to this Valine.  (b) Non-linear chemical shift patterns confirm that chloroquine binds close to αV101.  For 

residues close to αV101, the binding of chloroquine (light pink) results in non-linear chemical shift changes 

(gray dashed arrows) unlike the cross-peak shifts that reflect purely allosteric changes (black dashed arrows).  

(c) Residues with non-linear chemical shift changes highlighted in (b) mapped onto the crystal structure of 

CP as spheres. Figure was reproduced with permission from Ruschak and Kay27.  Copyright 2012 National 

Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. 
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Hammoudeh et al.369. Hammoudeh et al. first performed a screen against dihydropteroate synthase, 

a dimeric bacterial enzyme involved in folic acid synthesis, and discovered an allosteric inhibitor. 

Then, using NMR and crystallography, Hammoudeh et al. showed that the inhibitor binds at the 

dimer interface and does not prevent substrate binding, but rather exerts its effect at a later step in 

the catalytic cycle, by controlling active site loops that modulate product release. MD simulations 

further revealed how the inhibitor binding at the dimer interface affects the dynamics of the active 

site loops369.   

Another example in which structural and dynamical investigations provided insight 

instrumental for further lead optimization is the work by Meli et al. on comparative apo vs. holo 

analyses of NMR chemical shifts, NMR relaxation and MD simulations, which revealed how a 

small molecule inhibitor binds to a relatively flat and at first sight “undruggable” surface of 

FGF2376,377.  The work of Meli et al. illustrates how the integration of NMR and simulations is 

critical to elucidate the mechanism of action of new allosteric drug leads.  For instance, Rousaki et 

al. examined the action of the anti-cancer compound, MKT-077, which targets the Hsp70 

chaperone, and found that it interacts with Hsp70 allosterically. Through NMR chemical shifts in 

combination with NMR-restrained docking simulations and MD simulations, the drug's binding site 

was identified355.  The investigation of the mechanism of new allosteric effectors identified through 

screening is expected to be an area in which hybrid NMR and computational methods are not only 

helpful, but often essential as drug leads are frequently poorly soluble and full saturation is not 

reachable experimentally leading to sparse NMR data that can only be interpreted through 

complementary simulations. 

 

Figure 12. Simplified mechanism of allosteric inhibition. Unlike allosteric effectors (Fig. 1a), ligands that 

elicit allosteric inhibition are selective for the inactive state, as shown in panel (a), leading to further 

stabilization of such state, as shown in panel (b).  Hence, inhibition may occur without apparent change of 

structure209. 
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1.6.3   Disease Related Mutations 

 Allostery is critical to understand how mutations affect function and result in disease. Often 

disease-related mutations (DRMs) lead to both short and long-range perturbations and it is 

necessary to map both types of effects to rationalize the gain or loss-of-function phenotype of a 

given mutant18–20,378,379.  In this respect, mutation-induced structural changes are a central aspect of 

understanding disease at the molecular level.  However, often DRMs do not cause apparent changes 

in structure, but in stability with respect to unfolding380 and/or in dynamics231. Mutation induced 

destabilization is quantified through equilibrium unfolding or H/D exchange experiments 

monitored by NMR and discrepancies between the two approaches are often an indication of the 

presence of unfolding intermediates381.  Mutation induced changes in dynamics are also effectively 

probed by NMR. For example, Kim et al. analyzed by NMR a lethal arginine deletion in 

phospholamban, which is phosphorylated by protein kinase A (PKA)231.  This phospholamban 

mutation causes reduced phosphorylation rates and PKA affinities. The underlying mechanism was 

revealed by the comparative WT vs. mutant NMR analysis, showing that, unlike WT 

phospholamban, the mutant is unable to drive the full transition from intermediate to fully closed 

states of the ATP-bound catalytic subunit of PKA, locking the catalytic subunit in a partially closed 

state subject to enhanced but dysfunctional active site dynamics that is not catalytically committed, 

thus explaining the reduced catalytic efficiency231 (Fig. 13).   

The work of Kim et al. is an excellent illustration of how modulation of dynamics, as revealed 

by comparative WT vs. mutant analyses of NMR chemical shifts, NMR relaxation and MD 

trajectories are essential to mechanistically relate mutations to disease phenotypes.  The 

investigation of DRMs can be expanded by designing mutant libraries to further interrogate the 

allosteric system, as outlined in Section 2.2.1. For example, the analysis of an Arg deletion DRM 

could be complemented by “softer” mutants, in which parts of the Arg side chain are eliminated or 

modified (e.g. mutations from R to K, M, A).  Such library of mutations would provide 

opportunities to initiate CHESCA-like analyses aimed at dissecting nearest neighbour vs. long-

range effects of DRMs. Furthermore, a mechanistic understanding of how DRMs and related 

mutations perturb allosteric regulation in the context of even the simplest models of allostery (Fig. 

1a) requires an assessment of the DRM-induced changes not only in the position of the apo 

inhibitory equilibria (Section 2.2.), but also in the state-specific association constants (Section 

2.3.2.). The former assessment is essential to understand how DRMs control auto-inhibition or 

constitutive activation, while the latter helps rationalize how DRMs affect ligand-dependent  
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Figure 13: Modulation of functional dynamics by a disease related mutation (DRM). The catalytic cycle of 

protein kinase A’s catalytic domain (PKA-C, blue lobes) is characterized by a range of dynamic 

conformational states defined by the relative positions of its N- and C- terminal lobes.  In its nucleotide and 

substrate-bound form, the wildtype (WT) enzyme forms a closed conformation, which is stabilized by 

electrostatic interactions between glutamates in PKA-C and R14 in the phospholamban substrate.  Dynamics 

are still present within this form, but they are significantly reduced compared to the nucleotide-bound enzyme.  

In contrast, the R14 deletion mutant perturbs the interactions between PKA-C and the substrate, limiting the 

transition of the N- and C-terminal lobes into the closed complex.  Instead, the enzyme adopts a partially 

closed conformation with enhanced dynamics with respect to the WT. This figure was reproduced with 

permission from Kim et al.231. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. 

activation. Both types of assessment provide a basis to dissect the contribution of DRMs to ligand 

affinity in the context of equation (2). 

 NMR is an excellent tool not only for elucidating the molecular mechanism of action of DRMs, 

but also for functionally profiling disease related mutants.  For example, Smith et al. utilized cross-

peak intensities in HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled RAS to directly monitor in real time the kinetics 

of RAS cycling within mammalian tumor cell lysates382.  Significant catalysis was detected with 

10-100 μg of protein per sample using a 1.7 mm cryoprobe NMR382. The dead time to set up an 

NMR experiment is typically of the order of minutes. This robust and sensitive approach when 

applied in combination with cell-based assays, such as immunoblotting to monitor protein 

expression levels, allows to differentially profile how individual mutants affect catalysis, allosteric 

regulation, and membrane targeting382.  The investigation of Smith et al. is an excellent illustration 

of how NMR–based assays provide a new dimension to traditional enzymology and cell biology 

studies.  In this respect, further impact from NMR-based enzymatic assays are anticipated when 

protein-based NMR detection, as pioneered by Smith et al.382, is complemented with ligand-based 
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NMR detection of 1H and 31P nuclei, which circumvent the need of isotopic enrichment104,383,384, or 

13C, when isotopic labeling is possible373.  1H NMR in conjunction with rapid mixing and quenching 

methods, such as acidification, has proven particularly useful also for the detection of reaction 

intermediates385 . 

1.7   Concluding Remarks and Future Perspective 

 We have summarized key questions that have emerged in the field of allostery in the last ~four-

five years as well as the NMR approaches that have been proposed to address them (Table 1).  The 

scope of these questions ranges from fundamental allosteric models to translational drug discovery.  

As the theories and applications of allostery continue to evolve, new questions will be defined and 

these will in turn inform the development on new experimental approaches.  For example, the 

emerging concepts of driver vs. anchor groups3,288,289 will require new methods to measure state-

specific association constants. Another exemplary rising trend pertains to allosteric systems that 

cannot be adequately described by a single two-state transition as they are subject to “soft” allosteric 

couplings more appropriately described by the Ensemble Allosteric Model (EAM). The EAM will 

warrant the development of new techniques to measure transition and inter-state coupling energies 

that define the hierarchies of states in allosteric systems. Similarly, other emerging theories related 

to allostery, e.g. frustration386–388 of free energy landscapes, will undoubtedly drive ingenuity in the 

experimental arena as well. 

 While there is no doubt that new transformative experimental methods will continue to be 

proposed to map allosteric sites, a promising general pattern that seems to have emerged in the last 

few years is one in which allosteric systems are interrogated through targeted libraries of 

perturbations, tailored to address the functional question at hand.  The response to such perturbation 

libraries is then mapped by taking advantage of the resolution and sensitivity to dynamic processes 

typical of NMR.  In this respect, it will be critical to integrate different “types” of NMR: ligand- 

and protein-based NMR methods as well as in vitro and in cell NMR data.   The former are 

necessary to obtain the resolution and sensitivity required to validate quantitative allosteric models, 

while the latter are invaluable to recapitulate cellular complexity and contextualize allosteric 

mechanisms.  It is clear that such integrative approaches should not be limited to NMR alone, but 

should extend to complementary experimental techniques, ranging from enzyme kinetics or other 

bio-assays needed to functionally profile allosteric perturbation libraries, to other biophysical 
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methods, such as fluorescence, DEER, CD, ITC and scattering methods, as illustrated by multiple 

examples in this review.   

Last but not least, in order to fully reconstruct the free energy landscape within which allosteric 

systems function, experimental techniques, such as NMR, must be complemented through 

computational methods, such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, bioinformatics and 

thermodynamic models. Furthermore, in silico approaches offer access to allosteric transition 

pathways, i.e. transition states and transient intermediates, which may remain elusive to 

experimental characterization.  However, computational methods alone are not sufficient, as 

experimental validation is needed. When computational and NMR methods are synergistically 

combined, the net result is a depth of understanding of the allosteric phenomenon that by far exceeds 

the sum of what could be achieved by using either approach independently of the other. In general, 

it will be critical to continue to integrate experimental data with simulations, which remain 

invaluable to connect the “experimental dots” and obtain a sharper picture of allostery. 

1.8   Thesis Outlook 

Structure determination methods are invaluable for understanding allosteric signalling.  They 

provide an atomic resolution picture of the interaction between an allosteric effector and its target 

receptor, as well as the resulting conformational changes that propagate an allosteric perturbation 

to an orthosteric site.  In section 1.4.1 we discuss traditional structure determination methods, such 

as x-ray crystallography, SAXS, NMR spectroscopy and cryo-EM, and provide examples of how 

they can be used to characterize allosteric sites and pathways.  We also discuss some cases where 

traditional structure determination methods fail to capture important allosteric conformational 

changes and highlight the importance of employing an integrative approach that collects structural 

information from a variety of techniques to compensate for their weaknesses.  However, some 

systems are not amenable to traditional structural determination methods.  In some cases, there can 

be a complete absence of structural changes despite substantial differences in biochemical 

properties.  In other cases, limited solubility, low ligand affinity and/or non-specific effects restrict 

experimental conditions to a window unsuitable for most traditional structural determination 

methods.  The goal of this thesis is to develop methods and experimental strategies to elucidate the 

molecular mechanisms of allosteric perturbations in systems where traditional structural 

determination methods cannot be applied. 
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In chapter 2, I discuss the bradycardia-inducing S672R variant of the hyperpolarization-

activated cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channel isoform 4 (HCN4)399-401.  The mutation results in a 

loss-of-function phenotype, in which activation requires more negative (hyperpolarized) membrane 

voltages and channel deactivation occurs significantly faster399-400.  However, X-ray crystallography 

and our own NMR analysis revealed that the mutation did not significantly alter the protein’s 

structure400-401.  Furthermore, the mutation does not significantly affect the affinity of HCN4’s 

allosteric effector, cAMP400-401.  The discrepancy between the altered electrophysiological 

phenotype and the lack of significant conformational changes was resolved by comparatively 

analyzing the free energy landscapes (FELs) of both wild type and S672R HCN4401.  The FEL 

changes were mapped using a combination of NMR experiments, including saturation transfer 

difference (STD) to determine the free energies of cAMP binding, the chemical shift projection 

analysis (CHESPA) to measure the relative population of inactive and active states and NMR spin 

relaxation experiments to calculate the conformational entropy of the systems.  Our dynamic 

analysis of the S672R mutant revealed that the mutation shifts the auto-inhibitory equilibrium 

towards the inactive state, increases the conformational entropy of the apo form and enhances 

internal dynamics at several sites surrounding the cAMP binding pocket.  The latter two effects 

contribute to faster cAMP binding kinetics without significantly altering its affinity.  Overall, the 

remodelled FEL of the S672R variant, rationalizes the change in electrophysiological phenotype 

that results in sinus bradycardia.  The approaches we discuss for modeling the FEL of HCN and its 

S672R variant are applicable to disease-causing mutations in other systems, including those in 

which classical structure determination is challenging. 

In chapter 3, I discuss our efforts to characterize the mechanism of action of the uncompetitive 

EPAC selective inhibitor, CE3F4R57,58.  CE3F4R has poor solubility and forms soluble aggregates 

in aqueous solutions at high concentrations.  The formation of these aggregates competitively 

interferes with binding of monomeric CE3F4R to EPAC, so the maximum CE3F4R concentration, 

which can be added to EPAC, is restricted within a specific window that minimalizes aggregate 

formation.  Unfortunately, this workable window prevents the system from reaching saturation, 

resulting in a heterogenous sample of free and bound states, which is difficult to characterize by 

traditional structural determination approaches.  In addition, the small ligand excess permitted by 

these workable conditions results in intermediate exchange broadening, which hampers the 

application of traditional NMR based structure determination experiments.  Therefore, to solve the 

mechanism of this inhibitor’s action, we adopted a chemical biologist’s approach in which a library 
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of mutations and ligand derivatives were utilized to stabilize specific conformations of EPAC and 

the effect of CE3F4R on these distinct conformations was analyzed using simple and robust NMR 

methods, such as protein-based NH-HSQC spectra analyzed with the CHESPA.  This strategy 

revealed that the inhibitor stabilizes a mixed-state intermediate that contains attributes of both 

inactive and active EPAC.  The inactive conformations are stabilized in regions that regulate the 

activation of the enzyme.  Furthermore, we identified the binding site of CE3F4R using a 

combination of chemical shifts, ligand-to-protein STD experiments and paramagnetic relaxation 

enhancement (PRE) experiments.  Independently, each method provided only a rough estimate of 

the CE3F4R binding site, but when combined, the three methods identified a distinct binding 

pocket.  Given that hydrophobic compounds similar to CE3F4R are common in commercially 

available screening libraries the simple and robust methods discussed in this chapter could be an 

effective strategy to characterize the mechanisms of hydrophobic drug leads when traditional 

structural determination methods cannot be applied. 

The formation of soluble aggregates by hydrophobic compounds, as seen for CE3F4R, is a 

common challenge observed in drug screening402-404.  The types of compounds that form such 

aggregates are often promiscuous towards a range of targets and may inhibit them through non-

specific mechanisms, such as protein unfolding402-404.  Hence, we have been following up the work 

of chapter 3, by investigating means to prevent aggregate formation.  A common approach, applied 

in high throughput screening, utilizes small amounts of non-ionic detergents, such as triton X-100, 

to dissociate the aggregates404.  However,  we have observed that this approach can strip selective 

inhibitors away from their target protein and result in false negatives.  In chapter 5.4, I discuss our 

progress on characterizing these detergent-inhibitor complexes and developing alternative 

approaches to reduce aggregation-based, non-specific interactions, while minimizing the 

perturbation of specific enzyme-inhibitor interactions. 

Chapter 4 discusses the development of two new protocols for the chemical shift covariance 

analysis (CHESCA).  The theory of CHESCA is discussed in section 1.4.2.3, but to summarize, it 

is a method that identifies networks of residues that respond in a concerted manner to a set of 

perturbations115,120,226.  The set of perturbations is carefully selected to probe a specific equilibrium 

and to identify residues that participate in that equilibrium.  Amide chemical shifts are used as a 

readout for the position of each state in the equilibrium and covariance between sets of residues is 

used to identify networks of residues that sense or contribute to that equilibrium.  Since chemical 

shifts are exquisite sensors of protein structure and dynamics, the CHESCA can provide a detailed 
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map of residues involved in allosteric conformational changes.  Amide chemical shifts are also 

robust and easy to measure in conformationally heterogenous samples, such as intrinsically 

disordered proteins or unsaturated receptors, where traditional structure determination methods 

remain challenging.  For instance, Akimoto et al. used the CHESCA on protein kinase A (PKA) to 

discover that an intrinsically disordered linker is allosterically involved in the cAMP-modulated 

auto-inhibitory equilibrium42.  This was a novel finding despite the availability of several X-ray 

crystal structures of the same region, in which the linker was often affected by crystal packing 

artefacts or poor electron density42.  In the original iteration of the CHESCA, the identification of 

these amino acid networks was achieved using a single-linkage agglomerative clustering algorithm.  

However, we discovered using this algorithm that several residues did not display a concerted 

response to the same set of perturbations (i.e. it resulted in false positives).  In chapter 4, we 

developed a diagnostic tool based on the CHESPA to identify false positives in the CHESCA and 

implemented two new versions of the CHESCA analysis with a reduced propensity for detecting 

false positives.  The new iterations of the CHESCA utilize complete-linkage agglomerative 

clustering and independent CHESPA analyses of proton and nitrogen chemical shifts to overcome 

correlation chaining and chemical shift projection artefacts imposed by single-linkage clustering 

and linear combination of proton and nitrogen chemical shifts. 

In the final chapter, I discuss the methodologies that were developed and implemented 

throughout this thesis to address questions about allosteric systems that are challenging to 

characterize with traditional structure determination techniques.  The approaches are reviewed not 

just in the context of the systems described here, but also in terms of their potential application and 

their significance in the field of allostery.  The HCN4 S672R mutation and EPAC inhibition by 

CE3F4R are also revisited to discuss the potential therapeutic applications that emerge from their 

newly discovered mechanisms.  Finally, I discuss future perspectives for characterizing 

mechanisms of action for hydrophobic inhibitors that are unamenable to traditional structure 

determination.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Free Energy Landscape Remodeling for the Cardiac Pacemaker Channel 

Explains the Molecular Basis of Familiar Sinus Bradycardia 

 

2.1  Author’s Preface 

The work presented in this chapter has previously been published and is reproduced here with 

permission from the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.  The full citation 

is as follows: 

Boulton S, Akimoto M, Akbarizadeh S and Melacini G. Free Energy Landscape Remodeling for 

the Cardiac Pacemaker Channel Explains the Molecular Basis of Familiar Sinus Bradycardia.  J. 

Biol. Chem. 292(15), 6414-6428 (2017). 

I conducted most of the experiments necessary for this publication.  Dr. Madoka Akimoto and 

I assigned the backbone amide chemical shifts for the apo and cAMP-bound states of wild type 

HCN4.  Sam Akbarizadeh assisted with the preparation of the S672R HCN4 variant and with the 

acquisition of some NH-HSQC spectra.  I co-wrote the manuscript with Dr. Giuseppe Melacini. 
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2.2  Abstract 

The hyperpolarization-activated and cyclic nucleotide-modulated ion channel (HCN) drives 

the pacemaker activity in the heart, and its malfunction can result in heart disorders. One such 

disorder, familial sinus bradycardia, is caused by the S672R mutation in HCN4, whose 

electrophysiological phenotypes include a negative shift in the channel activation voltage and an 

accelerated HCN4 deactivation. The outcomes of these changes are abnormally low resting heart 

rates. However, the molecular mechanism underlying these electrophysiological changes is 

currently not fully understood. Crystallographic investigations indicate that the S672R mutation 

causes limited changes in the structure of the HCN4 intracellular gating tetramer, but its effects on 

protein dynamics are unknown. Here, we utilize comparative S672R versus WT NMR analyses to 

show that the S672R mutation results in extensive perturbations of the dynamics in both apo- and 

holo-forms of HCN4, reflecting how S672R remodels the free energy landscape for the modulation 

of HCN4 by cAMP, i.e. the primary cyclic nucleotide modulator of HCN channels. We show that 

the S672R mutation results in a constitutive shift of the dynamic auto-inhibitory equilibrium toward 

inactive states of HCN4 and broadens the free-energy well of the apo-form, enhancing the 

millisecond to microsecond dynamics of the holo-form at sites critical for gating cAMP binding. 

These S672R-induced variations in dynamics provide a molecular basis for the electrophysiological 

phenotypes of this mutation and demonstrate that the pathogenic effects of the S672R mutation can 

be rationalized primarily in terms of modulations of protein dynamics. 
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2.3   Introduction 

The cardiac pacemaker current is regulated by hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-

modulated (HCN) ion channels, and in particular, by the isoform HCN4, which is the most abundant 

in the sinoatrial node(1, 2).  These channels open during the diastolic phase resulting in an ion influx 

that cause a depolarizing shift in the membrane’s resting potential towards its activation threshold.  

The channel opening is predominantly regulated by a voltage sensor in its trans-membrane domain 

(TMD) that responds to membrane hyperpolarization.  However, the intracellular region (IR) 

provides an additional means of modulation via cyclic nucleotide-regulated auto-inhibition(3–7)  

The IR includes two domains critical for regulating channel gating: the C-linker and the cAMP-

binding domain (CBD) (Fig 1A). The C-linker comprises six helices (A’-F’) that facilitate cAMP 

dependent activation by promoting tetramerization through intermolecular interactions between the 

A’ and B’ helices of one protomer and the C’ and D’ helices of another (Fig 1A)(8, 4, 7, 6).  The 

tetramerization competency of the C-linker is influenced by conformational changes within the 

CBD that occur upon cAMP binding(9, 10).   

The CBD consists of a contiguous β-subdomain and a non-contiguous α-subdomain (Fig 1B). 

The β-subdomain spans the primary cAMP-binding site, which includes a variable β-hairpin motif 

referred to as the base binding region (BBR; Fig 1B) and a highly conserved anchoring site, known 

as the phosphate binding cassette (PBC; Fig 1B, Fig. S1).  In addition, cAMP binding is gated by a 

C-terminal helix (or C-helix in short) and a segment following the C-helix (or C-terminal Lid, CTL). 

Together the C-helix and the CTL define the CBD lid (Fig 1B), which is indispensable for cAMP 

signalling via HCN channels(9, 11). Deletion of the lid, even partially, is sufficient to render HCN 

channel gating insensitive to cAMP(9, 11).  This is because the cAMP-driven lid closure is coupled 

to conformational changes in the N-terminal α-subdomain (N3A) (Fig 1B), which controls the IR 

tetramerization by removing steric clashes between the C-linker and the rigid β-subdomain of the 

apo CBD(9, 8, 12, 13).  In the absence of the steric clashes arising from the apo CBD, the C-linker 

forms a stable IR tetramer and the tonic HCN auto-inhibition is removed(9). 

The coupling between cAMP binding, CBD activation and channel gating is of central 

importance to the physiological function of HCN(9, 14). Mutations that perturb or disrupt this 

coupling cause pathological conditions for the heart and pacemaker current(15, 11, 16–19).  For 

example, alteration of the highly conserved S672 residue in the HCN4 CBD by the heterozygous 

S672R mutation results in bradycardia, i.e. abnormally low resting heart rates that are reduced by 

~30%(17, 18).  Electrophysiological profiling using integral HCN4 channels revealed that the
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Figure 1: Structural Architecture of the HCN4 Intracellular Region.  A) Topology of tetrameric HCN4 

channels.  The trans-membrane domain (TMD) is connected to the cAMP-binding domain (CBD) through an 

α-helical domain known as the C-linker, which also serves as the main point of contact between protomers 

within the gating tetramer.  S672 and cAMP are shown as gray and black spheres, respectively.  B) Overlay 

of the apo (red; PDB ID: 2MNG) and cAMP-bound (gray; PDB ID: 3OTF) CBDs of WT HCN4.  Select 

regions (ie. N3A, BBR, and Lid) that undergo cAMP-dependent conformational changes are indicated with 

dashed boxes.    cAMP and S672 are depicted as in panel A. C) Structural overlay of holo WT (black; PDB 

ID: 3OTF) and holo S672R (blue; PDB ID: 4HBN) HCN4 CBDs. D) Changes in key contacts mediated by 

S672 (black ribbon, yellow sticks) and S672R (blue ribbon, cyan sticks).  Polar contacts for S672 and S672R 

are depicted with green and red dashed lines, respectively. Selected residues that form interactions with 
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S672(R) or that experience side-chain reorientations are shown as sticks.  cAMP is shown as white spheres.  

E) Four state thermodynamic cycle to model allostery for the HCN cAMP binding domain (CBD), in which 

the auto-inhibitory equilibrium is coupled to the cAMP binding equilibrium through the active vs. inactive 

state selectivity of cAMP. A hypothetical mechanism for the bradycardia-induced S672R mutant posits that 

the auto-inhibitory CBD equilibrium is shifted by the mutation further towards the inactive state (red lines). 

F) Simplified free energy diagram illustrating that the hypothesized mutation-induced shift of the auto-

inhibitory equilibrium toward the inactive state may arise either from a stabilization of the inactive state 

and/or from a destabilization of the active state. This scheme assumes that the state-specific association 

constants are not significantly affected by the mutation.   

S672R HCN4 variant is activated at voltages that are ~10% more negative than wild type in either 

the absence or the presence of endogenous cAMP(18).  The negative S672R vs. WT voltage shift 

was independently confirmed using chimeric constructs in which the HCN2 trans-membrane 

channel was combined with the HCN4 IR(20), indicating that S672R represents a loss-of-function 

mutation with enhanced resistance to channel opening, i.e. S672R causes a reduced inward current 

flow in the diastolic phase, explaining the slower than normal heart rate observed in patients 

affected by the mutation(18, 17).  Furthermore, another S672R-incuded change consistently 

revealed by electrophysiology is a reduction on the deactivation time constant, i.e. the S672R 

mutation causes a significant acceleration of HCN channel deactivation(20, 18). 

As a first step towards elucidating the molecular mechanism for the observed 

electrophysiological phenotypes of the bradycardia S672R mutation,  the structure of the S672R 

HCN4 IR mutant was solved in the presence of cAMP (Fig 1C)(20). However, the crystal structure 

of the cAMP-bound S672R HCN4 IR tetramer did not reveal any major change relative to wild type 

(Fig 1C; RMSD 0.41 Å), with the exception of the BBR (Fig 1C), which exhibited increased local 

disorder for four loop residues, as indicated by missing electron density and side chain re-packing 

of selected surrounding residues (Fig. 1D)(5, 8, 20).  No appreciable variations in subunit assembly 

as a result of the mutation were detected(5, 8, 20). While these initial structural results provide an 

essential framework for further investigations of the S672R variant, several questions about the 

molecular mechanism underlying the S672R bradycardia-inducing mutation remain still open.   

It is still not clear how the S672R mutation perturbs the apo CBD and in general the CBD 

dynamics, which has been recognized as a key determinant of the auto-inhibitory CBD function in 

HCN gating and in other cAMP-dependent systems(21–29, 9, 13).  One of the aspects of CBD 

dynamics that is most relevant for auto-inhibition is the equilibrium between inactive and active 

conformations (30–38) (Fig 1B and 1E).  The coupling of this two-state dynamic conformational 

equilibrium with the cAMP-binding equilibrium results in a four-state thermodynamic cycle (Fig 

1E), which provides the simplest allosteric model to rationalize the cAMP-dependent modulation 
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of HCN channels, i.e. a shift to less negative activation voltages, as well as to rationalize the effect 

of disease related mutations.   Considering that the S672R mutant leads to a shift to more negative 

activation voltages, i.e. an effect opposite to cAMP, while still preserving similar K1/2 values for 

integral HCN4 channels (17, 18), we hypothesize that the S672R mutation compromises the cAMP-

dependent activation either by giving rise to a partial reversal of the two-state auto-inhibitory 

equilibrium towards the inactive conformation  (Fig 1E and 1F) and/or by partially stabilizing 

additional states, distinct from the fully active or fully inactive states, in which the activation 

function of the CBD is compromised. To test these hypotheses, here we comparatively analyze the 

S672R and WT HCN4 CBDs in both apo and holo forms using NMR spectroscopy, which reports 

on dynamics at residue resolution and over multiple time-scales (30, 39).  Furthermore, we 

examined the S672R vs. WT relaxation and chemical shift changes, which are exquisitely sensitive 

atomic reporters of subtle, but functionally relevant allosteric perturbations that are often elusive to 

other structural techniques (30, 27). 

 

2.4  Results 

2.4.1    The S672R Mutation Leads to Pervasive Perturbations of the HCN4 CBD in Both Apo 

and Holo Forms.  

As a first step towards understanding how the bradycardia-linked S672R mutation affects the 

apo and holo HCN4 CBD, we assigned the 1H-15N HSQC spectra of the S672R HCN4 (563-724) 

construct (Fig. S2) in the absence of cAMP (Fig 2A) and in the presence of saturating amounts of 

cAMP (Fig 2B).  The comparison with the corresponding spectra of WT HCN4 (563-724)(9) 

reveals that the S672R mutation results in pervasive changes for both apo and holo forms (Fig 2A-

C), well beyond what previously anticipated based on X-ray structure comparisons (Fig 1C)(20). 

In both apo and holo forms, the most pronounced chemical shift changes are observed not only at 

the site of the mutation, but extend to loci located within a 15 Å radius from S672 (Fig 2C and 2D), 

including the 2-3 loop, the PBC, the BBR and, in the case of the holo sample, the C-terminal lid 

as well (Fig 2C).  In addition, several residues throughout the -subdomain and the C-terminal helix 

in both apo and holo forms exhibits notable ppm changes (> 0.1 ppm; Fig 2C,E,F).   

Some of the largest S672R vs. WT ppm variations arise either from losses of key interactions 

mediated by the S672 hydroxyl, as in the case of E625 and adjacent residues in the  2-3 loop (Fig 

1D), or from local structural changes, as in the case of the BBR that exhibits prominent S672R vs. 
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Figure 2: WT vs. S672R Chemical Shift Perturbations in the Apo and Holo HCN4 CBD.  Overlay of 

NH-HSQC spectra for WT (black) and S672R (blue) HCN4 (563-724) in the apo (A) and cAMP-bound (B) 

samples. C) Compounded Chemical shift (CCS) differences between the WT and S672R variant for the apo 

(red) and cAMP-bound (blue) samples.  The black circles along the bottom of the plot depict residues within 

15 Å of the mutation site.  The protein’s secondary structure is depicted along the top as white (α-helices) 

and gray (β-strands) rectangles, while the BBR and several other motifs are highlighted with gray background.  

D) Residue-specific local WT vs. S672R RMSDs (vertical bars) computed in Molmol(56) by aligning three 

adjacent residues from the WT and S672R cAMP bound X-ray structures (PDB IDs: 3OTF(8) and 4HBN(20), 

respectively), as was previously described(41, 27).  The solid and dashed black horizontal lines depict the 

average and average + SD RMSD values, while the horizontal red line represents a 15 Å distance from S672R.  

The blue and red lines represent the backbone amide nitrogen distances from residue S672(R) for the cAMP 

bound structure (4HBN) and the apo NMR ensemble (2MNG), respectively. The mutation site (S672R) is 

highlighted with a red asterisk in both panels (C) and (D).  (E-F) Residues with CCS changes greater than 

the dashed line in panel C were mapped onto the crystal structure as spheres and surface for both the apo (E) 

and the cAMP-bound (F) samples.   
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WT RMSD values based on the available crystal structures (Fig 2D).  However, most residues 

outside of the BBR display only relatively subtle S672R vs. WT structural changes, as confirmed 

by marginal RMSD values (Fig 2D)(8, 20) and by the lack of significant S672R vs. WT differences 

in the secondary structure profiles computed based on the secondary chemical shifts (Fig S3). These 

observations suggest that the S672R vs. WT ppm variations of Fig 2C may also reflect mutation-

dependent modulations in dynamics. In fact, chemical shifts of CBDs are known to report on the 

position of the dynamic auto-inhibitory equilibrium of CBDs (Fig 1E), i.e. they encode for the 

relative inactive vs. active state populations. Specifically, NMR peak positions reflect population-

weighted averages of the respective ppm values for the pure inactive and active CBD states, which 

exchange rapidly on the chemical shift NMR time-scale(9, 40).  A simple but effective means to 

extract state-populations from average chemical shifts is the projection analysis(29, 21, 9, 30, 41, 

28), in which changes in HSQC cross-peak positions arising from the mutation are evaluated 

relative to a reference vector defined by the WT apo and WT holo samples.  For example, Fig 3A-

C shows how the residue-specific S672R holo vs. WT holo vectors are analyzed in terms of the 

angles defined with the reference vectors () and of the normalized projections onto the reference 

vectors (X).  The cos() values (Fig 3A and 3B) report on the direction of the mutation-induced 

shifts in the inhibitory equilibrium (i.e. cos() < 0 for inactivation) and on deviations from the 

linearity expected based on pure two-state equilibria (i.e. |cos()| < 1), while the X values (Fig 3C) 

quantify the degree of mutation-induced fractional inhibition or activation(21, 9, 30, 41, 28, 29). 

2.4.2   The S672R Mutation Shifts the Dynamic Inhibitory Equilibrium of the HCN4 CBD 

Towards an Inactive, but Partially De-Correlated State.  

The chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) of holo S672R shows that negative cos() 

values are observed for the majority of the residues (Fig 3A), with a cos() distribution highly 

skewed towards -1 (Fig 3B), reflecting a clear prevalence of mutation-induced shifts in cross-peak 

positions from the WT holo towards the WT apo, i.e. the auto-inhibitory state.    However, the 

extents of theses shifts, i.e. the magnitudes of the X values, are highly residue-dependent (Fig 3B). 

Residue-specific variations in X values are expected for sites proximal to either the mutation and/or 

cAMP, such as the BBR and the 2-3 loop (Fig 3A), because these loci are affected by nearest 

neighbour effects (NNEs).  Nevertheless, in our case residue-specific variations in X values are also 

observed for sites more removed from the mutation and cAMP, such as the N-terminal helices and 

the C-terminal region (Fig 3C).  For example, the X values of CTL residues 714-724 range from -
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0.2 to ~ -1 with an average X value of -0.4 (Fig 3C and 3E), while in the N-terminal N3A 

significantly lower X values close to -0.1 are measured (Fig 3C and 3F). The variations in residue-

specific X values represent a clear deviation from the pattern of nearly residue independent X values 

expected for these regions based on the two-state model (Fig 1E), indicating that the response of 

the holo CBD to the S672R mutation cannot be fully recapitulated by a simple two-state auto-

inhibitory equilibrium (Fig 1E). Deviation from the two-state model are also confirmed by the 

appearance of |cos()| values < 1 for several residues, including those not affected by NNE(27) (Fig 

3A,D), pointing to the presence of non-linear patterns (Fig. 3G).  Overall, the CHESPA analysis of 

holo S672R reveals that S672R causes a partial reversal of the inhibitory equilibrium towards a less 

activated state (Fig 3B), but such reversion is not as correlated as expected based on a purely two-

state model because it is significantly more pronounced in the C-terminal lid than in other regions 

largely insensitive to NNEs (Fig 3C,E,F).   

To investigate whether the mutation-induced de-correlation is unique to the holo sample or 

applies also to the apo form, we extended the CHESPA analysis to the apo S672R sample (Fig 3I-

L). Although the S672R holo CHESPA analysis clearly shows a shift towards inactivation, this shift 

is not expected to affect the auto-inhibitory S672R apo CHESPA.  The S672R-induced auto-

inhibitory shift arises from a partial stabilization of the inactive state and/or from partial 

destabilization of the active state (Fig 1F).  However, in either case, the WT apo inhibitory equilibria 

of our construct are known to be already almost quantitatively skewed toward the inactive state (Fig 

1E)(40, 9). Hence the S672-induced auto-inhibitory shift is expected to be negligible under our 

experimental conditions, suggesting that the S672R apo CHESPA analysis should reflect primarily 

de-correlative effects of the mutation, i.e. deviations from the two-state model. This prediction is 

confirmed by the cos() values measured for S672R apo (Fig 3I), exhibiting a broad scattered 

distribution spanning the full -1 to 1 range (Fig 3J), which is in marked contrast to the inactivation-

skewed pattern observed for S672R holo (Fig 3B).  Furthermore, the abundance of residues with 

|cos()| < 1 (Fig 3H and 3J) and the scatter detected in the residue-specific X values (Fig 3K) 

confirm that the perturbations caused by S672R cannot be modeled exclusively based on a two-

state model (Fig 1E). These deviations from the two-state transition point to mutation-induced de-

correlations and possibly to enhanced dynamics. The latter were gauged through S672R vs. WT 

comparative 15N-relaxation analyses (Fig 4; Fig S4-S7; Tables S1-S3). Internal dynamics were 

surveyed using spin relaxation experiments (15N-T1, 15N-T2 and 1H15N-NOEs) analyzed in terms of 

N-H S2 order parameters (Fig 4A and 4B) and reduced spectral densities (Fig S4-S6; Fig 4C-J).  
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Figure 3: Chemical Shift Projection Analysis (CHESPA) of the HCN4 S672R Mutation.  A) The cos(θ) 

values computed as in equation (3), as explained in the text. Selected residues reported in panels E-H are 

labeled. B) Distribution of cosθ values from panel A, revealing a net predominance of negative cos(θ) values. 

C) Fractional activation (X) values for the perturbation vector relative to the activation vector, computed as 

per equation (4). The red box highlights a subset of lid residues with markedly negative X values, pointing to 

a significant shift toward the inactive state. Selected residues reported in panels E-H are labeled. D) 3D map 

of CHESPA outliers, defined as residues with either |cosθ| < 0.9 or |X| > 1.1.  Such outliers reveal deviations 

from the two-state equilibrium, such as those arising from nearest neighbour effects or population of a third 

state.  E) Representative NH-HSQC cross-peaks for a residue from the C-terminal lid region with a holo 

S672R X value close to -0.4 (panel C red box). F) Similarly to panel (E), but for a representative residue with 

a holo S672R X value close to -0.1.  G) A representative residue (V642) from the S672R holo spectra that 

exhibited a non-linear chemical shift change relative to the WT apo-holo states. H) Representative residues 

from the S672R apo spectra compared with WT apo and holo states that displayed non-linear chemical shift 
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changes.  This non-linearity is also evident from the CHESPA analysis of the apo S672R HCN4 CBD, shown 

in panels (I) and (J), revealing a nearly uniform cos(θ) distribution (I) between the -1 and 1 extremes. Selected 

residues reported in panels E-H are labeled in panel I.  (K) X values for apo S672R residues C.  (L) Similar 

to panel (D) but for the apo S672R CHESPA outliers. 

Significant changes in ps-ns and s-ms dynamics, identified as explained in the Materials and 

Methods section, were mapped on the crystal structure of S672R HCN4 (Fig 4K-N).  The S2 

distributions shown in Fig 4A,B provide a global picture of the mutant-induced variations in fast 

(ps-ns) dynamics, while Fig 4C-J and Fig 4K-L offer a region and residue-resolution dissection of 

dynamics, respectively.  

2.4.3   The Comparative S672R vs. WT Analysis of Internal Dynamics for the Apo CBD 

Reveals that the S672R Mutation Results in a Significant Overall Enhancement in the 

Amplitude of the ps-ns Internal Motions with Local Increases in ms-s Dynamics Near cAMP 

Phosphate Recognition Sites.  

The overall S2 distributions observed in the absence of cAMP for the WT and S672R CBD 

reveal that the mutation results in a marked net shift towards lower S2 values (Fig 4A).  This result 

points to increased amplitudes of ps-ns motions in S672R vs. WT apo CBD.  Furthermore, 

considering that order parameters for ps-ns motions are a proxy for conformational entropy(30), the 

S672R-induced shift towards reduced S2 values suggests a widening of the well in the free-energy 

landscape minimum representing the apo CBD (Fig 5A).  The S672R vs. WT dynamics 

enhancements of the apo CBD are not limited to the ps-ns time scale, but they include also μs-ms 

motions (Fig 4K).  In particular, the β2-β3 loop proximal to the mutated site (Fig 1D) displays some 

of the greatest residue-specific enhancements of dynamics, as observed for both low and high 

frequency spectral density functions (Fig S4; Fig 4C,K).  Specifically, residue E625, which forms 

a hydrogen bond with S672 (Fig 1D), exhibits a remarkable ~three-fold increase in J(0) (Fig S4A; 

Fig 4C), consistent with a large increase in μs-ms dynamics.  In addition, several residues adjacent 

to E625 display enhanced ps-ns dynamics (Fig 4K; Fig S4C).  These data suggest that by disrupting 

the interaction between S672 and E625, the S672R mutation destabilizes the entire β2-β3 loop.  

Since the β2-β3 loop lies adjacent to the PBC, we checked if this destabilization could extend to 

this cAMP-binding motif.  Although the dynamic characterization of the apo PBC is sparse due to 

line-broadening, several residues at the edges of the PBC do indeed exhibit enhanced μs-ms 

dynamics (Fig 4G; Fig S4A), confirming that the β2-β3 enhancement of dynamics does at least 

partially extend to the PBC, which is a primary cAMP recognition site.  So next we checked if the  
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Figure 4: Comparative S672R vs. WT Analysis of HCN4 CBD Dynamics. Order parameter (S2) 

distribution for WT (black) and S672R (red) in the absence (A) or presence of saturating amounts of cAMP 

(B).  Data was fit with either one (solid line) or two (dashed line) Gaussian distributions and as summarized 

in Table S1.  C-J) Two-dimensional reduced spectral densities plots for the apo WT (black) and S672R (red) 

HCN4 CBD.  The following four regions were probed: the β2-β3 loop (a.a. 621-636), BBR (a.a. 639-652), 

extended PBC (a.a. 659-676) and Lid region (a.a. 699-724), for both apo (top row) and cAMP-bound (bottom 

row) samples. The Lid is further dissected into the Lid and CTL in Fig S6.  The solid black line represents 

the expected spectral densities for an isotropic rigid rotor, while the black and red ellipsoids are centered on 
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the average spectral density values with axes defined by +/- two standard deviations for the WT and mutant, 

respectively. K) Map of apo residues with S672R vs. WT enhanced ps-ns (red spheres and surface) and μs-

ms (orange spheres and surface) dynamics.  L) Map of apo residues with S672R vs. WT quenched ps-ns (blue 

sphere and surface) and μs-ms (cyan sphere and surface) dynamics.  M,N) as in panels (K) and (L) except for 

the cAMP-bound sample.   

S672R causes significant changes in dynamics at the other main cAMP contact sites, i.e. the BBR 

and the lid.   

As to the BBR, while the 645-650 region in the WT apo CBD displays higher J(ωN+ ωH) values 

than adjacent residues, pointing to flexibility in the ps-ns time scale, no further significant 

enhancements of dynamics could be detected for S672R apo under our experimental conditions 

(Fig S4C; Fig 4E). While BBR residues K645 and K648 did exhibit slight decreases in J(0) (Fig 

4E; Fig S4A), K648 displayed quenched dynamics at the ωN frequency (Fig S4B), and for either 

residues no significant changes at the J(ωN+ ωH) spectral density were detected. On the other hand, 

the apo C-helix exhibited quenching of μs-ms dynamics as seen by decreased J(0) values for T705 

and A707 (Fig 4L; Fig S4A; Fig S6A).  Meanwhile, our probes for the BBR and lid do not support 

a major net S672R vs. WT enhancement in ps-ns dynamics in these regions (Fig 4E,I).  However, 

it should be considered that these regions are already flexible in the ps-ns time-scale in the WT apo 

CBD, as shown by significantly increased J(ωN + ωH) value relative to those expected for overall 

tumbling (Fig S4C).  Beyond the cAMP binding sites, significant dynamic changes were found at 

the interface between α- and β- subdomains and even in parts of the N-terminal C-linker (Fig 4K,L; 

Fig S4).  The net effect of these pervasive variations in dynamics in the apo CBD is that the S672R 

mutation results in an enhancement in the amplitude of fast (ps-ns) motions (Fig 4A) and in the 

associated entropy of the conformational ensemble sampled by the apo CBD (Fig. 5A).  In order to 

evaluate the effect of the S672R mutation on the holo CBD dynamics, the comparative S672R vs. 

WT 15N-relaxation analyses were extended to the data acquired in the presence of excess cAMP 

(Fig 4B,D-J,M,N; Fig S5 and S6).  

2.4.4   In the Holo CBD, the S672R Mutation Results in Localized Enhancements in the 

Dynamics of Key cAMP Recognition and Gating Regions (PBC and Lid).  

Unlike the apo CBD (Fig 4A), in the case of the holo CBD, no net S672R vs. WT shift to 

larger amplitude ps-ns motions is observed in the overall distribution of S2 order parameters (Fig 

4B).  However, several localized S672R vs. WT enhancements of dynamics were detected also for 

the holo CBD (Fig 4H,J,M,N; Fig S5 and S6). The most dramatic increase in dynamics was found 

in two loci within the cAMP-binding pocket, i.e. PBC and lid, but significant enhancements of 
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dynamics were also identified in selected sites within the N3A and C-linker (Fig 4H,J,M; Fig S5). 

The PBC, which is nearly completely assigned in the cAMP-bound state and better sampled than 

in the apo state, experiences large enhancements of μs-ms dynamics, as indicated by several 

significant increases in the J(0) (Fig 4H; Fig S5A).  Unlike the apo CBD, the mutation induced 

increase in dynamics for the PBC did not extent to the adjacent β2-β3 loop (Fig 4D).  Similarly to 

the apo CBD, for the BBR, i.e. the other cAMP contact region in the -subdomain, only a few 

significant changes in dynamics were recorded and these exhibited a mixed pattern, including both 

enhancements and quenches (Fig 4F; Fig S5).  

Besides the PBC, the other region of the holo CBD experiencing major dynamic enhancements 

is the C-helix and the adjacent C-terminal lid segment (Fig 4J,M,N; Fig S5 and S6).  The S672R 

mutation caused a significant enhancement of μs-ms dynamics in the C-helix, as seen by increased 

J(0) values for E704, T705, A707 and L708 (Fig S6B).  In addition, I714, which forms the capping 

interactions with the adenine base of cAMP, displayed a remarkable two-fold increase in the 

corresponding J(0) value (Fig S5A, Fig S6D; Fig 4J,M). Furthermore, several residues in the C-

terminal lid (CTL) exhibited significant enhancements in ns dynamics as seen by J(ωN) (Fig S5B) 

and ps-ns dynamics as revealed by increased J(ωN+ ωH) values  (Fig 4M; Fig S5C).   

Interestingly, for the S672R holo sample the ps-ns dynamics in the lid region, as probed by 

the average J(ωN+ ωH) spectral densities for the C-helix and CTL lies in between those of the WT 

apo and WT holo samples (Tables S2 and S3).  This result is in agreement with the fractional 

activations observed by CHESPA for this region, which also shows a partial reversion towards the 

apo-inactive state (Fig 3C).  Together, the 15N-relaxation data and the CHESPA comparative 

analyses for the holo CBD consistently point to a partial mutation-induced disengagement of the 

CTL, which is part of a key gating element for cAMP.  Furthermore, the mutation also enhances 

the dynamics of key cAMP recognition elements, such as the PBC (Fig 4G,H), suggesting that 

S672R may lead also to altered on-off cAMP exchange kinetics.  This hypothesis is also supported 

by the overall S672R vs. WT net shift toward lower order parameters, i.e. higher conformational 

entropy, observed for the apo CBD (Fig 4A).  The wider free energy well of the mutant is in 

agreement with reduced free energy barriers for the apo-holo exchange (Fig 5A), corroborating the 

hypothesized S672R vs. WT acceleration of cAMP binding kinetics.  In order to further test this 

hypothesis, we analyzed the cAMP binding dynamics utilizing protein-based and ligand-based 

NMR experiments. 
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2.4.5   The S672R Mutation Accelerates the On/Off Rates of the HCN4 CBD:cAMP Complex.   

The cAMP-binding kinetics were probed by comparative analyses of chemical exchange 

regimes in HSQC spectra (Fig 5B-F) and ROESY build up curves (Fig 5G,H).  The HSQC analysis 

involved monitoring residue-specific transitions from slow to intermediate and from intermediate 

to fast for apo-holo exchange regimes in HSQC spectra acquired at sub-stoichiometric 

ligand:protein ratios, as illustrated in Fig 5B.  At a given protein:ligand stoichiometric ratio, the 

effective apo-holo exchange constant, kex, is defined by: 

kex = [cAMP]free*kon + koff  (1) 

A particular value of kex results in different exchange regimes for different residues, depending on 

the respective differences in Hz between the apo and holo resonance frequencies (ΔνA-H). If kex << 

ΔνA-H for a selected residue, that amino acid will appear in the slow exchange regime, which is 

characterized by two peaks appearing at the positions of the apo and holo states with intensities 

proportional to the populations of ligand-bound and unbound protein (Fig 5B, blue peaks).  

However, under the same experimental conditions, and therefore with the same kex, for other 

residues that experience lower ΔνA-H values, it is possible that kex ≈ ΔνA-H, i.e. the residues fall within 

the intermediate exchange regime in which peaks broaden significantly, often beyond detection (Fig 

5B, black peak).  For amino acid with lower ΔνA-H so that kex >> ΔνA-H, the fast exchange regime 

applies and only a single peak is observed whose chemical shift is a population weighted average 

of the apo and holo chemical shifts (Fig 5B, red peak).   The difference in residue-specific exchange 

regimes provides an opportunity for a simple estimation of kex by assessing the range of ΔνA-H values 

that result in intermediate chemical exchange. For this purpose, the ΔνA-H values were sorted in 

decreasing order and the chemical exchange regime was determined for each residue to define the 

boundaries between slow, intermediate and fast exchange (Fig 5D and F).  The kex was then assessed 

based on the range of ΔνA-H values that resulted in intermediate chemical exchange (Fig 5D,F). 

Overall, Fig 5D and 5F illustrate how the ranked ΔνA-H frequency differences define a ‘built-in’ 

scale for gauging kex.  This approach is not as quantitative as other methods (e.g. Nz-exchange 

spectroscopy(26, 42)), but it is applicable to both HCN4 WT and mutant, unlike Nz-exchange 

experiments, as explained in Supp. Text. 

The HSQC-based kex assessment was performed for both the WT and S672R HCN4 CBD in 

the presence of sub-stoichiometric amounts of cAMP (Fig 5C-F).  Evidence that kex increases in 

going from S672R to WT is already provided by residues that experience similar apo vs. holo 

frequency differences, but fall in the slow exchange regime in WT and in the fast exchange regime 
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Figure 5: S672R vs. WT cAMP-Binding Kinetics from Protein- and Ligand-Based NMR Experiments. 

A) Schematic diagram depicting the effects of the reduced S672R vs. WT order parameters (Fig 4A) and 

higher conformational entropy on the free energy landscape of binding. B) Schematic illustration of the 

rationale for measuring apo-holo exchange rates through HSQC spectra at sub-stoichiometric ligand 

concentrations. Further details are available in the text.  C,E) Representative cross-peak from the NH-HSQC 

spectra of the WT (C) and S672R HCN4 CBD (E).  The red and blue peaks represent the apo and fully bound 

states, respectively, while the green peaks are from a sample containing 100 μM HCN4 CBD and 25 μM 

cAMP.  For both WT and mutant CBDs, the ΔνA-H is similar (80 vs. 81 Hz) but the exchange regime changes 

from slow for the WT (C) to fast for S672R (E). D,F) Sorted plots of ΔνA-H vs. residue label arranged from 

largest to smallest for WT (D) and S672R (F). Indicated within the plots with colours are the chemical 

exchange regimes: blue – slow, yellow – intermediate and red – fast.  Insets show representative residues 
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close to the boundaries between slow-intermediate and fast-intermediate exchange regimes. G715 spectra are 

shown in Fig S8. The dashed lines highlight the ΔνA-H range corresponding to the intermediate exchange 

regime. G) ROESY spectra of 50 mM WT HCN4 CBD in the presence of excess cAMP (500 mM).  The 

diagonal peaks indicated in the spectra correspond to the H8 proton of cAMP in its bound (H8b) and free 

(H8f) states.  The cross-peak for the chemical exchange from bound to free H8 is also indicated as H8b->f. 

Black contours indicate positive peaks; red contours indicate negative peaks.  The H8b->f preserves the same 

sign as the diagonal, as expected for chemical exchange cross-peaks. H) Plot of the H8b->f vs. H8b intensity 

ratios vs. ROESY mixing times.  The initial slopes of the build-ups based on the first order approximation 

are reported in the figure.  For the S672R mutant the bound ligand diagonal peak was detectable only up to a 

ROESY mixing time of 30 ms due to rapid decay. In contrast, the WT bound H8 signal was detectable up to 

a ROESY mixing time of 50ms.  The solid black line depicts the slope of the two WT points shown in the 

plot, while the dashed line depicts the slope that includes two additional points at mixing times of 40 and 50 

ms. 

in S672R.  This is the case, for example, for A597 as shown in Fig 5C and 5E.  In WT HCN4, two 

separate peaks are detected for A597 (Fig 5C), consistent with slow apo-holo exchange, while in 

S672R a single peak is observed (Fig 5E), consistent with fast apo-holo exchange. Considering that 

the ΔνA-H values of WT and S672R are comparable (Fig 5C and 5E), the slow vs. fast exchange 

regimes observed for A597 in WT vs. S672R, suggests that the mutation results in an increased kex 

value.  The two- vs. one-peak patterns shown in Fig 5C and 5E are the basis for determining whether 

a given residues experiences slow or fast apo-holo exchange (see Supp. Text and Fig S8 for further 

details), so that the plots of the sorted ΔνA-H values are partitioned into the three different kinetic 

regimes (Fig 5D and F).  The comparison of Figures 5D and 5F reveals marked WT vs. S672R 

differences in the positions of the apo – holo exchange regimes within the scales defined by the 

sorted ΔνA-H values (Fig 5D and 5F). For WT the slow to fast transition occurs in the 30-40 Hz 

range (Fig 5D), whereas for S672R the intermediate regimes falls in the 150-260 Hz window (Fig 

5F), confirming that the mutation leads to a significantly enhanced kex value.   

The S672R-induced kex enhancement revealed by the HSQC analyses (Fig 5B-F) reflects a 

primarily kinetic effect, as no significant S672R vs. WT differences were observed for the 

thermodynamic affinities of the HCN4 CBD, with Kd values in the 2-10 M range for both mutant 

and WT (Fig 6).   Specifically, based on equation (S3), the assessed koff values for WT and S672R 

are expected to fall in the 23 – 31 s-1 and 113 – 202 s-1 ranges, respectively, pointing to a major 

S672R-induced acceleration in the cAMP on/off dynamics.  This result was independently 

confirmed through ligand-based NMR experiments, i.e. ROESY spectra (Fig 5G and 5H), which 

complement the protein-based NMR data, i.e. the semi-quantitative HSQC analysis outlined above.  

The ROESY data were acquired in the presence of excess ligand and slow exchange was observed 

between the free and bound ligand peaks, as confirmed by ROESY cross-peaks with the same sign 

as the diagonal (Fig 5G). The initial slopes of the mixing time build up measured for the bound-to-
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free exchange cross-peak fall in the 18-32 s-1 and 110-134 s-1 ranges for WT and S672R, respectively 

(Fig 5H).  These values are consistent with the koff ranges independently estimated based on the 

HSQC data and confirm that the S672R mutation leads to an at least ~three-fold enhancement in 

the on – off exchange rates of cAMP. 

 

 

Figure 6: Binding isotherms of S672R (red) human HCN4 (563-724) with cAMP monitored by STD 

NMR.   Data was fitted with a rectangular hyperbola for a 1:1 binding stoichiometry providing a Kd in the 2-

10 μM range.  The fractional saturation was measured by normalizing the STD amplification factor (9).  The 

corresponding data for WT human HCN4 (563-724) (9) is shown (black dots) for the convenience of 

comparison. The low μM affinity reported here for the S672R variant is in agreement with the range of Kd 

values of 0.8 and 11.2 μM measured by fluorescence anisotropy and ITC by Xu et al. (20), respectively.  In 

addition, considering that the apo WT state is already primarily sampling the inactive state, based on the 

scheme in Fig. 1F a mutation induced-shift towards inactivation is not expected to result in major variations 

in the observed affinity for cAMP. 

 

2.5   Discussion 

2.5.1   The Bradycardia-Related S672R Mutation Remodels the Free Energy Landscape 

(FEL) and the Dynamic Profiles Critical for the cAMP-Dependent Modulation of HCN4 

Channels.   

The comparative NMR analyses presented here (Fig 2-6; Fig S3-S8) have revealed how the 

S672R bradycardia-inducing mutation remodels the free energy landscape (FEL) for the cAMP-

dependent regulation of the HCN4 channels, as illustrated in Fig 7A.  The FEL remodelling caused 

by S672R (Fig 7A) is recapitulated by two main perturbations.  First, the mutation results in a shift 

of the auto-inhibitory CBD equilibrium towards inactivation, as shown by the CHESPA data (Fig 
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3), consistent with the stabilization of inactive conformations and/or the destabilization of the active 

state (Fig 7A, vertical red arrows). Second, the S672R variant leads to a widening of the apo-

inactive free energy basin (Fig 7A, horizontal red arrows), as indicated by a redistribution of the 

apo CBD order parameters for fast (ps-ns) motions towards lower values (Fig 4A).  The broadening 

of the apo-inactive conformational sub-set is also confirmed by the CHESPA data (Fig 3), which 

indicate that the mutation-induced shift to inactive states cannot be fully captured by a simple two-

state exchange model, i.e. rather than a single cooperative transition, S672R causes a partial de-

correlation, which accounts for the observed residue dependence of the fractional activation values 

(X) and for the |cos()| < 1 values observed at multiple sites (Fig 3).  Considering that the apo CBD 

samples primarily inactive conformations, the broadening of the free energy well caused by S672R 

(Fig 7A) is expected to lower the free energy barrier for apo-holo exchange (Fig 5A).  This 

prediction was confirmed by the observation that S672R accelerates the cAMP binding kinetics by 

a factor of at least three-fold, as measured by both protein and ligand-based NMR methods (Fig 

5C-H).  

The mutation-induced enhancement of dynamics is not limited only to the fast (ps-ns) time-

scale, but extends also to the s-ms dynamic window (Fig 4C-N).  The S672R variant exhibits 

enhanced ms-s dynamics at sites critical for cAMP recognition and binding, such as the PBC (Fig 

7B). The PBC enhancement of ms-s dynamics was detected in both apo and holo forms and 

extends to the adjacent 2-3 loop in the apo CBD, while for the holo CBD it affects the C-terminal 

lid, referred to as CTL (Fig 7B).  The CTL is part of the lid region critical for the cAMP-dependent 

HCN channel activation(14) and for gating cAMP binding in WT (Fig 1B and 1C). However, in the 

holo S672R the CTL becomes partially disengaged, as consistently indicated by both the negative 

CHESPA fractional activation values (Fig 3B, C, E) and the concurrent mutation-induced 

enhancement of both fast and slow dynamics (Fig 4; Fig S6D; Table S3).  The enhanced lid 

dynamics in S672R vs. WT is also in full agreement with the faster binding kinetics observed for 

the mutated variant.  Overall, the picture emerging from the NMR investigation presented here 

suggests that the S672R-induced perturbations extend well beyond what was previously anticipated 

based on X-ray crystallography of the cAMP-bound intracellular region(20).  The crystal structure 

of S672R and WT holo HCN4 IR tetramers differ primarily at the base-binding region (BBR), while 

NMR chemical shift changes show that for both apo and holo forms S672R affects multiple sites 

within a ~15 Å radius, spanning not only the BBR but also several other loci in the -subdomain 

and lid regions (Fig 2D-F).  
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Figure 7: Proposed Mechanism of S672R-Induced Bradycardia Based on Free Energy Landscape Re-

Modeling.  A) Schematic free energy landscape for the allosteric cAMP-dependent modulation of the HCN4 

CBD and its perturbation by the S672R mutation (red arrows).  The horizontal red arrows denote the S672R 

vs. WT enhanced conformational entropy of the inactive state as indicated by the S672R vs. WT decreased 

S2 parameters of the apo samples (Fig 4A). The vertical red arrows illustrate that the S672R mutation results 

in a CBD shift toward inactivation either by destabilizing the active state and/or by stabilizing the inactive 

state.  B) Summary of critical S672R vs. WT changes in dynamics.    Only the β-core and the C-terminal α-

subdomain (B and C helices and the adjacent CTL) are shown for simplicity.  Red wavy lines indicate S672R 

vs. WT enhanced dynamics in the HCN4 CBD.  According to the proposed model, the enhanced dynamics at 

sites lining the cAMP binding pocket as well as the disengagement of the CTL in the cAMP-bound sample 

lead to an acceleration of the kinetics of cAMP binding and unbinding. The red dot indicates the site of the 

S672R mutation. The red outline and red shading denote areas with enhanced S672R vs. WT dynamics, 

leading to an increased koff rate for cAMP (red arrow). 

2.5.2   The S672R-Induced FEL Remodelling Provides an Initial Molecular Explanation for 

the Electrophysiological Changes Underlying Familial Bradycardia.   

The S672R-induced remodelling of the free energy landscape for the cAMP-dependent 

modulation of HCN (Fig 7) provides a molecular framework to rationalize the two main 

electrophysiological signatures of this bradycardia-related mutation, i.e. the negative shift in the 

activation voltage and the faster deactivation.  The former phenotype may arise as a result of a 

reduction in cAMP affinity (20) and/or of a constitutive S672R-induced variation in the position of 

the auto-inhibitory CBD equilibrium towards inactivation(18, 17). Our data support the notion that 

the second mechanism significantly contributes to the negative S672R-induced shift in the 

activation voltage observed by electrophysiology. Considering that activation voltages of full length 

HCN4 have been shown to correlate with the position of the auto-inhibitory CBD equilibrium as 
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probed by CHESPA(9), the partial inactivation observed for the S672R variant (vertical red arrows 

in Fig 7A) is consistent with the negative S672R vs. WT change of the activation voltage observed 

by electrophysiology for the full-length channel(18, 20).  Furthermore, the position of the auto-

inhibitory CBD equilibrium in reconstituted apo full-length channels may be affected by the 

presence of dimers known to be populated in the absence of cAMP(43, 44).  If dimerization causes 

a partial shift of the WT apo CBD towards activation, the S672R mutation may result in an 

appreciably increased sampling of inactive states also in the absence of cAMP, explaining the 

constitutive negative shifts in activation voltages observed for apo channels(18). 

The other putative mechanism, i.e. a reduction of cAMP affinity, does not appear to be 

sufficient alone to explain the observed negative S672R-induced shift in the activation voltage 

without any constitutive mutation-induced partial inactivation.  This conclusion is supported by 

several independent observations. First, S672R is known to cause a negative shift in activation 

voltages even in the absence of cAMP(18). Second, we did not observe any major S672R vs. WT 

increases in the cAMP Kd measured under our experimental conditions by STD for the monomeric 

HCN4 CBD, as both Kd values fall in the 2-10 M range (Fig 6).  Third, no significant S672R-

induced enhancements in the EC50 values were reported for the full-length HCN4 channels 

either(18). Fourth, although a S672R vs. WT K1/2 increase was reported for either HCN2 or hybrid 

HCN2/4 channels(20), a significant mutation-induced reduction in integral HCN4 affinity would 

decrease the sensitivity to physiological levels of cAMP and result in chronotropic incompetence, 

which however was not observed in patients affected by the S672R mutation(18, 17). These 

observations consistently suggest that the negative S672R-induced shift in the activation voltage 

cannot be fully accounted for by a reduction of cAMP affinity alone without any constitutive 

S672R-induced variation in the position of the auto-inhibitory CBD equilibrium. 

The other electrophysiological signature of the bradycardia-related mutation, i.e. the faster 

deactivation, is explained at least in part by the S672R-induced acceleration of the cAMP off 

kinetics, as seen by our combined analyses of protein- and ligand-based NMR experiments (Fig. 5). 

This result is in agreement with the S594R vs. WT koff enhancement reported for the unbinding of 

a fluorescent cAMP analog from full-length mHCN2 channels and is rationalized by both the 

S672R-induced widening of the apo free energy well (Fig 5A) and the enhancement of dynamics 

observed in the holo CBD for the PBC and the lid, two critical elements of the cAMP binding sites 

(Fig 7).  Unlike the PBC and the lid, the remaining cAMP recognition region, i.e. the BBR, does 

not appear to be subject to significant mutation-induced enhancements of dynamics (Fig 4).   
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In conclusion, we have shown how the bradycardia-related S672R mutation remodels the free 

energy landscape (FEL) for the cAMP-dependent modulation of HCN4 channel gating.  The 

S672R-induced FEL remodeling is recapitulated by two main effects. First, S672R results in the 

constitutive stabilization of inactive vs. active states, contributing to the negative S672R vs. WT 

shift in the activation voltage observed by electrophysiology for HCN4 channels. Second, S672R 

leads to enhanced dynamics at sites pivotal for cAMP binding, such as the PBC and the lid, which 

in turn leads to an acceleration of the cAMP unbinding kinetics, explaining at least in part the faster 

deactivation reported for S672R vs. WT HCN4 channels.  Hence, our results provide a mechanistic 

explanation of the main electrophysiological determinants of the familial bradycardia diagnosed in 

patients carrying the S672R mutation.  In addition, the NMR approaches outlined here will be useful 

to map how other disease related mutations remodel functionally relevant free energy landscapes 

in other systems as well (45–48). 

 

2.6   Experimental Procedures 

2.6.1   HCN4 Sample Preparation.  

The expression and purification of HCN4 (563-724), referred to here as HCN4 CBD for 

simplicity, was adapted from a previously established protocol (9). A rare codon optimized SUMO-

HCN4 fusion construct was sub-cloned into a pET302NT-His vector (Invitrogen) and expressed in 

Escherichia coli BL-21(DE3) cells in M9 minimal media isotopically enriched with 15N ammonium 

chloride (Sigma Aldrich).  Expression was induced with 0.5mM Isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, Fisher Scientific) at an OD600 of 0.6 and incubated for a further 16-

18 hours at 20°C.  Cells were lysed with a cell disruptor and the cell lysate was centrifuged at 

20,000xg for 1 hour. The cell lysate was then filtered with 0.8/0.2μm syringe filters (VWR) and 

purified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography following the same protocol as in Akimoto et al. (9).  

Following proteolytic cleavage of the His6-SUMO tag with His6-tagged TEV protease the sample 

was purified again with Ni-NTA affinity chromatography to remove both the SUMO tag and the 

TEV protease.  The cleaved protein was then diluted three fold with Sp Wash buffer (10 mM MES, 

10 mM KCl and 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 6.0) and further purified by cation exchange 

chromatography with a 5 mL HiTrap Sp column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences).  Following 

injection the protein was eluted using a 100% gradient over 100 minutes with Sp elution buffer (10 

mM MES, 1 M KCl, and 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, pH 6.0).  The purified protein was then 
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dialyzed overnight in NMR buffer (20 mM MES, 75 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM EGTA, 1 mM 

DTT and 0.02% sodium azide, pH 6.5) and stored at 4 °C.  HCN4 (563-724) S672R was created by 

site-directed mutagenesis using a variation of the Quikchange protocol.  The reaction used the KOD 

Hot Start master mix (Novagen) with primers synthesized in-house. The reaction protocol followed 

the manufacturer’s specifications for the KOD Hot Start kit.  Following the reaction, parental DNA 

was degraded with DpnI for 1 hour at 37 °C and the reaction product was transformed in E. coli 

top10 competent cells.  Plasmids were later isolated from single colonies grown in liquid LB media 

using a GeneJET Plasmid Miniprep kit (Thermo Scientific) and sequenced to confirm the mutation.  

HCN4 (563-724) S672R was expressed and purified similarly to the WT with the exception that the 

cation exchange gradient was changed to 100% Sp elution buffer over 25 minutes. 

2.6.2   NMR Spectroscopy.  

NMR experiments were acquired on a Bruker Avance 700MHz spectrometer equipped with a 

5mm TCI cryo-probe, unless otherwise specified.  All experiments were acquired at 300 K in the 

NMR buffer defined above with 5 % D2O unless otherwise specified.  Spectra were processed either 

with NMRpipe (49) or directly in Bruker’s Topspin and analyzed in NMRFAM-SPARKY (50).  

Chemical shift assignments of S672R were obtained through spectral comparison with WT spectra 

(9), if no ambiguities were present, and through triple resonance experiments (i.e. HNCO, HNCA 

and HN(CO)CACB) otherwise.  The TALOS+ server was used to predict the protein’s secondary 

structures using HN, Cα, Cβ and C’ chemical shifts and to cross check assignments based on 

acceptable backbone torsional angles (51). 

2.6.3   Chemical Shift Analyses.  

Compounded chemical shift differences (ΔCCS) were computed as described previously (41, 

9, 40, 27, 29), using the following equation: 

ΔCCS = √((δH,1 – δH,2)2 + (0.2*(δN,1 – δN,2))2)  (2) 

Where the δ symbols represent the proton (H) and nitrogen (N) chemical shifts (in ppm) for states 

1 and 2.  The CHESPA protocol has been described elsewhere (29, 23, 9). Briefly, the WT apo and 

WT holo cross-peaks for a given residue define a reference vector A, while the S672R (either apo 

or holo) and its corresponding WT state define a perturbation vector B.  The cosθ and fractional 

activation (X) values are then computed for residues with mutant vs. WT ΔCCS > 0.05 ppm, using 

the following equations: 
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𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 =  
A⃗⃗  ● B⃗⃗ 

|B⃗⃗ ||A⃗⃗ |
   (3) 

 

𝑋 = 
A⃗⃗  ● B⃗⃗ 

|B⃗⃗ |2
 (4) 

2.6.4   NMR Spin Relaxation Measurements and Reduced Spectral Density Mapping.  

The longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, as well as the {1H-15N} steady state NOEs 

were measured for 150 μM WT and S672R HCN4 (563-724) samples in their apo and cAMP-bound 

(2 mM cAMP) forms.  Pseudo-3D versions of the inversion recovery and CPMG pulse sequences 

modified to include a water flip-back pulse and sensitivity enhancement were used to measure T1 

and T2 rates, respectively (52, 53).  Both experiments included 1024 complex points with a spectral 

width of 14.28 ppm in the t2 dimension and 256 complex points with a spectral width of 31.82 ppm 

in the t1 dimension.  The T1 experiment was acquired with 16 scans, 128 dummy scans, a recycle 

delay of 2.5s and the following relaxation delays: 100 (x2), 200, 300, 400 (x2), 500, 600, 800 and 

1000 (x2) ms (where x2 indicates duplicate spectra). The T2 experiment was acquired with 32 scans, 

128 dummy scans, a recycle delay of 1.8s and the following CPMG relaxation delays: 8.42, 16.96 

(x2), 25.44, 33.92, 42.40 (x2), 50.88, 59.36, 76.32 and 93.28 (x2) ms.  The HN NOE data for WT 

had been previously acquired (9) and for the S672R mutant the HN NOE were measured similarly 

to WT. In brief, the HN-NOE experiment used a 10s recycle delay with a 5s proton saturation 

period.  NOE experiments were acquired in 10-12 sets of saturated and unsaturated spectra, which 

were co-added and processed similarly to the HSQC spectra noted above.  The HN-NOEs were 

then computed from the intensity ratios of saturated/non-saturated peaks.  

Error bars were determined from replicate measurements.  T1 and T2 experiments were 

processed in Topspin using cosine squared window functions and residual water deconvolution.  

Spectra were then transferred to Sparky and fitted to an exponential decay to extract T1 and T2 rates. 

Reduced spectral densities were computed as described previously (24, 25). Significant changes in 

dynamics were identified by computing the average spectral density values for all residues along 

with their standard deviations (SDs) and by excluding from subsequent averaging calculations any 

residues outside the average +/- one SD. This computation of progressively trimmed averages and 

standard deviations was completed three times, after which any further iteration resulted only in 
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marginal changes, i.e. ~1%.  At this point, the average spectral density was considered to arise 

primarily from overall molecular tumbling as opposed to internal motions.   

The assessment of spectral densities reflecting overall tumbling served as a reference to 

identify significant S672R vs. WT variations in internal dynamics based on the following criteria: 

i) the spectral density of a residue for either WT or S672R has to be outside the average +/- five 

SDs; ii) the S672R vs. WT spectral density change for a given residue must exceed five times the 

SD obtained from the overall tumbling assessment or, if greater, the sum of the respective 

experimental errors.  Residues that met such criteria were deemed subject to significant S672R vs. 

WT changes in internal dynamics and mapped onto the crystal structure of S672R HCN4.  Residues 

undergoing S672R vs. WT enhancement (suppression) in ps-ns backbone dynamics were identified 

through increases (decreases) in J(H+N), while residues with S672R vs. WT enhancement 

(suppression) in ms-s backbone dynamics were identified through increases (decreases) in J(0), 

typically with values above those computed for overall tumbling, in the absence of J(H+N) 

changes, as well as through 850 vs, 700 MHz R2 comparisons. The T2 relaxation rates were also 

measured on a Bruker Avance 850 MHz spectrometer equipped with a TXI probe to further examine 

residues with significant contributions from Rex arising from dynamics on the ms-m time-scale.  

The pulse sequence employed for this analysis was a pseudo-3D version of the CPMG experiment 

with sensitivity enhancement and a water flip-back pulse.  Spectra were acquired with 2048 

complex points and a spectral width of 14 ppm in the direct dimension and 256 complex points and 

a spectral width of 36 ppm in the indirect dimension.  Six CPMG relaxation delays were acquired 

in duplicate: 16.96, 33.92, 50.88, 67.84, 84.80 and 101.76 ms.  The comparison of R2 rates at 850 

and 700 MHz are shown in Fig S7. The difference in R2 rates at 850 and 700 MHz was then 

computed and significant changes in μs-ms dynamics were identified using an approach similar to 

the one described above for the reduced spectral density analysis. The S2 order parameters were 

calculated from J(0) and J(ωN + ωH) as previously described (54, 55). The S2 distributions were 

modeled through non-linear fitting with both one and two Gaussian curves.  Further details are 

available in Table S1.  

2.6.5   Measurements of Binding Thermodynamics and Kinetics.  

Binding affinities of cAMP for the WT and S672R HCN4 CBD were determined by measuring 

binding isotherms through the saturation transfer difference (STD) amplification factor, as 

previously explained (9).  For the assessment of the binding kinetics through protein based 
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experiments Nz-experiments could not be implemented due to weak holo peaks at cAMP 

concentrations sufficiently low to ensure slow exchange (Supp. Text).  Hence, a simpler and less 

quantitative approach was taken based on the analysis of gradient and sensitivity enhanced 

{15N,1H}-heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra, as explained in the Results 

section. These HSQC datasets were acquired with 1024 complex points and a spectral width of 14.1 

ppm in the directly detected 1H dimension and 128 complex points and a spectral width of 31.8 ppm 

in the indirectly detected 15N dimension.  Spectra were processed employing a 60° shifted sine 

squared bell window function, zero filling, and linear prediction in the indirect dimension.  

Titrations were acquired with 100 μM total protein concentrations and total cAMP concentrations 

of 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 1000 and 1500 μM.   The HSQC-based assessment of the cAMP-

binding kinetics was complemented by acquiring 2D-ROESY spectra, recorded with mixing times 

in the 15-50 ms range in the presence of excess ligand.  Spectra were acquired with spectral widths 

of 12 ppm in both dimensions and 2048 and 512 complex t2 and t1 points, respectively.  The strength 

of the continuous wave spin-lock strength was set at 2.5 kHz. The cAMP off kinetics was probed 

through the initial slope of the plot of the ratio of the bound-to-free (b->f) ROE cross-peak intensity 

to the bound ligand diagonal peak intensity vs. the ROESY mixing times. 
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2.9  Supplementary Information: Experimental Procedures 

2.9.1   Fast vs. Slow Exchange Regime Assignment for Residues with Weak HSQC Intensities 

For residues with weak HSQC peak intensities it is possible that at sub-stoichiometric ratios 

of cAMP the minor holo peak for slow exchanging residues may pass undetected, resulting in a 

single observable peak similarly to fast exchanging residues.  To eliminate these ambiguities the 

assignment of fast vs. slow exchange regimes was corroborated through HSQC spectra acquired at 

a higher ligand:protein concentration ratio in order to increase the free ligand concentration (i.e. 

[cAMP]free) and, based on equation (1), kex.  The resultant increase in the kex value affects residues 

in the slow and fast exchange regimes differently.  Slowly exchanging residues experience a shift 

toward the intermediate regime, causing line-broadening and a decrease in signal intensity (Fig 

S8A,B).  In contrast, when a residue is in the fast exchange regime, an increase in the kex rate would 

not decrease its intensity (Fig S8C,D).   

It is also notable that the faster cAMP on-off exchange observed for the S672R mutant relative 

to the WT limits the applicability of Nz-exchange experiments, which could in principle provide 

quantitative measurements of the on/off rates for cAMP.  Furthermore, if higher cAMP 

concentrations were utilized to increase the holo fraction, the kex value would increase as well 

bringing most residues in the S672R mutant in the intermediate/fast exchange regime, where the 

Nz-exchange experiment does not apply.  Due to these limitations, we could not utilized Nz-

spectroscopy for measuring the cAMP binding kinetics and we reverted to the HSQC analysis 

outlined in the main text. 

2.9.2   Calculation of On/Off Rates Starting from the kex. And Kd Values. 

On and off rates of cAMP binding (kon & koff) were computed from the kex and the Kd values 

as follows. Since: 

Kd = koff/kon  (S1) 

Equation (1) for kex is re-arranged as:  

kon = kex / ([cAMP]free + Kd )   (S2) 

koff = kex / (([cAMP]free / Kd ) + 1)  (S3) 

The kex value is estimated based on the identification of the intermediate exchange regime within 

the scale defined by the sorted apo-holo Hz differences, as shown in Fig 5D-F. The Kd value was 
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measured through the STD amplification actors (Fig S2), while [cAMP]free is obtained based on the 

total protein and ligand concentrations as well as the Kd value. 

 

2.10  Supplementary Tables 

 Table S1. Gaussian Fitting of S2 Order Parameter Distributionsa 

  Apo Holo 

 Parameters WT S672R WT S672R 

Single Gaussian A (Height) 30.9 23.0 35.5 28.2 

 B (Position) 0.90 0.86 0.92 0.92 

 C (Width) 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.07 

Two Gaussians A1 (Height) 31.1 15.7 35.5 29.1 

 B1 (Position) 0.91 0.90 0.92 0.92 

 C1 (Width) 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.07 

 A2 (Height) 3.9 13.5 < 10-8 4.7 

 B2 (Position) 0.68 0.80 0.18 0.73 

 C2 (Width) 0.04 0.12 0.09 0.03 
a The functions subject to non-linear fitting were: A*exp(-(S2-B)2/2C2) for a single Gaussian or A1*exp(-(S2-

B1)2/2C12) + A2*exp(-(S2-B2)2/2C22) for two Gaussians.
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Table S2. Reduced Spectral Density Statistics for Apo WT and Apo S672R HCN4 (563-724) Samples  

 J(0) x 109 (s/rad) J(ωN) x 1010 (s/rad) J(ωN + ωH) x 1011 (s/rad) 

Region Residues WT S672R WT S672R WT S672R 

Total 563-724 3.82 ± 0.21 3.35 ± 0.45 1.69 ± 0.12 1.72 ± 0.11 0.56 ± 0.15 0.61 ± 0.13 

2-3 621-636 4.32 ± 0.28 4.41 ± 0.94 1.56 ± 0.15 1.55 ± 0.19 0.23 ± 0.20 0.46 ± 0.23 

BBR 639-652 3.79 ± 0.20 3.35 ± 0.48 1.62 ± 0.13 1.65 ± 0.12 0.43 ± 0.16 0.37 ± 0.13 

PBC 659-676 3.85 ± 0.24 4.28 ± 0.75 1.65 ± 0.10 1.74 ± 0.20 0.37 ± 0.17 0.38 ± 0.26 

C-Helix 699-713 4.58 ± 0.21 3.23 ± 0.25 1.76 ± 0.11 1.90 ± 0.08 0.64 ± 0.13 0.76 ± 0.09 

CTL 714-724 1.72 ± 0.19 1.23 ± 0.24 2.06 ± 0.12 1.97 ± 0.08 1.69 ± 0.13 1.82 ± 0.09 

  

 

Table S3. Reduced Spectral Density Statistics for Holo WT and Holo S672R HCN4 (563-724) Samples  

 J(0) x 109 (s/rad) J(ωN) x 1010 (s/rad) J(ωN + ωH) x 1011 (s/rad) 

Region Residues WT S672R WT S672R WT S672R 

Total 563-724 4.04 ± 0.20 4.13 ± 0.29 1.64 ± 0.12 1.70 ± 0.13 0.39 ± 0.17 0.48 ± 0.14 

2-3 621-636 3.94 ± 0.23 3.86 ± 0.23 1.62 ± 0.13 1.68 ± 0.12 0.24 ± 0.19 0.31 ± 0.13 

BBR 639-652 3.70 ± 0.17 3.86 ± 0.20 1.66 ± 0.12 1.64 ± 0.09 0.42 ± 0.16 0.38 ± 0.10 

PBC 659-676 4.21 ± 0.22 4.53 ± 0.43 1.62 ± 0.13 1.63 ± 0.17 0.29 ± 0.20 0.41 ± 0.18 

C-helix 699-713 4.38 ± 0.17 4.65 ± 0.28 1.68 ± 0.14 1.77 ± 0.17 0.27 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 0.15 

CTL 714-724 2.92 ± 0.18 3.23 ± 0.32 1.84 ± 0.10 1.99 ± 0.15 1.02 ± 0.12 1.21 ± 0.14 
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2.11  Supplementary Figures 

 

Fig S1. Multiple sequence alignment of the extended phosphate binding cassettes (PBCs) of mammalian 

CBDs.  Residues that are fully conserved within at least three HCN isoforms are highlighted in gray, while 

those with similar side chain properties are highlighted in blue and those that are conserved among non-HCN 

CBDs are shown in green.  The S672R mutation site is outlined with a red rectangle and the residues that 

form hydrogen bonds with cAMP in HCN4 are marked by asterisks along the top. 

 

 

 
Fig S2. Purity of the WT and S672R HCN4 (563-724) constructs as assessed by SDS-PAGE and FPLC 

cation exchange chromatography.  A) SDS-PAGE gel of WT HCN4 (563-724) with ladder (L).  The 

expected molecular weight of this construct is ~18 kDa.  B) FPLC chromatogram from cation exchange 

purification for WT HCN4 (563-724).  The black line represents the absorbance at 254 nm, while the blue 

line depicts the gradient of Sp elution buffer (1M KCl).  The gray box highlights the collected fractions of 

purified HCN that were used for NMR experiments. C) SDS-PAGE gel for a ~one year old S672R HCN4 

(563-724) sample. D) Cation exchange chromatogram for S672R HCN4 (563-724). 
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Fig S3. Secondary structure prediction for the wt and S672R CBDs of the HCN4 CBD using TALOS+ 

[51] with NH, Cα, Cβ and C’ chemical shifts. A) Secondary structure probabilities for the apo HCN4 CBD.  

The α-helices and β-strands are shown as red and cyan bars for the S672R mutant and as black and blue lines 

for the wt.  The secondary structures from the apo solution structure of HCN4 (a.a. 579-707; PDB ID: 2MNG 

[9]) are depicted along the top using the same colour code as for the S672R secondary structure probabilities.  

B) Secondary structure prediction for the cAMP-bound state of the HCN4 CBD.  Colour codes are the same 

as panel A.  The secondary structure highlighted along the top of the plot was derived from the X-ray crystal 

structure of cAMP-bound HCN4 (a.a. 521-717; PDB ID: 3OTF [8]).  Gray boxes highlight regions with 

incomplete chemical shift assignment. 
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Fig S4. Reduced spectral densities for apo WT (black) and S672R (red) HCN4 (563-724).  These spectral 

densities were computed from the R1 and R2 values, as well as heteronuclear {1H-15N}-NOEs (HN-NOEs) 

[9].  The secondary structure is depicted along the top of the J(0) plot as white (α-helices) and gray (β-strands) 

rectangles.  The solid and dashed horizontal lines represent the average spectral density and the average value 

+/- five standard deviations, respectively, as explained in the main text. Selected residues subject to 

significant changes in dynamics are highlighted with gray boxes.  The dashed vertical lines define the 

boundaries for the N3A motif. 
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Fig S5. Reduced spectral densities for cAMP-bound WT (black) and S672R (red) HCN4 (563-724).  

Notations and color codes are as in Figure S4. 
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Fig S6. Two-dimensional reduced spectral densities plots for the C-Helix (a.a. 699 – 713) and CTL (a.a. 

714 – 724).  The layout is the same as in Fig 4, panels C-J. 
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Fig S7. Comparison of R2 relaxation rates at 850 MHz and 700 MHz for WT Apo (A), S672R Apo (B), 

WT cAMP-bound (C) and S672R cAMP-bound (D) HCN4.  R2 rates at 700 and 850 MHz are shown in 

black and cyan, respectively.  The red and magenta lines depict the simulated R2 rates, computed with 

HydroNMR[56], at 700 and 850 MHz, respectively. 
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Fig S8. Evidence that residue G715 undergoes slow apo-holo exchange in the S672R HNC4 CBD. A) 

NH-HSQC spectra showing residue G715’s apo (red), holo (blue) and partially bound (green) states.  The 

lack of a partially bound peak at the position of the holo state raises the question of whether the G715 residue 

is in slow or fast exchange. B) The same spectra as panel A but after increasing the cAMP concentration from 

25 to 50 μM.  An increase in ligand concentration causes an increase in the exchange rate, which, if in the 

fast exchange regime, would cause sharper and more intense cross-peaks.  In this spectra, however, there is a 

further broadening of the partially bound signal (green cross-peak), suggesting that in panel A, G715 was in 

the slow exchange and the increase in cAMP concentration drove the protein towards the intermediate 

exchange regime.  The absence of the G715 holo peak for the partially bound sample in panel A likely reflects 

the fact that the holo state is only minimally populated and partially broadened. C,D) A similar analysis was 

performed for residue T609, which is already in the fast exchange regime at 25μM cAMP and therefore serves 

as a control.  When the cAMP concentration was increased to 50μM (D), there was no major signal loss, 

unlike for G715. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Mechanism of Selective Enzyme Inhibition Through Uncompetitive 

Regulation of an Allosteric Agonist 

 

3.1  Author’s Preface 

The work presented in this chapter has been accepted for publication and is in press.  It is 

reproduced here with permission from the American Chemical Society.  The full citation is as 

follows: 

Boulton S, Selvaratnam R, Blondeau JP, Lezoualc’h F and Melacini G. Mechanism of Selective 

Enzyme Inhibition Through Uncompetitive Regulation of an Allosteric Agonist.  J. Am. Chem. Soc. 

(2018) [In Press]. 

I conducted most of the experiments necessary for this publication.  Dr. Rajeevan Selvaratnam 

acquired preliminary data on CE3F4-EPAC interactions.  Dr. Jean-Paul Blondeau provided GDP 

exchange rate data used in Figure 3H.  Dr. Frank Lezoualc’h provided the CE3F4 compounds. I co-

wrote the manuscript with Dr. Giuseppe Melacini. 
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3.2  Abstract 

Classical uncompetitive inhibitors are potent pharmacological modulators of enzyme function 

that selectively target enzyme-substrate complexes (E:S).  Therefore, their inhibitory potency is 

amplified by increasing substrate concentrations.  Recently, an unconventional uncompetitive 

inhibitor, called CE3F4R, was discovered for the exchange protein activated by cAMP isoform 1 

(EPAC1).  Unlike classical uncompetitive inhibitors, CE3F4R is uncompetitive with respect to an 

allosteric effector, cAMP, as opposed to the substrate, i.e. CE3F4R targets the E:cAMP rather than 

the E:S complex.  However, the mechanism of CE3F4R as an uncompetitive inhibitor is currently 

unknown.  Here, we elucidate the mechanism of CE3F4R’s action using NMR spectroscopy.  Due 

to limited solubility and line broadening, which pose major challenges for traditional structural 

determination approaches, we resorted to a combination of protein- and ligand-based NMR 

experiments to comparatively analyze EPAC mutations, inhibitor analogs and cyclic nucleotide 

derivatives that trap EPAC at different stages of activation.  We discovered that CE3F4R binds 

within the EPAC cAMP-binding domain (CBD) at a sub-domain interface distinct from the cAMP 

binding site, acting as a wedge that stabilizes a cAMP-bound mixed-intermediate. The latter 

includes attributes of both the apo/inactive and cAMP-bound/active states.  The mixed-intermediate 

targeted by CE3F4R traps the CBD’s hinge helix in its inactive conformation, locking EPAC into 

a closed domain topology that restricts substrate access to the catalytic domain.  The proposed 

mechanism of action also explains the isoform selectivity of CE3F4R in terms of a single EPAC1 

vs. EPAC2 amino acid difference that destabilizes the active conformation of the hinge helix.  
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3.3   Introduction 

Uncompetitive inhibition is a pharmacologically effective means of modulating enzyme 

activity1,2.  Conventional uncompetitive inhibitors specifically target the enzyme-substrate (ES) 

complex without competiting with the substrate for binding1,2. Therefore, the potency of 

uncompetitive inhibitors increases with increasing substrate concentrations and inhibition is 

amplified when the enzyme is at its most active state1,2. Furthermore, the recognition of a binary 

ES complex by uncompetitive inhibitors provides an additional layer of selectivity that is not 

present when targeting an isolated enzyme1,2.  Hence, uncompetitive inhibition provides unique 

opportunities to simultaneously maximize both potency and specificity.  

A non-classical type of uncompetitive enzyme inhibition, where the inhibitor is uncompetitive 

with respect to an allosteric agonist rather than the substrate, was recently discovered for the 

exchange protein activated by cAMP (EPAC)3,4.  EPAC is a guanine exchange factor (GEF) for 

Rap GTPases, which is allosterically modulated by the secondary messenger, cAMP5–9.  EPAC 

proteins regulate a broad array of physiological processes, including calcium homeostasis in 

cardiomyocytes, which affects cardiac excitation and contraction, insulin secretion from pancreatic 

β cells, integrin-mediated cell adhesion, long-term potentiation and depression in the 

hippocampus5,10–13.   Therefore, EPAC proteins are considered targets for a wide range of 

therapeutic applications10 and their inhibition has shown potential for treating pancreatic cancer11,12, 

breast cancer13, atherosclerosis14, chronic inflammatory pain15, diabetes16,17 and infectious diseases 

such as rickettsioses18, Coronavirus19, and malaria20.  The novel uncompetitive inhibitor, denoted 

as CE3F4R (Fig. 1A), was identified in a high throughput screen for its ability to inhibit EPAC 

mediated GDP exchange both in vitro and in cardiac  myocytes3. The unusual aspect of  the CE3F4R 

inhibitor is that it is uncompetitive with respect to the allosteric effector, cAMP, as opposed to the 

enzyme substrate, Rap (Fig. 1B)3,4.  Specifically, the CE3F4R inhibitor does not act by interacting 

with the traditional ES complex, which in this case is EPAC:Rap, but instead it binds the enzyme-

allosteric effector complex (EPAC:cAMP) (Fig. 1B).  In this study, we seek to determine the 

mechanism of action for CE3F4R as a non-classical uncompetitive inhibitor for the cAMP-

dependent activation of EPAC. 

To understand the mechanism of action for CE3F4R it is essential to consider that the cAMP-

dependent activation of EPAC is regulated by the relative orientation of an N-terminal regulatory 

region (RR) and a C-terminal catalytic region (CR). The RR and CR share a conserved architecture 

in the two primary mammalian EPAC isoforms (EPAC1 and EPAC2, Fig. 1C)5,7,9,21,22.  The RR 
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contains a disheveled-Egl-10-plekstrin (DEP) domain, which  associates the protein to the plasma 

membrane, and a cAMP-binding domain (CBD), which allosterically regulates GEF activity5,9,21,22.  

The CR of both isoforms (Fig. 1C) consists of a Ras exchange motif (REM), a Ras association 

domain (RA) and a CDC25 homology domain (CDC25HD)5,9,21,22.  The CDC25HD catalyzes GDP-

GTP exchange  for Rap, while the REM domain helps stabilize a catalytic helix and the RA domain 

influences subcellular localization5,9,21,22.  EPAC2 houses an additional CBD at its N-terminus, 

which is  dispensable for cAMP-dependent GEF activity23. On the contrary, the conserved 

regulatory CBD at the RR C-terminus22,24,25 controls the relative orientations of the RR and CR with 

respect to each other.  When cAMP is absent, the two regions adopt a closed topology, in which the 

RR restricts access of Rap GTPases to the CR, resulting in constitutive inhibition. Upon binding of 

cAMP to the conserved CBD, the two regions adopt an open (active) topology, where the Rap 

substrate can access the CR and GDP-GTP exchange is promoted.   

The CBD is composed of a discontinuous α-helical subdomain interjected by a β-subdomain 

(Fig. 1B)21,22,24–27.  The N-terminus of the α-subdomain spans four helices (Fig. 1D-E), i.e.  α1, 

which, together with α2, forms a salt bridge with the CR in the closed topology, known as the ionic 

latch (IL), and α2-4, which define a conserved motif referred to as ‘N3A’. The β-subdomain houses 

two cAMP binding elements, the base binding region (BBR) and the phosphate binding cassette 

(PBC).  The latter is essential for cAMP binding and for driving the cAMP-dependent 

conformational changes21,22,24–27.  The C-terminal α-subdomain contains a hinge helix that is critical 

for both the auto-inhibition and the cAMP-dependent activation of EPAC21,22,24–27.   

The relative orientations of the PBC and hinge helices (Fig. 1E) controls the transition from 

closed to open CR / RR topologies.  The position of the PBC and hinge helices is in turn controlled 

by a hydrophobic contact between a leucine in the PBC and a phenylalanine in the hinge helix27–29 

(Fig. 1F).  In the apo/inactive state, the PBC is in an “out” position, which consequently forces the 

hinge helix into an “out” position as well (Fig. 1E-F).  In this PBC out/hinge out conformation, the 

RR occludes the catalytic site of the CDC25HD domain (“closed inactive topology”).  When cAMP 

binds, the PBC shifts to an “in” orientation, which relieves the steric clash that would otherwise 

occur between the PBC leucine and the hinge phenylalanine in a “PBC out/hinge in” conformation 

(Fig. 1E-F).  The “PBC in” conformation then results in the hinge-helix rotating to an “in” 

orientation and partially unfolding. In the PBC in/hinge in conformation (stabilized by cAMP), the 

RR is displaced away from the CR (“open active topology”), making the catalytic site accessible to 

Rap binding.   
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Figure 1. Structure of the uncompetitive EPAC inhibitor CE3F4R and domain topology of EPAC.  A)  Molecular 
structure of CE3F4R.  B) Schematic representation of the binding equilibria of CE3F4, which is uncompetitive with 
respect to cAMP, the endogenous allosteric effector of EPAC, denoted here as E, as opposed to the EPAC substrate, 
Rap.  C) Domain organization of EPAC proteins.  The regulatory region (RR) consists of a DEP (disheveled Egl-10 
pleckstrin) domain and cAMP-binding domains (CBDs).  The essential CBD for regulation is coloured in orange, 
with a molecule of bound cAMP depicted as a black circle.  The amino acid range for these domains in EPAC1 and 
EPAC2 are indicated above the orange rectangle.  In EPAC2, there is an additional CBD (CBD-A) that is not essential 
for regulation and is therefore shown with a dashed rectangle and a white circle for bound cAMP.  The catalytic 
region (CR) contains the RAS exchange motif (REM), the RAS association (RA) domain and the CDC25 homology 
domain (CDC25HD). The CDC25HD domain (blue) is the main component of EPAC’s GEF activity.  D)  Sequence 
alignment of the EPAC1 CBD and the EPAC2 CBD-B.  Yellow indicates a conserved residue, while green indicates 
amino acids with similar side chain properties. The secondary structure is indicated above the sequence as 
cylinders (helices) and arrows (strands) and select regions important for cAMP binding or activation are specified 
with double sided arrows.  E) Overlay of the apo-inactive (red) and holo-active (green) crystal structures of the 
EPAC2’s CBD-B21,22.  F) The four-state thermodynamic cycle of the conserved EPAC CBD, which arises from the 
coupling of the auto-inhibitory equilibrium and the cAMP binding equilibrium.  The P and H rectangles correspond 
to the PBC and Hinge helices and the lines between them represent the hydrophobic hinge defined by L273 in the 
PBC and F300 in the hinge helix. The L273/F300 hydrophobic hinge controls the helices’ positions in relation to 
each other. Dotted lines indicate partial unfolding or unknown states. 
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The four-state thermodynamic cycle created from the coupling  between the CBD auto-

inhibitory equilibrium and the cAMP binding equilibrium (Fig. 1F) provides a foundation for 

understanding the mechanism of CE3F4R action30–41.  This is because, when the EPAC1 CBD is 

removed, CE3F4R is unable to inhibit GEF activity, suggesting that CE3F4R interferes with the 

activation of the CBD by cAMP, rather than acting directly on the EPAC catalytic site3.  

Furthermore, CE3F4R is selective for EPAC1 vs. EPAC2, suggesting that the additional CBD of 

EPAC2 is not required for inhibition4. Hence, we focused our analyses on the effect of CE3F4R on 

the allosteric thermodynamic cycle of the EPAC1 CBD (Fig. 1F), spanning residues 149-318 (Fig. 

1D). 

We hypothesized that the uncompetitive EPAC inhibitor shifts the cAMP-bound equilibria 

towards the holo-inactive state (Fig. 1F) through the formation of a cAMP:EPAC1 CBD: CE3F4R 

ternary complex.  To test this hypothesis and identify CE3F4R’s mechanism of action, we utilized 

NMR spectroscopy to map the interactions of CE3F4R with the CBD of EPAC1.  However, 

CE3F4R suffers from limited solubility and intermediate exchange line broadening occurring upon 

binding EPAC, as commonly observed for drug leads from screening efforts42–46.  These 

experimental circumstances typically require the use of non-saturating and sub-stoichiometric 

concentrations and pose significant limitations to the application of traditional structural 

determination methods, such as X-ray crystallography and NOESY-based structure determination 

methods47.  Classical NOESY experiments can be informative even for partially saturated proteins. 

However, the limited sensitivity caused by line-broadening and low concentrations imposed by poor 

solubility, did not permit traditional NOESY-based structure determination approaches in our case.  

To overcome these challenges, we relied on an experimental design centered around the 

comparative analysis of ligand- and protein-based NMR experiments applied to a library of EPAC 

mutations, cyclic nucleotide derivatives and CE3F4R analogs.  The combination of NMR 

experiments includes the chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA)28, ligand-to-protein and 

protein-to-ligand saturation transfer difference (STD) experiments24,48–51 as well as paramagnetic 

relaxation enhancement (PRE) measurements52–54 with spin labels located at multiple sites to 

triangulate the inhibitor binding pocket. This experimental design is generally suitable for 

hydrophobic drug leads and the resulting mechanism of action reveals how non-classical 

uncompetitive inhibition occurs with respect to an allosteric activator as opposed to a substrate. 

Furthermore, the proposed inhibitory mechanism rationalizes the isoform selectivity of CE3F4R 

for EPAC1 vs. EPAC2.  
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3.4   Results 

3.4.1   CE3F4R Preferentially Binds the cAMP-Bound vs. Apo EPAC1 CBD.   

As a first step towards probing the interactions between CE3F4R and the EPAC1 CBD, NH-

HSQC spectra of both apo and cAMP-bound EPAC1 (149-318) were acquired, each in the absence 

and presence of CE3F4R (Fig. 2A, B).  For the apo state, the chemical shift variations upon CE3F4R 

addition are marginal with the majority of cross-peaks in the two HSQC spectra remaining 

superimposed (Fig. 2A).  In contrast, the chemical shift changes observed upon addition of CE3F4R 

to the cAMP-bound CBD are significantly larger (Fig. 2B), suggesting that CE3F4R interacts 

preferentially with the cAMP-bound state of EPAC1. Although the CE3F4R-induced chemical shift 

changes observed for EPAC1 in the absence of cAMP are on average lower than those observed in 

the presence of cAMP, residual ppm shifts are still observed for apo EPAC1 due to weak residual 

binding of CE3F4R. These results are consistent  with CE3F4R functioning as a  non-classical 

uncompetitive inhibitor with respect to cAMP3. Therefore, we focused subsequent analyses on the 

interaction of CE3F4R with cAMP-bound EPAC1 CBD. 

 Some of the largest chemical shift differences upon addition of CE3F4R to cAMP-bound 

EPAC1 are in the α4 helix, β3 strand, N-terminal phosphate binding cassette (PBC) and α6 (hinge) 

helix (Fig. 2C).  When the residues with CCS differences greater than the average plus one standard 

deviation are mapped onto the crystal structure, they form an almost continuous surface at the 

interface of the α- and β-subdomains (Fig. 2D).  A notable feature of this surface is that it does not 

include key cAMP binding sites. For example, the surface map of Fig. 2D does not include the 

BBR, the C-terminal PBC and the β2-β3 loop, which is adjacent to the PBC (Fig. 2C, D).  Hence, 

it is unlikely that CE3F4R binds in direct contact with cAMP.  Instead, the CE3F4R binding site is 

likely within the confines of the CCS-based surface shown in Fig. 2D.  This result implies that 

CE3F4R is an allosteric uncompetitive inhibitor.  However, the exact location of the CE3F4R 

binding-site within the surface outlined in Fig. 2D cannot be accurately predicted at this stage of 

the analysis, since CCS chemical shifts report on both ligand binding and allosteric conformational 

changes and these two contributions need to be separated.  

3.4.2   Initial Separation of Binding and Allosteric Effects.   

 In order to separate the binding vs. allosteric contributions in the CE3F4R derived CCS 

changes (Fig. 2C, D) and investigate the type of conformational change driven  by  CE3F4R, we 
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Figure 2. CE3F4R preferentially binds the cAMP-bound CBD of EPAC1.  A) Overlay of Apo (black) and 

Apo + CE3F4R (green) NH-HSQC spectra. Selected residues are labeled to facilitate the comparison with 

panel B. The DMSO concentration was kept constant at 1% v/v for all samples. B) As panel A, but for the 

cAMP-bound EPAC1 CBD without (blue) and with CE3F4R (red).  C) The compounded chemical shift 

differences (ΔCCS) vs. residue plot for the spectra in panel B.  The horizontal dashed lines represent the 

average CCS + one standard deviation (SD).  The secondary structure of EPAC is denoted along the top of 

the plot.  D) Surface map of residues in which the CCS differences for the cAMP:EPAC1 CBD complex +/- 

CE3F4R are greater than the average plus one standard deviation. 

we complemented the CCS data of Fig. 2 with the chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA; 

Fig. 3)28,49–51.  The CHESPA measures both the magnitude and the direction of chemical shift 

changes of a perturbed state relative to a set of reference states (Fig. 3A)28.  For example, a 

perturbation vector is defined by the chemical shift changes between the EPAC:cAMP and the 

EPAC:cAMP:CE3F4R states and a reference vector is determined by the chemical shift changes 

between the EPAC:cAMP and the apo EPAC states (Fig. 3A).  Fractional activations (X) are then 

computed for each residue from the normalized projection of the perturbation vector onto the 

reference vector (Fig. 3A) and the direction of the chemical shift change is determined by 

calculating the angle (θ) between the two vectors (Fig. 3A)28.  For residues sensing primarily 

allosteric conformational changes and adhering to a fast-exchanging two-state model, the CE3F4R-

induced chemical shift variations are expected to be nearly aligned with the reference states (i.e. 

|cosθ| ≥ 0.9)28.  In addition, assuming that the apo and cAMP-bound states serve as proxies for the 

fully inactive and active states, respectively, the X values for linear shifts in the -1 to 0 range reflect 
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CE3F4R-induced changes in the relative inactive vs. active populations. The projection analysis 

therefore provides directional information at residue-resolution on the nature of the allosteric 

conformation shifts (e.g. inhibition vs. activation).  In contrast, residues near the CE3F4R binding 

site do not sense only allosteric conformational changes, but also report on the unique chemical 

environment caused by their proximity to CE3F4R. The latter may result in deviations from the 

two-state model and non-linear chemical shift changes (i.e. |cosθ| < 0.9) are expected as well as X 

values that may fall outside the -1 to 0 range, offering a simple means to start separating binding 

vs. allosteric contributions on a per-residue basis and thus to begin narrowing down the location of 

the CE3F4R binding site. 

3.4.3   CE3F4R Targets a Mixed Intermediate Distinct from both Apo and cAMP-Bound 

EPAC CBD Structures.   

The CHESPA analysis reveals that upon addition of CE3F4R, most residues shift towards the 

inactive (apo) state (Fig. 3B, C, E, F), consistent with the overall inhibitory function of CE3F4R 

revealed by enzymatic assays3,4.  In particular, the hinge helix, which exhibits the largest overall 

chemical shift changes, shifts towards the inactive (apo) state by an average of ~50% (Fig. 3C, E).  

In addition, the α4 helix, which is adjacent to the hinge helix, also shifts back by ~45% on average 

(Fig. 3B,E).  Both α4 and α6 regions feature linear chemical shift changes as indicated by cosθ 

values close to -1, consistent with a fast-exchanging two-state equilibrium (Fig. 3F).  However, not 

all EPAC1 CBD regions display the same extent of inhibitory shift (X, Fig. 3E). For example, the 

PBC did not significantly change compared to the active (cAMP-bound) state (Fig. 3D, E).   

Overall, the fractional activation analysis (Fig. 3E) reveals that the inhibition elicited by 

CE3F4R does not arise from a simple reversal of the inactive vs. active equilibrium, but rather from 

the stabilization of an intermediate with mixed active and inactive features in different regions of 

the EPAC1 CBD. CE3F4R binding shifts the hinge helix towards the inactive conformation, 

referred to as “hinge out” topology, while keeping the PBC in its active, cAMP-bound-like 

conformation, denoted as “PBC in” (Fig. 3E).  This mixed “PBC in/hinge out” topology reflects a 

unique intermediate that is selected for by CE3F4R.  Hence, we hypothesized that modifications, 

such as EPAC mutations or cAMP analogs, that stabilize this mixed intermediate will increase the 

affinity of CE3F4R, whereas those that destabilize the intermediate will decrease the affinity, 

because the observed affinity is a population weighted average of state specific association 

constants24,51,55.  
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Figure 3.  CE3F4R deactivates cAMP-bound EPAC by stabilizing a distinct inactive “PBC in/Hinge out” 

mixed intermediate.  A) Schematic illustration of the chemical shift projection analysis that shows how the 

CE3F4R-derived fractional activations (X) and cosθ values are calculated with respect to the apo and cAMP-

bound states.  (B-D) Representative residues from the NH-HSQC spectra, which illustrate the CE3F4R-

dependent CCS changes in the α4 helix (B) hinge helix (C) and PBC (D).  E) CHESPA fractional activation 

analysis of CE3F4R binding to the cAMP:CE3F4R complex.  F) CHESPA cos(θ) vs. residue plot for the 

cAMP:EPAC1 CBD:CE3F4R complex.  The dashed red line is the cutoff (-0.9) utilized here for 

distinguishing linear vs. non-linear chemical shift changes.  G) Molecular structures of CE3F4 analogs. H) 

Plot of rates of GDP exchange vs. average fractional activations (X) of the hinge helix (residues 298-308) for 

the CE3F4 analogs in panel G.  The GDP exchange rates are from Courilleau et al.4.  All compounds with the 

exception of CE3F4R, CE3F4S and CE3F4[f] are racemic mixtures of the R and S enantiomers. I-J) 

Representative residues from NH-HSQC spectra that show non-linear chemical shift changes caused by 

CE3F4R binding.  K) Resides with cos(θ) values greater than -0.9 or X values outside one standard deviation 

of the -1 to 0 range were mapped on the crystal structure as red surface representation. 
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To test our hypothesis about CE3F4R targeting the “PBC in/hinge out” mixed intermediate of 

the EPAC1 CBD, we prepared the L273W EPAC mutation. The L273W mutation introduces steric 

hindrance between the PBC P-helix and the adjacent hinge through the bulky indole group (Fig. 

4A)27,28. As a result, the L273W EPAC1 mutant locks the hinge helix in the inactive topology (i.e. 

“hinge out”) even in the presence of cAMP, suppressing the ability of cAMP to activate EPAC127,28. 

Meanwhile, the PBC stays in the “in” state, similarly to the cAMP-bound WT (Fig. 4A-C)27,28. 

Therefore, the L273W mutation stabilizes the mixed “PBC in/hinge out” intermediate prior to 

addition of CE3F4R, which we predict will increase CE3F4R binding affinity relative to the WT. 

This prediction was confirmed by measuring the affinity of CE3F4R for L273W through chemical 

shift titrations, which show that the affinity of CE3F4R towards the mutant is more than five times 

higher than for the WT (Fig. 4E, F).   

 

 

Figure 4.  Stabilization of the “PBC in/Hinge out” mixed intermediate by the L273W mutation increases the 

CE3F4R Binding affinity for the cAMP-bound EPAC1 CBD. A) Schematic representation of the L273W 

mutation and its effect on the PBC and hinge positions.  (B and C) Representative HSQC spectra of residues 

from the PBC and hinge that illustrate the stabilization by L273W of the “PBC in/hinge out” intermediate 

even in the absence of CE3F4R.  D) Representative HSQC peak for cAMP-bound WT and L273W EPAC1 

CBD in the absence and presence of CE3F4R. (E and F) CE3F4R titration curves for WT (E) and L273W 

(F) EPAC in the presence of cAMP. Each curve corresponds to the ΔCCS of a different residue. Kd values 

were determined from the average of all fitted residues. 
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Further independent evidence supporting the role of the “hinge out” topology in the 

uncompetitive inhibition by CE3F4R is provided by CE3F4R derivatives that exhibit lower 

inhibitory levels, as revealed through enzymatic assays of a fully functional EPAC1 construct3,4 

(Fig. 3G).   Stereochemical and/or covalent modifications of CE3F4R that lead to increased rates 

of GDP exchange, also result in significant reductions of the fractional shifts of the hinge helix 

towards the inactive state (X ~ -1), as detected through our NMR CHESPA analysis on EPAC1 

(149-318) (Fig. 3H). A linear regression (Fig. 3H, dashed line) was computed for all analogs 

without a pure R stereocenter.  Resulting in a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.86.  In addition, 

the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients were determined for all analogs including CE3F4R 

and the cAMP-bound state.  The ρ value was 0.85 with a two-tailed P value of 0.2%, indicating that 

the correlation between the GDP exchange rates and the fractional activation (X) values determined 

through NMR chemical shifts is statistically significant. The ability of EPAC1 (149-318) to 

differentiate between CE3F4R and its analogs (Fig. 3G, H) not only indicates that the interactions 

between CE3F4R and EPAC1 (149-318) analyzed here are specific, but it also corroborates the 

relevance of the “hinge out” orientation in the uncompetitive inhibition by CE3F4R.  

 We also complemented the positive control offered by L273W, with a negative control to 

show that when the mixed “PBC in/hinge out” intermediate is destabilized, the affinity for CE3F4R 

is reduced.  For this purpose, we analyzed the interaction of CE3F4R with Rp-cAMPS (Rp)-bound 

EPAC.  Rp is a thiophosphate derivative of cAMP that sterically locks the PBC in its “out” 

conformation (Fig. 5A)56. The CHESPA analysis of Rp-bound EPAC confirm that both the PBC 

and hinge helices shift completely towards an apo/inactive-like state (Fig. 5A-F), hence 

destabilizing the mixed intermediate hypothesized to be targeted by CE3F4R. As expected, when 

CE3F4R was added to Rp-bound EPAC, it resulted in negligible chemical shift changes (average 

of 0.01 ppm; Fig. 5G, H), which are indicative of negligible CE3F4R binding. hence destabilizing 

the mixed intermediate hypothesized to be targeted by CE3F4R. This negative control further 

confirms our CHESPA-based hypothesis that CE3F4R targets the “PBC in/hinge out” intermediate 

as opposed to an apo-inactive-like “PBC out/hinge out” state.  Furthermore, the reduced CE3F4R 

binding observed upon replacement of cAMP with Rp-cAMPS, also confirms that CE3F4R is 

unlikely to bind adjacent to the adenine base, which is common to the two cyclic nucleotides. 

However, the identification of the binding site of CE3F4R within this mixed EPAC1 intermediate 

still needs to be refined. 
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Figure 5. Stabilization of the “PBC out/Hinge out” Conformation with the Rp-cAMPS analog silences 

CE3F4R Binding. A) Schematic of Rp-cAMPS (Rp) mediated inhibition of EPAC.  The yellow circle 

represents the position of the sulfur atom in the thiophosphate group. B-C) Representative HSQC spectral 

regions of residues from the PBC and hinge helix that illustrate the stabilization by Rp of the “PBC out/hinge 

out” conformation.  D) CCS differences between cAMP-bound and Rp-bound EPAC.  The secondary 

structure is indicated along the top of the plot.  E) CHESPA cos(θ) analysis for Rp relative to apo and cAMP-

bound states (see inset).  The red dashed lines indicate cos(θ) values of -0.9 and 0.9.  F) CHESPA fractional 

activation (X) analysis for Rp relative to apo and cAMP-bound states (see inset).  G) NH HSQC spectra of 

Rp-bound EPAC1 CBD with (cyan) and without (magenta) CE3F4R.  H) CCS difference plot for CE3F4R 

bound and unbound EPAC in the presence of cAMP (black) and Rp (red).  The red dashed line indicates the 

average CCS difference plus one standard deviation for Rp. 

3.4.4   The CE3F4R Inhibitor Binds at the α- and β-Subdomain Interface of the EPAC1 CBD.   

The CHESPA analysis also helped refine the location of the CE3F4R binding pocket.  

Residues with non-linear chemical shift changes (|cosθ| < 0.9) (Fig. 3F, I, J) were mapped onto the 

X-ray crystal structure of the homologous EPAC2 isoform (Fig. 3K). In contrast to the simple ΔCCS 

magnitude map (Fig. 2D), in the CHESPA-based binding site map (Fig. 3K) several sites at the 

hinge, α4 helix and β-subdomains are absent due to the high linearity of their chemical shifts. As a 
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result, all residues in Fig. 3K are now quite narrowly clustered at the interface of the α- and β-

subdomains. To further confirm the position of the CE3F4R binding site, we also acquired STD- 

(13C-1H) HSQC experiments with saturation of the CE3F4R formyl resonance.  Saturation transfer 

from CE3F4R to the protein was then detected through the 13C1H cross-peaks, which were assigned 

utilizing HCCH-TOCSY experiments.  The STD measurements were performed in D2O to 

minimize saturation of amides, although some highly protected amides resonating close to the 

saturation frequency did not fully exchange.  In addition, the H2 and H8 resonances of cAMP are 

separated from the CE3F4R formyl resonance only by ~0.25 ppm.  To account for any potential 

saturation leak-through arising from protein amides or cAMP resonances, we compared STD-

HSQCs in the absence and presence of CE3F4R.  Several residues exhibited a significant STD 

enhancement upon CE3F4R addition (Fig. 6A-C).  The STD signals were normalized to a reference 

spectrum (STR) and the STD/STR differences between the samples with and without CE3F4R were 

computed (Fig. 6D).  The largest increases in STD/STR ratios were observed for residues Y242, 

I243, D267, and R294 (Fig. 6D-E). Some residues displayed slightly higher STD/STR ratios in the 

absence of CE3F4R (Fig. 6D), likely because of differences in the extent of residual H2O content 

between the two samples. Regardless, the residues that exhibited significant increases in STD/STR 

ratios in the presence of CE3F4R (Fig. 6D, E) were overall consistent with the independent 

CHESPA cosθ analysis (Fig. 3H). 

As a further independent validation of the proposed CE3F4R binding site, we performed 

paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) experiments known as SLAPSTIC (Spin-Labels 

Attached to Protein Side chain as a Tool to identify Interacting Compounds)52–54.  In the SLAPSTIC 

method, a spin-label is covalently conjugated to the protein for the purpose of causing line-

broadening for ligands that bind in its vicinity (< ~25 Å). The protein sample is subsequently 

reduced to separate the spin-label from the protein and ligand peaks that were broadened from the 

spin-label should sharpen.  In our case, the SLAPSTIC approach was implemented as a triangulation 

technique by engineering two cysteine mutations (S210C and T261C) at opposing ends of the CBD 

(Fig. 6F), so that both spin-labels are less than 20 Å away from the alleged CE3F4R binding site at 

the α/β-subdomain interface, as independently proposed based on the CHESPA and STD-HSQC 

analyses.  The covalent attachment of the MTSL spin-label to each mutant was confirmed by 

comparing the oxidized vs. reduced HN-HSQC cross-peak intensities (Iox/Ired) to the respective 

distances from the mutation site, where the spin-label was attached (Fig. S1A, B).  This comparison 

also confirmed that the maximum distance for which a significant broadening effect could be  
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Figure 6.  CE3F4R binds the EPAC1 CBD at the interface of the α- and β-subdomains.  (A-C) Representative 

peaks from 2D STD spectra that show increased signal in the presence of CE3F4R (red) in comparison to 

cAMP alone (black).  Black asterisks indicate the position of cross-peaks in the reference spectra that are 

missing in the STD spectra.  D) The STD/STR differences between the samples with and without CE3F4R.  

The red dashed line indicates the average + standard deviation, while the yellow and orange lines indicate the 

average + 2x and 3x the average STD/STR difference error, respectively. E) Map of the CH bonds with 

STD/STR differences greater than the cut-offs described for panel D (i.e. red spheres represent CH bonds 

greater than the red lines).  F)  Crystal structure of EPAC2 with mutation sites (S210C and T261C) engineered 

to link the spin label indicated as spheres.  The blue and pink surfaces depict residues that are within 20 Å 

from the S210C and T261C spin labels, respectively.  G) structures of cAMP and CE3F4R.  The labels 

indicate the assigned peak in the spectra of panels (H, I).  H) 1D spectra of spin labeled (SL) T261C EPAC1-

CBD in complex with cAMP and CE3F4R. Spectra were acquired for both the oxidized (black) and a 

reference sample reduced with 5 mM DTT (red).  I) similar to (H), but for SL-S210C EPAC1 CBD. 
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observed was ~20 Å.  1D 1H-NMR spectra were then acquired for the MTSL-labeled mutants in 

complex with cAMP and CE3F4R (Fig. 6H, I). The CE3F4R peaks broadened significantly when 

added to both MTSL-labelled mutants and the broadening was reduced upon reduction with DTT 

(Fig. 6H, I, Table 1).  These results suggest that EPAC-bound CE3F4R senses both spin labels. Our 

PRE-control experiments (Supporting Information) indicate that the line-broadening of CE3F4R 

caused by the spin-labels arises from specific interactions. Furthermore, the PRE-induced signal 

losses for CE3F4R are comparable in the T261C and S210C samples (Fig. 6H, I), suggesting that 

CE3F4R binds the EPAC1 CBD at a site that is approximately equidistant from the two spin-labels.  

This PRE-based finding is consistent with the CE3F4R binding pocket being located at the α/β-

subdomain interface and confirms our independent CE3F4R binding site assessments based on the 

CHESPA (Fig. 3E-H) and STD-HSQC analyses (Fig. 6A-E).  Furthermore, the 1D PRE data of Fig. 

6H,I illustrate the importance of complementing protein-based NMR experiments with ligand-

based NMR experiments.  In the next section, we further characterize the EPAC1:CE3F4R 

interaction using ligand-based NMR experiments, such as transfer-NOESY and protein-to-ligand 

STDs.   

 

   Table 1. SLAPSTIC Iox/Ired Ratios 

Sitea 
S210C: 

cA+CE3F4R 

T261C: 

cA+CE3F4R 

S210C: 

CE3F4[c] 

aT 0.45 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.01 

aC 0.50 ± 0.10 0.52 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.03 

bT 0.53 ± 0.05 0.52 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.03 

bC n/a 0.52 ± 0.06 1.06 ± 0.09 

eT 0.57 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 

    aAssignment abbreviations are as in the peak labels of Fig. 7A. 

 

3.4.5   The EPAC1 CBD Binds Preferentially the Trans CE3F4R Conformer.   

As a first step towards characterizing the CE3F4R-EPAC1 interaction through ligand-based 

NMR, we acquired the 1D 1H NMR spectrum of CE3F4R in the absence of EPAC1 (Fig. 7A). Fig. 

7A shows that the peaks of CE3F4R are doubled into two sets with intensity ratios of ~3:1 due to 

the slow rotation around the N-formyl group57, as confirmed by the analysis of ROESY (Fig. 7B) 

and NOESY spectra, also acquired in the absence of the EPAC1 CBD (Fig. 7C, orange cross-peaks).  

The presence of ROE cross- peaks with the same sign as the diagonal (Fig. 7B) indicates that the 
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additional peaks arise from slow chemical exchange between two conformations. The NOE cross-

peaks between the formyl proton and the H8 of CE3F4, which are observed only for the major 

conformation (Fig. 7C, orange cross-peaks), are consistent with the major and minor populations 

reflecting the trans and cis conformations of CE3F4R, respectively, in the absence of 

EPAC1:cAMP57.  Under our experimental conditions, the major (trans) conformer of CE3F4R 

preferentially interacts with EPAC1, as indicated by the comparison of the 1D 1H NMR spectra of 

CE3F4R in the absence and presence of the cAMP-bound EPAC1 CBD (Fig. 7D). Figure 7D shows 

that upon addition of EPAC1 the peak positions for the minor population are only slightly affected, 

while the peaks of the major conformation exhibit more appreciable chemical shift changes and 

line-broadening, suggesting that the major (trans) conformation of CE3F4R is the preferred binding 

partner for the EPAC1 CBD.  This result is confirmed by the transfer-NOE cross-peaks observed 

in the presence of the EPAC1 CBD with the same sign as the diagonal between the H8 and formyl 

protons for the major CE3F4R population (Fig. 7C, black spectra). However, residual interactions 

of EPAC1 with the cis CE3F4R conformer cannot be ruled out.  Subtle, yet detectable, shifts and 

line-broadening are observed also for the minor CE3F4R peaks (Fig. 7D, top traces) and saturation 

transfer is detected for both major and minor CE3F4R signals (Fig. 7D, bottom traces). While it is 

possible that this saturation pattern is due to chemical exchange relay between the major and minor 

conformations, the STD signals are also consistent with the minor conformer still exhibiting 

residual interactions with EPAC1.  Hence, EPAC1 may interact with both trans and cis conformers 

of CE3F4R, but preferentially binds the trans conformation. 

The STD spectra of Fig. 7D also reveal that residual CE3F4R saturation occurs even in the 

absence of EPAC (Fig. 7D, purple spectrum).  A possible explanation is saturation leak through 

caused by a CE3F4R methyl resonating close to the saturation frequency (~0.4 ppm difference), but 

saturation transfer is inefficient for an unbound monomeric small molecule.  However, hydrophobic 

drug leads, such as CE3F4R, may form soluble aggregates in aqueous solutions42,45,58–61.  Under 

such circumstances, saturation transfer between protons in a small molecule may be observed, 

explaining why residual STD remains for CE3F4R in the absence of EPAC.  The possibility of such 

CE3F4R aggregates poses a limitation on the maximum CE3F4R concentration and on our ability 

to fully saturate the EPAC1 binding site with CE3F4R. Nevertheless, addition of EPAC1 still results 

in a significant enhancement of the STD signal (Fig. 7D; Table 2), indicating that the observed STD 

signal primarily reflects interactions between EPAC and CE3F4R.  Furthermore, the STD/STR 

ratios of CE3F4R are significantly higher for the cAMP-bound state compared to the apo EPAC1  
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Figure 7.  EPAC1 specifically interacts with the major conformer of CE3F4R.  A) 1D Watergate spectra of 

free CE3F4R in sodium phosphate buffer.  The letter code is used to indicate the assignment of CE3F4 signals. 

The resonance of the proton adjacent to the methyl group (#) partially overlaps with H2O and is therefore 

eliminated by the Watergate suppression scheme.  The major and minor populations of each proton are 

denoted with a subscript T or C, respectively. The asterisk marks an impurity. No appreciable line-broadening 

was observed for these peaks upon addition of EPAC.  B) Off-resonance ROESY spectrum of free CE3F4R.  

The positive phase of the ROE cross-peaks relative to the diagonal indicates that they arise from chemical 

exchange.  C) Transfer NOESY spectra of CE3F4R in the absence (blue & orange) or in the presence of the 

EPAC1 CBD and cAMP (black).  In the former spectra, the blue represents positive phases and the orange 

represents negative phases for cross-peaks relative to diagonal peaks.  The red dashed lines indicate the 

position and assignment of the CE3F4R peaks in the presence of the EPAC1 CBD.  D) Saturation transfer 

difference (STD) of cAMP and CE3F4R in the absence (purple) and presence (green) of the EPAC1 CBD.  

The reference spectra (STR) are included for comparison. 
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sample (Table 2), confirming that CE3F4R is more selective for the cAMP-bound conformation, as 

expected for an uncompetitive inhibitor3. 

 

Table 2. Relative STD/STR Ratios of cAMP and CE3F4R Peaks 

Sample cAMP CE3F4R 

EPAC cAMP CE3F4R STD/STR 

H2 

STD/STR 

H8 

STD/STR 

H1' 

STD/STR 

(aT)a 

STD/STR 

(bT)a 

− + + N/A N/A N/A 0.48 ± 0.07 0.5 ± 0.1 

+ + − 1.00 ± 0.06c 0.84 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.04 N/A N/A 

+ − + N/A N/A N/A 0.7 ± 0.1 b 0.9 ± 0.2 b 

+ + + 1.02 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.04 1.9 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 

a Assignment abbreviations are as in the peak labels of Fig. 7A.  b Acquired at 850 MHz.   

c The STD/STD ratios were normalized to the STD/STR ratio of this cell. 

 

3.4.6   Molecular Basis of the CE3F4R Selectivity for the EPAC1 vs. EPAC2 Isoform.   

In order to elucidate the molecular basis for the EPAC1 vs. EPAC2 selectivity of CE3F4R, we 

looked for sequence differences between the two isoforms in the regions surrounding the CE3F4R 

binding pocket identified above.  We found two significant amino acid differences between EPAC1 

and EPAC2 in regions surrounding CE3F4R.  The first is W245 in the β3 strand (L380 in EPAC2) 

and the second is Q270 in the PBC (K405 in EPAC2) (Fig. 1D, 7A, S6A).  In the cAMP-bound 

crystal structure of EPAC2, K405 stabilizes the hinge helix in the active (in) conformation by 

forming a salt bridge with E443 (Fig. 8A). Although E443 of EPAC2 is conserved in EPAC1 (E308, 

Fig. 1D), this ionic interaction is expected to be weaker or non- existent in EPAC1 vs. EPAC2, 

given the glutamine in place of the lysine.  The EPAC2 vs. EPAC1 stabilization of the hinge helix 

in the ‘in’ conformation is expected to decrease the population of the ‘PBC in/hinge out’ mixed 

intermediate selectively targeted by CE3F4R. Hence, we hypothesized that the Q270K mutation 

would decrease the affinity for CE3F4R and explain the EPAC1 vs. EPAC2 selectivity of the 

inhibitor.  

To test this hypothesis, we created the Q270K EPAC1 mutant.  As expected, the HSQC 

chemical shifts of the apo and cAMP-bound Q270K EPAC1 mutant are quite similar to those of 

WT EPAC1 with the exception of the hinge helix region and the adjacent α4 helix (Fig. 8B, C).  For 

the apo state, the Q270K CHESPA analysis shows that the mutation causes a minor overall shift 

towards activation (Fig. S2).  The effect is most predominant in the hinge helix, for which the 

average fractional activation (X) is ~40 % higher than WT (Fig. S2B).  In the cAMP-bound state,  
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Figure 8.  Q270 in the PBC confers to CE3F4R selectivity for EPAC1 vs. EPAC2. A) Interaction between 

K405 in the PBC (Q270 in EPAC1) and E443 in the hinge (E308 in EPAC1), as observed in the cAMP-bound 

X-ray crystal structure of EPAC2.  cAMP is shown as black spheres.  B) Representative hinge residue from 

HSQC spectra showing the increased stabilization of the “hinge in” conformation for Q270K relative to WT.  

C) The CCS differences between WT and Q270K EPAC for both apo (black) and cAMP-bound (red) states.  

The black and red dashed lines indicate the Cβ to N distances in Å from Q270 for the apo and cAMP-bound 

crystal structures, respectively.  D) Representative HSQC cross-peaks for cAMP-bound WT and Q270K 

EPAC in the absence and presence of CE3F4R. E) The CCS differences between CE3F4R bound and unbound 

EPAC1 CBD for both WT and Q270K in the presence of cAMP.  The EPAC, cAMP and CE3F4R 

concentrations were similar for both WT and Q270K.  
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the hinge helix is also more active than WT (Fig. S2B).  These results confirm the notion that a salt 

bridge between K270 and E308 stabilizes the hinge helix in the active ‘in’ conformation. As 

expected, the addition of CE3F4R to the cAMP-bound Q270K mutant resulted in significantly 

reduced chemical shift changes compared to WT (Fig. 8D, E), indicating weaker binding. This 

result is consistent with the anticipated role of the “hinge in” conformation in CE3F4R recognition, 

although direct interactions between Q270 and CE3F4R cannot be ruled out.  We also examined 

the W245A EPAC1 mutant (Fig. S3) and in this case the chemical shift changes induced by 

CE3F4R binding to cAMP-bound EPAC1 (149-318) are comparable or higher to those measured 

for WT (Fig. S3E), indicating that W245A EPAC1 retains the ability to bind CE3F4R. This is 

consistent with the observation that there is no appreciable stabilization of the “hinge in” state 

relative to WT and no significant W245A vs. WT changes were detected for the PBC (Fig. S3B, 

C). Overall, these results confirm our hypothesis that Q270, unlike W245, is a major determinant 

of the EPAC1 vs. EPAC2 selectivity of CE3F4R, as the replacement of K with Q disengages the 

hinge helix from the ‘in’ conformation.  

  

3.5  Discussion 

3.5.1   A Model for the Mechanism of Action of CE3F4R as EPAC1-Selective Uncompetitive 

Inhibitor.   

The results of our NMR analyses on CE3F4R are summarized in Figure 9. Figure 9 illustrates 

a model that rationalizes the non-classical uncompetitive EPAC1 inhibition by CE3F4R in the 

context of the thermodynamic cycle for the cAMP-dependent allosteric regulation of EPAC1.  A 

central feature of the proposed mechanism of action is that CE3F4R preferentially targets a mixed 

cAMP-bound intermediate of EPAC1, which is distinct from the structures of both apo and cAMP-

bound (holo) EPAC1, but combines elements from both apo and holo conformations (Fig. 9).  In 

the mixed intermediate targeted by CE3F4R, the PBC, which recognizes the cyclic phosphate, is 

maintained in the ‘in’ orientation by cAMP, similarly to holo EPAC1, while the hinge C-terminal 

helix, which regulates the transition from closed (inactive) to open (active) topologies, shifts from 

the ‘in’ of holo EPAC1 to the ‘out’ orientation of apo EPAC1, as indicated by our comparative 

chemical shift analyses (Fig. 2 - 5). The preferential targeting of the mixed PBC ‘in’/hinge ‘out’ 

EPAC1 intermediate by CE3F4R explains why it is uncompetitive with respect to cAMP, but not 

with respect to Rp-cAMPS, which is an effective allosteric inhibitor of EPAC1 that binds at the 

same site as cAMP62.  Unlike cAMP, Rp-cAMPS locks the PBC in the ‘out’ orientation, thus  
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Figure 9. Proposed mechanism of action for the CE3F4R uncompetitive EPAC1 inhibitor.  In the apo state, 

the regulatory region (RR), which includes both α- (white) and β- (orange) subdomains, occludes the Rap 

binding site in the catalytic region (CR).  This position of the RR is stabilized by the “hinge helix (H) out” 

conformation and by the ionic latch (IL) interactions with the CR.  The “hinge out” conformation is a result 

of a steric clash between L273 in the PBC helix (P) and F300 in the hinge helix.  When cAMP binds, the PBC 

helix rotates in, which relieves the steric clash between L273 and F300 and allows the hinge helix to rotate 

to the ‘in’ orientation and partially unfold (dashed lines in right panels).  This causes the RR to be displaced 

from the CR, which becomes then accessible to Rap substrates.  CE3F4R hinders this closed-to-open 

transition by binding to and stabilizing the “PBC in/Hinge out” mixed intermediate (dashed rectangle), which 

traps the RR in a position that blocks the Rap binding site. 

destabilizing the mixed intermediate selectivity targeted by CE3F4R. Hence, the proposed 

mechanism (Fig. 9) recapitulates the counter-intuitive lack of synergy between two allosteric 

inhibitors of EPAC1 that bind at distinct bind sites, i.e. CE3F4R and Rp-cAMPS. 

The ability of CE3F4R to selectively recognize the PBC “in/hinge out” holo EPAC1 

intermediate is also an indication of the specificity of the EPAC1-CE3F4R interactions.  This 

specificity is further confirmed by the preferential recognition by EPAC1 of CE3F4R vs. other 

CE3F4 derivatives (Fig. 3H) and by the selectivity for the trans vs. cis isomer of CE3F4R, as 

illustrated by our ligand-based NMR analyses (Fig. 7).  However, Sonawane et al. recently proposed 

that EPAC preferentially interacts with the minor rotamer (cis) of CE3F457, based on the increased 

IC50 value of a thioformyl CE3F4R derivative that disrupts rotamer exchange and stabilizes the 

major (trans) conformation57.  A possible explanation to reconcile this apparent discrepancy is that 

the reduced potency of the thioformyl CE3F4R derivative is simply caused by the presence of the 
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bulky sulfur atom.  In fact, similar oxygen-to-sulfur isolobal replacements have been previously 

shown to reduce affinity even in the absence of ligand conformational changes63,64.  

Another unique attribute of the proposed mechanism of action (Fig. 9) is that the 

uncompetitive inhibitor CE3F4R does not bind EPAC1 in contact with cAMP, but rather at a 

distinct binding site located at the interface of the α- and β-subdomains of the EPAC1 CBD.  The 

location of the CE3F4R binding site between the EPAC1 CBD subdomains is consistently 

supported by multiple independent analyses, including our STD-HSQC (Fig. 6D, E), triangulated 

PREs (Fig. 6F-I; Fig. S1) and CHESPA cos(θ) data (Fig. 3F, K).  A notable feature of this proposed 

binding pocket is that it is not visibly apparent in the apo and cAMP-bound X-ray crystal 

structures22,27, which indicate that the binding site may arise from the transient sampling of the 

“PBC in/hinge out” intermediate65.  Regardless, the interaction of CE3F4R with the α/β subdomains 

interface leads to two main implications.  First, it offers a viable explanation as to why the hinge 

helix shifts from the ‘in’ to the ‘out’ orientation upon CE3F4R binding.  The binding of CE3F4R 

hinders the recruitment of the C-terminal hinge helix into the ‘in’ orientation towards the interface 

between the CBD’s α- and β-subdomains.  By targeting a similar inter-subdomain interface, 

CE3F4R may outcompete the hinge helix and stabilizes the hinge ‘out’ orientation.  Meanwhile, 

the PBC remains in the ‘in’ state stabilized by the bound cAMP.   Hence, the location of the CE3F4R 

binding site at the inter-subdomain interface is in the full agreement with the notion that the 

CE3F4R uncompetitive inhibitor preferentially targets the “PBC in/hinge out” intermediate, as 

discussed above.  The second notable implication of CE3F4R binding at the α/β-subdomain 

interface is the identification of a key residue that enables isoform selective inhibition, i.e. Q270. 

Q270 is unique to EPAC1 and located at the PBC N-terminus.  In EPAC2, the residue at this 

position is a lysine that recruits the hinge helix in an ‘in’ orientation through a salt-bridge, as 

supported by our comparative Q270K mutational analyses (Fig. 8; Fig. S2).  The Q270K-induced 

destabilization of the hinge out orientation explains the EPAC1 vs. EPAC2 selectivity of CE3F4R.  

Interestingly, this glutamine at the PBC N-terminus of EPAC1 is replaced by a glutamate in both 

CBDs of PKA, where it stabilizes the C-terminal CBD lids in a ‘in’ orientation, offering a possible 

rationale for the EPAC1 vs. PKA selectivity of CE3F4R3.  Hence, the proposed mechanism of action 

(Fig. 9) provides a viable explanation for the remarkable selectivity of CE3F4R for EPAC1 vs. 

EPAC2 and PKA.  The EPAC vs. PKA and isoform selectivity of CE3F4R makes CE3F4R a highly 

promising drug lead.   Furthermore, the uncompetitive nature of the EPAC1-selective inhibition 

with respect to cAMP, ensures that the inhibitory function of CE3F4R is potentiated when and 
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where the subcellular concentration of cAMP is locally increased in response to tight spatio-

temporal control, thus further increasing the specificity of CE3F4R. 

 

3.6  Conclusion 

We have shown how a combination of solution NMR methods is effective in elucidating the 

mechanism of allosteric inhibition by an hydrophobic drug lead that precludes the possibility of 

forming a saturated protein:ligand complex amenable to traditional structure determination 

methods. Comparative chemical shift projection analyses were instrumental in identifying the 

activation intermediate targeted by the drug lead and obtaining an initial assessment of the binding 

site, which was then independently confirmed through PRE triangulation and ligand-to-protein STD 

experiments, while protein-to-ligand STD together with TrNOESY, ROESY and line-broadening 

analyses allowed an independent ligand-based assessment of the interaction.   

The resulting mechanism of action was validated through mutations as well as cyclic 

nucleotide and CE3F4 analogs, revealing that the uncompetitive inhibitor, CE3F4R, binds at the 

CBD α- and β-subdomain interface and selectively stabilizes a mixed intermediate that is distinct 

from the fully apo and holo structures, but combines elements of both.  The proposed model 

rationalizes the non-classical uncompetitive inhibition of EPAC1 by CE3F4R and provides a viable 

molecular basis for its isoform and EPAC vs. PKA selectivity.  

The mechanism of action of CE3F4R elucidated here explains how uncompetitive inhibition 

occurs with respect to allosteric effectors as opposed to substrates and is anticipated to serve as a 

foundation for designing a new generation of EPAC1 specific inhibitors, which are potential 

therapeutics for treating tumor invasion, inflammation and heart failure. In addition, the 

experimental design utilized in this study is transferable to mechanistic investigations of other 

lipophilic drug leads. 

 

3.7  Experimental Section 

3.7.1   Sample Preparation.  

The CBD of human EPAC1 spanning residues 149-318 was expressed and purified according 

to previously established protocols26,62,66.  The final purified protein was dialyzed in NMR buffer 

(50mM Tris, pH 7.6, 50mM NaCl, 2mM EDTA, 2mM EGTA, 1mM DTT and 0.02% NaN3) and 

5% D2O was added to all NMR samples before data acquisition.  For ligand-based NMR 
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experiments, EPAC was exchanged into sodium phosphate buffer (20mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.6, 50mM 

NaCl in >99.8% D2O) using either PD10 columns (GE Healthcare) or Zeba 7K MWCO desalting 

columns (Thermo Scientific).  All mutations were created using a variation of the Quikchange site-

directed mutagenesis procedure as described previously50,51 and verified by Sanger sequencing 

(MOBIX).  The concentration of EPAC was determined by A280 measurements with a theoretical 

extinction coefficient derived from the amino acid sequence by EXPASY ProtParam67.  The 

lyophilized CE3F4 compounds were dissolved in 99.9 % d6-DMSO (Sigma) to stock concentrations 

of 20-35 mM.  Proton NMR spectra were then acquired to verify the integrity and purity of all 

compounds.  CE3F4R peak assignment was obtained mainly from 1D chemical shifts, peak 

multiplicity and integration and confirmed with 2D-COSY experiments.  cAMP was purchased 

from Sigma and all other cyclic nucleotides were purchased from Biolog Life Sciences.   

3.7.2   NMR Data Acquisition and Analysis.   

NMR experiments were acquired on a Bruker Avance 700 MHz spectrometer equipped with 

a 5 mm TCI cryo-probe or on a Bruker Avance 850 spectrometer equipped with a TXI probe.  All 

protein-based experiments were acquired at 306 K, while ligand-based experiments were acquired 

at 298 K, unless otherwise specified.  One dimensional experiments were processed directly in 

Topspin using an exponential multiplication window function with line broadening of 3 Hz.  Multi-

dimensional NMR experiments were processed with NMRpipe68 and analyzed in SPARKY69.  For 

NH-HSQC spectra, all samples contained 15N-acetyl glycine, which was used an internal reference 

to align spectra for precise chemical shift measurements.  Chemical shift differences for samples 

with and without CE3F4R were measured using a constant DMSO concentration, which typically 

was kept at or below 1% v/v, since this was a range known to not cause significant chemical shift 

changes in EPAC70.  Peaks were assigned by comparison with previously assigned EPAC1 

spectra26,62,66.  Aliphatic CH resonances were assigned using a combination of newly acquired 

hCCH and HCcH-TOCSY and TOCSY-HSQC(NH) 3D spectra and previously acquired 

CBCACONH and HBHACONH data28,66,71.   Additional NMR experimental procedures can be 

found in the supporting information72–78. 
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3.10  Supplementary Results 

PRE Control Experiments. Interestingly, unlike the CE3F4R peaks, the cAMP signals did 

not significantly change upon reduction (Fig. 6H, I), although T261C is located within 10-15 Å of 

most cAMP protons.  The absence of cAMP signal broadening is due to the very large (20-fold) 

excess of cAMP used in these experiments.  In fact, when the molar excess of cAMP is reduced to 

ten-fold, the signals of cAMP become broadened for the T261C mutant, but not for S210C (Fig. 

S1D, E). The S210C site is at least 25 Å away from cAMP protons.  Hence, the observation of 

cAMP signal broadening for the T261C mutant, but not the S210C mutant, corroborates the distance 

dependency of the spin-label effects and confirms that the PRE effect in the SLAPSTIC method 

complies with the expected maximum distance determined based on the HSQC analysis (Fig. S1A, 

B).    

As a negative control to rule out contributions from potential non-specific interactions at 

multiple sites close to both PRE Cys mutations, we repeated the experiment with the CE3F4[c] 

analog, in which the two bromine atoms are replaced by cyanide substituents1.  Since the structure 

of CE3F4[c] is similar to that of CE3F4R, we would expect similar non-specific interactions with 

EPAC.  However, since CE3F4[c] is the weakest EPAC inhibitor of all CE3F4 analogs as seen by 

guanine exchange functional assays1 and our chemical shifts analyses (Fig. 3H), we wouldn’t expect 

to observe any significant line broadening in the absence of non-specific interactions.  When 

CE3F4[c] was added to the MTSL-labelled S210C mutant, there were only marginal changes in 

peak intensities between oxidized and reduced samples (Fig. S1F; Table 1).  This confirmed that 

the PRE line-broadening observed for CE3F4R reflects specific interactions. 

 

3.11  Supplementary Information: Experimental Procedures 

3.11.1   NOESY and 1D STD Experiments.  

Chemical exchange between cis and trans conformers of CE3F4R was probed by off resonance 

ROESY-experiments, as described previously2, with a mixing time of 158 ms.  The sample 

contained 200 μM CE3F4R in NaPO4 buffer with 1% DMSO.  NOESY spectra were acquired for 

the same sample as well as a sample containing 50 μM EPAC with 300 μM cAMP and 300 μM 

CE3F4R. NOESY spectra had a mixing time of 250 ms, 64 scans and 64 dummy scans, with 2048 

complex points in the direct dimension and 512 complex points in the indirect dimension and a 

spectral width in both dimensions of 12ppm.  Saturation transfer difference (STD) experiments 
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were performed as described previously3–7 with 16K points, a spectral width of 13 ppm centered at 

4.7 ppm, and 256 scans.  The saturation frequency was 0.66 ppm unless otherwise stated.  A 30 ms 

spin-lock filter was also utilized to minimize interference from protein signals.  A 20 μM 

concentration of EPAC was used for these experiments, while cAMP and CE3F4R were kept at 200 

and 100 μM, respectively.  The DMSO concentration was kept constant at 0.5 %. 

3.11.2   Chemical Shift Analyses.  

Unless otherwise specified, all NH-HSQC used for chemical shift analyses were acquired on 

samples with 100 μM EPAC, 1 mM cAMP (or other cyclic nucleotides), 200 μM CE3F4R and 1 % 

DMSO.  Compounded chemical shift changes (ΔCCS) between two samples (denoted as one and 

two) were computed as: 

 

ΔCCS =  √(δH1 − δH2)2 + (0.2 ×  (δN1 − δN2))2  

   

The chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) was performed as described previously3,4,7,8 

with one exception.  For the cos(θ) measurements, residues were only included in the analysis if 

the ΔCCS of the perturbation vector (e.g. the vector between cAMP-bound EPAC and 

cAMP:CE3F4R-bound EPAC in Fig. 3D inset) was greater than 0.04 ppm.  Whereas, for fractional 

activation (X) values, residues were considered if the ΔCCS of either the perturbation vector or 

reference vector (e.g. the vector between the apo and cAMP-bound EPAC cross-peaks in Fig. 3D 

inset) was greater than 0.04 ppm.   

The dissociation constants (KD) for the binding of CE3F4R to WT and L273W EPAC were 

computed from the chemical shift changes in NH-HSQCs upon titration of CE3F4R.  During the 

titrations full saturation could not be achieved due to the limited solubility of CE3F4R.  Using lower 

protein concentrations to achieve a higher fraction bound was also not an option, as EPAC helps to 

solubilize the ligand through binding.  Residues with well resolved peaks that did not overlap with 

any other resonances during the titration and with a ΔCCS between 0 and 200 μM CE3F4R 

concentrations greater than 0.05 ppm were used to build the binding isotherms.  The curves were 

fit using a 1:1 binding model with fast on/off exchange, using the maximum ΔCCS value as one of 

the fitted parameters. The KD values from each residue were then averaged and the error was 

computed from the standard deviation of the average. 

3.11.3   2D Saturation Transfer Experiments.   
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HSQC-based saturation transfer experiments were performed on samples of uniformly 13C- 

and 15N-labelled EPAC for both the binary (cAMP-bound) and ternary (cAMP and CE3F4R bound) 

complexes.  Concentrations of EPAC, cAMP, CE3F4R and DMSO were 125 μM, 1.5 mM, 500 μM 

and 1.4% v/v, respectively.  The samples were saturated for 2s at the CE3F4R formyl resonance 

(8.86 ppm).  Experiments were performed in NaPO4 buffer so that protein amides could exchange 

with D2O.  The difference between STD/STR ratios for binary and ternary complexes was also 

calculated to account for peaks arising from non-selective saturation of the nearby H2/H8 

resonances of cAMP or from saturation of highly protected amides that did not fully exchange with 

D2O.  Errors were determined from propagation of the S/N ratios. 

3.11.4   Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement (PRE) Experiments.   

Cysteine mutations at S210 and T261 were engineered by site-directed mutagenesis to serve 

as spin-label attachment sites at opposite sides of the protein.  The spin-label, (1-Oxyl-2,2,5,5-

tetramethyl-∆3-pyrroline-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate (MTSL), was purchased from Toronto 

Research Chemicals and covalently attached to the cysteine mutants described above using the same 

protocol described previously for PKA and HCN4,9.  To confirm spin-label attachment at the 

mutation site and to rule out its attachment to a native cysteine at position 290 that is buried within 

the β-core, NH-HSQC were acquired under oxidizing and reducing (5mM DTT after 1 hour 

incubation at room temp) conditions and the oxidized vs reduced intensity ratios (Iox/Ired) were 

calculated, normalized to the largest  Iox/Ired and compared to the distances from the spin-label 

attachment site. To determine if the Iox/Ired ratios were significantly decreased, the average and 

standard deviation of all Iox/Ired ratios were calculated twice, excluding residues that fell outsides 

the bounds of the avg +/- SD of the initial analysis.  Residues with lower Iox/Ired ratios than the 

average – SD of the secondary analysis were considered significantly decreased due to the presence 

of the spin-label.  

Binding of CE3F4R to EPAC was assayed via the SLAPSTIC (Spin Labels Attached to 

Protein Side chain as a Tool to identify Interacting Compounds) method10–12.  The SLAPSTIC 

samples contained 5 μM of spin-labelled EPAC, with 100 μM cAMP and 150 μM CE3F4R.  For 

controls with cAMP alone, the molar ratio of EPAC to cAMP was changed to 1:10.  1D Watergate 

spectra with and without 10 or 30 ms spin-locks were acquired for all samples.  After acquiring 

spectra under oxidized conditions, samples were reduced as explained above and NMD spectra 
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were reacquired.  Oxidized vs. reduced peak intensities were then compared to determine if there 

CE3F4R bound at EPAC sites within 20-25 Å of the spin label attachment location. 
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3.12   Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1. Control Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement (PRE) Experiments. A) The oxidized/reduced 

intensity ratios for MTSL-labeled S210C normalized to the maximum oxidized/reduced intensity ratio, 

(Iox/Ired)max.  The blue line indicates the distance (right axis) from S210C to the amide of each residue in the 

cAMP-bound EPAC2 crystal structure.  The solid and dashed horizontal lines, represent the average 

oxidized/reduced intensity ratio +/- SD calculated using an iterative averaging procedure (See experimental 

procedures).  The secondary structure is indicated along the top of the plot.  B) Similar to panel A except for 

the T261C mutant. The red circles indicate regions undergoing fast (ps-ns) motions1,12, explaining why 

outliers were observed in the oxidized/reduced intensity ratios.  C) Crystal structure of the EPAC2 CBD-B 

with spin labeled mutation sites (S210C and T261C) indicated as spheres.  The range of the paramagnetic 

relaxation enhancement was measured by mapping the residues with decreased oxidized/reduced intensity 

ratios (below the lower dashed line in panels A and B) onto the crystal structure as blue (S210C) and pink 

(T261C) surfaces.  The region depicted in orange is an area prone to intermediate μs-ms dynamics, which 

results in sparse chemical shift assignment.  The distances between S210C and T261C is shown for reference.  

Oxidized and reduced 1D spectra of SL-T261C (D) and SL-S210C (E) in a 1:10 ratio of EPAC to cAMP.  

The reduced spectra (red) was frameshifted to facilitate the comparison of peak intensities. F) Oxidized and 

reduced 1D spectra of SL-S210C in complex with CE3F4[c] (in the absence of cAMP).  
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Figure S2. The Q270K Mutation Enhances the Hinge Recruitment for both apo and cAMP-Bound States.  A) 

CHESPA cos(θ) vs. residue plot for the Q270K mutant in the apo (black) and cAMP-bound (red) state.  The 

inset schematic explains how the cos(θ) values were computed for Q270K relative to the WT apo and cAMP-

bound states.  The dashed lines are the cutoff (-/+ 0.9) for distinguishing linear vs non-linear chemical shift 

changes.  The secondary structure of EPAC is indicated along the top of the plot. B) CHESPA fractional 

activation (X) analysis of Q270K. The inset schematic explains how the X is measured relative to the WT 

apo and cAMP-bound states.  
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Figure S3. W245 is not a Key Determinant of the CE3F4R EPAC1 vs, EPAC2 Selectivity. A) An EPAC1 

homology model of the cAMP-bound EPAC2 X-ray crystal structure.  W245 is shown as red spheres.  cAMP 

is shown as black spheres.  B) Representative hinge residue from HSQC spectra expansions, showing that 

W245A does not significantly disturb the hinge helix conformations in either the apo or cAMP-bound states.  

C) The CCS differences between the WT and W245A EPAC1 CBD for both apo (black) and cAMP-bound 

(red) states.  The black and red dashed lines indicate the Cβ to N distances in Å from W245A for the apo and 

cAMP-bound crystal structures, respectively.  D) Representative HSQC cross-peak for cAMP-bound WT and 

W245A EPAC1 CBD in the absence and presence of CE3F4R. E) The CCS differences upon addition of 

CE3F4R to the EPAC1 CBD for both WT and W245A in the presence of cAMP.   
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Chapter 4 

 

A Tool Set to Map Allosteric Networks Through the NMR Chemical Shift 

Covariance Analysis 

 

4.1  Author’s Preface 

The work presented in this chapter has previously been published and is reproduced here with 

permission from the Nature Publishing Group.  The full citation is as follows: 

Boulton S, Akimoto M, Selvaratnam R, Bashiri A and Melacini G. A tool set to map allosteric 

networks through the NMR chemical shift covariance analysis.  Sci. Rep. 8, 07306 (2014). 

I conducted most of the analyses required for this publication.  Dr. Madoka Akimoto acquired 

the NMR spectra and assigned the backbone resonances of PKA.  Dr Rajeevan Selvaratnam and 

Amir Bashiri performed preliminary analyses with the complete-linkage algorithm and provided 

chemical shifts for EPAC.  I co-wrote the manuscript with Dr. Giuseppe Melacini. 
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4.2  Abstract 

Allostery is an essential regulatory mechanism of biological function. Allosteric sites are also 

pharmacologically relevant as they are often targeted with higher selectivity than orthosteric sites. 

However, a comprehensive map of allosteric sites poses experimental challenges because allostery 

is driven not only by structural changes, but also by modulations in dynamics that typically remain 

elusive to classical structure determination methods. An avenue to overcome these challenges is 

provided by the NMR chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA), as chemical shifts are 

exquisitely sensitive to redistributions in dynamic conformational ensembles. Here, we propose a 

set of complementary CHESCA algorithms designed to reliably detect allosteric networks with 

minimal occurrences of false positives or negatives. The proposed CHESCA toolset was tested for 

two allosteric proteins (PKA and EPAC) and is expected to complement traditional comparative 

structural analyses in the comprehensive identification of functionally relevant allosteric sites, 

including those in otherwise elusive partially unstructured regions.  
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4.3   Introduction 

Physiological function and homeostasis are tightly regulated by allostery. Allosteric regulation 

is also often exploited pharmacologically for enhancing target selectivity 1–11. One of the most 

common mechanisms of allosteric regulation relies on the coupling of binding and conformational 

equilibria, which is modeled by a four-state thermodynamic cycle (Figure 1A).  For example, in 

one of the prototypical allosteric systems, i.e. the regulatory subunit of Protein Kinase A (PKA R), 

activation is controlled by a dynamic equilibrium between inactive and active conformations that 

differ not only at the binding site of the allosteric effector, i.e. cAMP, but also at remote loci 

essential for inhibition of the catalytic subunit  (Figure 1A) 7,8,12,13. The allosteric effector cAMP 

binds with higher affinity to the active vs. the inactive conformation of PKA R.  Because of the 

active vs. inactive state selectivity of cAMP, binding of cAMP to the regulatory subunit shifts the 

conformational equilibrium towards the active state (Figure 1A), weakening the association of the 

regulatory and catalytic subunits and releasing kinase inhibition.  Allosteric cycles (Figure 1A) 

provide therefore a simple but effective thermodynamic model of how ligands allosterically 

regulate remote inhibitory sites.   

In order to manipulate the thermodynamics of allostery for therapeutic purposes, it is essential 

to fully map at atomic resolution the active vs. inactive state differences, which will be collectively 

referred to here as ‘allosteric networks’. When each discrete functional state (e.g. inactive and 

active) is structurally homogeneous, i.e. adopts a well-defined and distinct structure as determined 

through classical structure determination methods 14–16, comparative structural analyses effectively 

map allosteric networks of interactions that link distal protein sites. For example, in the cAMP 

binding domain (CBD) of PKA R, which is composed of an α- and a β-subdomain, active vs. 

inactive conformational differences are observed primarily in the α-subdomain and in the cAMP 

binding motif known as the phosphate binding cassette (PBC) (Figure S1) 17,18.  Upon cAMP 

binding, the PBC and the C-terminal helices shift inwards towards the β-subdomain, while the N-

terminal helical bundle (NTHB) moves away from the β-subdomain (Figure S1B).  In this case, the 

comparative structural analysis of R bound to either the kinase subunit (C) or to cAMP is effective 

in revealing the cAMP-dependent allosteric networks within the globular CBDs of PKA. 

While comparative structural analyses are an invaluable approach for the elucidation of 

allosteric networks, a growing body of evidence indicates that allostery relies not only on structural 

changes, but also on modulations of dynamics 19–24.  In addition, critical inhibitory sites under 

allosteric control are often found in partially unstructured regions, such as flexible linkers that 
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remain elusive to classical structure determination methods 12–14,19,25. Two examples that illustrate 

the importance of dynamics and flexible linkers in allostery are provided by the Exchange Protein 

directly activated by cAMP (EPAC) and PKA R. In EPAC1, a region known to mediate multiple 

inhibitory cAMP-dependent interactions with the catalytic domain was found to be subject to only 

minimal cAMP-dependent structural changes 24,26–28.  However, cAMP binding to EPAC1 causes 

an enhancement of dynamics in this region, weakening the underlying auto-inhibitory interactions 

by imposing an entropic penalty 24,26. In PKA R, the comparative analysis of crystal structures could 

not reliably identify allosteric sites in a dynamic linker critical for kinase inhibition, because 

electron density was either missing or affected by crystal packing 12,17,18.  However, the linker was 

later found to elicit state selective interactions that allosterically couple it to cAMP 12. For both 

EPAC and PKA R, these otherwise elusive dynamic allosteric sites were detected using an 

alternative approach known as the CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) 12,25. In 

addition, CHESCA has been applied to other systems, revealing amino acid networks underlying 

enzyme catalysis and inhibition, which have been confirmed by independent mutational analyses, 

and shows promise for in vivo applications 12,25,29–35. 

The CHESCA method is particularly effective in mapping functionally relevant allosteric sites 

within dynamic and partially unstructured regions, which are common in signalling systems but 

often escape detection through classical structure determination methods 3,9,12,23,25,29–32.  CHESCA 

relies on the covariance analysis of NMR chemical shifts to identify and functionally categorize 

allosteric networks of residues eliciting concerted responses to a small library of analogs of the 

allosteric effector ligand.  The analogs feature covalent modifications that perturb the non-covalent 

interactions anchoring the endogenous allosteric effector (i.e. cAMP) to its receptor (i.e. PKA RIα) 

and typically include reverse-agonists (i.e. Rp-cAMPS, Figure 1B), antagonists, partial (i.e. 2’-

OMe-cAMP, Figure 1B) and full agonists (i.e. Sp-cAMPS, Figure 1B).  These functionally diverse 

ligands are utilized under fully saturating conditions to effectively lock the inactive vs. active 

equilibrium at different degrees of activation.  {15N,1H}-HSQC spectra are then acquired for the 

allosteric protein under investigation either in the apo form or saturated by each selected ligand 

(Figure 1C).  To reduce the dimensionality of the HSQC chemical shifts, the nitrogen and proton 

chemical shifts of each residue (δN and δH, respectively) are linearly combined as: 

 

CCS = 0.2δN + δH  (1) 
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where CCS is the compounded chemical shift.  When the inactive vs. active exchange is fast 

in the NMR chemical shift time scale, as often the case 12,25, the chemical shifts observed for 

residues sensing exclusively the allosteric conformational equilibrium are linear weighed averages 

between those of the pure active and inactive states.  Under these conditions, the modulation of the 

inactive vs. active equilibrium by the ligands in the CHESCA library results in residue-specific CCS 

changes that are linearly correlated (Figure 1D) 25.18  Hence, linear inter-residue pairwise CCS 

correlations (IPCs, Figure 1D) serve as effective signatures for residue pairs exhibiting a concerted 

response to the perturbations implemented by the CHESCA library. In this respect, IPCs provide 

the foundation for the systematic elucidation of allosteric networks 25.   

 

 

Figure 1: Allosteric thermodynamic cycle and the CHESCA experimental design. (A) Allosteric 

thermodynamic cycle of PKA RIα based on the coupling of auto-inhibitory and cAMP-binding equilibria. 

(B) Chemical library selection for the CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA).  The blue circles 

mark cAMP sites that interact directly with the CBD and are modified in the CHESCA library (e.g. Sp-

cAMPS, Rp-cAMPS and 2’-OMe-cAMP).  (C) Representative HSQC peaks of two residues, i and j, subject 

to the CHESCA perturbations outlined in (B).  (D) The corresponding pairwise inter-residue correlation plot 

for the compounded chemical shifts (CCS) of residues i and j. 
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Another critical feature of the CHESCA method is that the point-distribution in the IPCs 

provides a means to assign a function to the residue networks identified through CHESCA.  For 

instance, networks defined by IPCs similar to the one shown in Figure 1D, in which inhibited forms 

(i.e. apo or bound to reverse-agonists and antagonists) are segregated from the active forms (i.e. 

bound to agonists), are assigned an allosteric function. Whereas networks featuring IPCs in which 

the separation is between apo and bound forms, irrespective of the degree of activation, are assigned 

a primarily binding function 12,25.  An exhaustive map of allosteric and binding networks requires 

therefore the identification of all possible IPCs defined by a given library of perturbations (i.e. 

ligand analogs and/or mutations). 

 In order to systematically identify all possible residue pairs involved in linear IPCs, the 

correlation matrix (R) is computed. R is the correlation matrix of M transpose, where M is a matrix 

obtained by compiling the observed CCS values, in which rows correspond to residues and columns 

to ligands in the CHESCA library.  In the original implementation of CHESCA, denoted here as 

CHESCA-SL, the R matrix was utilized to identify residue clusters based on single linkage 

hierarchical clustering 12,25,31, an agglomerative algorithm in which a single linear IPC is sufficient 

for assigning a residue to a cluster, i.e. cluster growth relies on local criteria 12,25,31.  Single linkage 

hierarchical clustering is effective in exhaustively reconstructing allosteric networks, minimizing 

false negatives even when all possible linear IPCs are not experimentally observed. However, single 

linkage methods are also known to be biased by chaining effects that lead to false positives 36–39.   

Here, we show how false positives arising from the use of single linkage clustering in 

CHESCA-SL are identified and minimized.  The identification of false positives relies on cross- 

checking the CHESCA results through an independent method to analyse chemical shifts, i.e. the 

chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) 40.  The CHESPA is a simple vector analysis of the 

(1H,15N) chemical shifts for three states, typically the apo, the allosteric effector-bound and an 

analog-bound form (Figure S2). Hence, CHESPA, unlike CHESCA, alone is not suitable to identify 

allosteric networks, but it is useful to monitor at residue-resolution the response to selected ligands 

in the CHESCA library and cross-check the CHESCA-derived clusters for false positives, i.e. 

residues with analog-responses differing from the majority of the remaining residues in the same 

cluster.  We also show that once false positives are identified through CHESPA, they can be 

minimized through the use of a clustering algorithm complementary to single linkage, i.e. complete 

linkage agglomerative clustering (CHESCA-CL).   
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Our results indicate that CHESCA-CL significantly reduces the number of false positives, but 

does not completely eliminate them.  We show that the residual false-positives arise from the 

degeneracy intrinsic to the combination of (1H,15N) chemical shifts into a single CCS, as defined in 

equation (1). The residual false-positives are eliminated by a modified CHESCA scheme based on 

the covariance analysis of separate 1H and 15N chemical shifts.  The combination of complete-

linkage and separate 1H and 15N chemical shifts results in a robust algorithm (CHESCA-I) for the 

reliable identification of allosteric networks. The robustness of CHESCA-I was confirmed by the 

overall agreement with the allosteric networks independently mapped through the inactive vs. active 

comparative structural analysis of well-folded globular domains.  Furthermore, for less structured 

and dynamic regions, CHESCA-I preserves the ability to identify otherwise elusive functional 

allosteric sites. Overall, the proposed algorithms (CHESCA -SL, -CL and -I) define a CHESCA 

tool set for reliably mapping allosteric networks and we provide a ‘user guide’ flow chart for the 

effective implementation of this CHESCA tool set, through which potential false positives and false 

negatives are detected and minimized. 

 

4.4  Results and Discussion 

4.4.1   The Chemical Shift Projection Analysis (CHESPA) Reveals False Positives in 

CHESCA-SL.  

The CHESPA analysis of Rp-cAMPS (or Rp in short) was used to identify false positives in 

the allosteric clusters defined through CHESCA-SL as applied to RIα 91-244, which spans the 

critical CBD of PKA.  Rp was chosen over the other analogs in the CHESCA library since it is a 

reverse agonist41–43.  Therefore, residues sampling primarily the allosteric inactive vs. active 

equilibrium are expected to exhibit ppm changes reflecting an opposite shift in the activation 

equilibrium relative to cAMP (fractional activation X < 0; Figure S2), whereas residues affected by 

Rp binding but not allosteric conformational changes would experience chemical shift changes 

similar to cAMP (X > 0) as well as unique ppm shifts influenced by the replacement of the 

equatorial phosphate oxygen with a bulkier sulphur atom in Rp (i.e. NNEs).  The residue-specific 

X values observed for Rp in PKA RIα 91-244 are shown in Figure 2.  As expected, the CHESPA 

analysis of Rp results in a splitting of chemical shift changes between those that shift in a direction 

similar to cAMP (X > 0) and those that shift in the opposite direction (X < 0; Figure 2).  The 

negative X values are observed primarily for residues in the α-subdomain, which was previously 
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predicted to play an integral role in the allosteric activation of PKA, while the positive X values are 

mainly localized in the β-subdomain, a region that contains two important cAMP binding elements, 

the base binding region (BBR) and the phosphate binding cassette (PBC) (Figure S1). 

Residues from the CHESCA-SL allosteric network are highlighted in Figure 2 as solid vertical 

lines to cross-check whether the CHESCA-SL analysis could distinguish reliably between allosteric 

and binding elements.  Allosteric residues are expected to sense the same conformational 

equilibrium and hence to share similar fractional activations (X).  While this is proved true for the 

majority of the residues in the allosteric cluster identified through CHESCA-SL (Figure 2C), a 

subset of residues within the same cluster (e.g. β-core residues 162-165, 178, 213, 216) exhibit 

positive fractional activations (Figure 2C).  Among these, some correspond to marginal X values 

close to zero, suggesting that they are within the noise of the CHESPA analysis, but other residues, 

such as I163, Q164 and K216, feature significant fractional activations (Figure 2C) and clearly 

capture false positives of the CHESCA-SL analysis, which is based on single linkage clustering, a 

method notorious for the presence of chaining effects.  

4.4.2   One Source of False Positives in CHESCA-SL is the Single-Linkage “Chaining” of 

Weakly Correlated Residues.  

We hypothesized that residues with opposite fractional activations (X) are clustered together 

by CHESCA-SL because of an inherent chaining property of the single linkage hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering method utilized in CHESCA-SL.  Single-linkage clustering links two 

clusters together if there is a high correlation between any of the residues within either of the 

clusters36,37.  Even if the majority of correlations for residues between those two clusters are poor, 

a single high correlation will still cause the two clusters to be linked together. For example, residues 

K216 and L221 belong to the same allosteric cluster as defined by CHESCA-SL, but exhibit 

fractional activations with opposite signs (Figure 2C) and hence are very poorly correlated, as 

shown in the IPC of Figure 3A. The correlation coefficient between K216 and L221 is 0.83, which 

is significantly lower than the 0.98 cutoff typically used in CHESCA-SL12,25.  Furthermore, Figure 

3A shows that along the K216 axis the Rp state is positioned roughly midway between the apo state 

(inactive) and the three other holo states cAMP, Sp and OMe (active), whereas along the L221 axis 

it is the apo state that is found between the Rp and the three active states. Hence, the example 

illustrated in Figure 3A reveals that single-linkage may cluster together two residues, such as K216 

and L221, with markedly different responses to the ligands in the CHESCA perturbation library. 
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Figure 2: The chemical shift projection analysis (CHESPA) of Rp-cAMPS (Rp) bound PKA RIα CBD-A.  (A) 

The ΔδNHcomb vs. residue plot for Rp-cAMPS bound vs. apo PKA RIα (91-244). Solid black lines represent 

residues belonging to the allosteric cluster identified from the CHESCA-SL analysis, while the ΔδNHcomb 

values of other residues are reported as dotted vertical bars. The secondary structure of PKA is shown as 

dashed lines at the top of the plot.  (B) The cosθ vs. residue plot. The θ angle is defined in Figure S2. (C) Plot 

of fractional activations (X) vs. residue. Fractional activations are defined in Figure S2. The solid horizontal 

line represents the average of all the negative X values with adjacent horizontal dashed lines corresponding 

to the average +/- one standard deviation.  Selected residues are highlighted. 

We hypothesized that the partitioning of two functionally distinct residues, such as K216 and 

L221, to the same cluster arose from a chain of strong correlations that links together residues for 

which the direct correlation is very weak.  We further expected to see in this chain of correlations 

very subtle, but consistently incremental shifts in the distributions of states that would explain the 

large net difference in distributions that are observed between K216 and L221.  As expected, a 

chain of strong pairwise correlations linking the weakly correlated K216 and L221 residues was 
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identified (Figure 3B-G).  This chain begins with the K216-Q164 pair (Figure 3B), then continues 

with the Q164-V213, V213-Y205 and Y205-V115 sequential correlations (Figure 3C-E) and 

eventually ends with the V115-L221 IPC (Figure 3F,G).  At each step in this chain, the Rp state is 

subject to a subtle progressive shift towards the apo state, until it eventually crosses it (Figure 3B-

F).  The distribution of states at the beginning of the chain, with Rp midway between the apo and 

holo states, is reminiscent of a correlation between residues affected by binding and nearest 

neighbour perturbations unique to the interactions with Rp.  In contrast, the distribution of states at 

the end of the chain more closely reflects the expected positions for allosteric residues.  It is notable 

that a similar shift is observed for the partial agonist 2’-OMe-cAMP (or OMe in short) bound state 

41,44,45. Near the beginning of the chain, its position is close to the other bound states, such as cAMP 

and the full agonist Sp-cAMPS (Sp), but as the chain progresses, it slowly shifts towards the apo 

state.  This observation corroborates that residues at the beginning of the chain play a role in 

binding, while those near the end report primarily on the allosteric equilibrium.  Overall, the 

example in Figure 3A illustrates the possibility that single linkage clustering chains together within 

a single cluster residues with divergent responses to the CHESCA library (i.e. chaining effect).   

Hence, the chaining effect results in false positives within the allosteric cluster identified by 

CHESCA-SL.  

4.4.3   Complete-Linkage Clustering Overcomes the Chaining Effect.  

To overcome the chaining effect caused by single-linkage clustering, we considered other 

types of clustering methods, such as complete linkage clustering.  Complete linkage clustering 

examines the correlations of every pair of residues between groups and, unlike single linkage, will 

only link groups together if the lowest correlation coefficient among all pairs is above a designated 

cutoff 46,47.  This ensures that all residues within a given cluster are highly correlated with each 

other.  Due to the high stringency of this method, the number of false positives in the correlations 

is expected to be considerably reduced relative to single linkage.  Hence, we re-analyzed using 

complete linkage clustering the chemical shift data of PKA RIα previously utilized for CHESCA-

SL 12.  Figure S3 shows the dendrogram representing the complete-linkage agglomerative clustering 

of PKA RIα (91-244).  Figure S3 shows that the stringency of complete linkage fragments the single 

linkage clusters into sub-clusters with reduced size due to the sparse nature of the R matrix.  For 

instance, using a correlation coefficient cutoff of 0.98, as for the single-linkage of CHESCA-SL 

12,25, the maximum cluster size is nine residues, almost one order of magnitude less than the 

maximum cluster size obtained through single-linkage (i.e. ~60 residues; Figure 3G) 12.  However,  
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Figure 3: Analysis of inter-residue CCS pairwise correlations reveals the “chaining effect” of single-linkage 

agglomerative clustering.  (A) Inter-residue pairwise correlation between L221 and K216.  Despite the poor 

K216 vs. L221 correlation, single-linkage clustering assigns L221 and K216 to the same cluster because of a 

chain of strong correlations that links these two residues together, as shown in panels (B-F).  (G) The single-

linkage dendrogram for the allosteric residue cluster reveals the branch locations of residues in panels (A-F) 

(red residues).  The black arrows outline the chain of correlations connecting K216 and L221 (dashed 

rectangles). 

complete linkage generates multiple clusters with more than three residues (clusters I-VII, Figure 

S3 and S4A), which share similar distributions of their functional states (i.e. active vs. inactive), as 

proven by the corresponding state dendrograms (Figure S4B).  Furthermore, all the residues 

included in the smallest dendrogram branch that spans clusters I-VII (blue box in Figure S3) exhibit 

singular value decomposition (SVD) scores aligned along the same principal component (PC), as 

shown in Figure 4B. 

The SVD analysis offers an independent approach to separate residues that contribute to each 

of the major equilibria (i.e. binding and allosteric) 25.  The positions of the loadings in the PC plot 

reveal the functional role of residues spaced along a given axis.  For example, in Figure 4B the 

loadings progress along PC1 from Sp, cAMP and 2’OMe to apo and Rp.  This is the pattern 

expected for the allosteric equilibrium, thereby assigning to PC1 and to all residues with scores 
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spaced along it a role in allosteric activation.  In this respect, it is remarkable that all the amino 

acids within the selected branch of the complete-linkage dendrogram (blue box in Figure S3) 

correspond to scores that are aligned along PC1 with minimal variation along PC2 (Figure 4B), 

suggesting they are all associated to a similar allosteric function.   

Based on the combined SVD (Figure 4B) and state dendrogram analyses (Figure S4B), the 

fragmented sub-clusters generated by complete-linkage were reassembled into a single allosteric 

cluster (Figure S3, blue box), which will be referred to here as the CHESCA-CL allosteric cluster.  

The protocol for reconstructing the CHESCA-CL allosteric cluster is summarized in Figure S5 and 

the corresponding allosteric network is depicted in Figure 4C as a grid of blue lines overlaid to the 

correlation matrix R. Figure 4C also illustrates that despite the added stringency of complete-

linkage clustering, the previously identified critical allosteric sites in the flexible linker region 

spanning residues 100-120 are still captured.  Finally, the allosteric residues from complete-linkage 

clustering were mapped on the fractional activation plot of Rp-bound PKA to verify that there is a 

significant reduction in the number of false positives (blue lines in Figure 4D).   

Figure 4D shows that, as expected, the number of residues with positive fractional activations 

was greatly reduced.  For instance, Q164 and K216, which exhibit positive fractional activations 

and were classified as allosteric by single linkage clustering (Figure 2C), are now correctly excluded 

from the allosteric cluster defined through complete linkage (Figure 4D). However, there are still a 

few residues with positive fractional activations that are assigned to the allosteric cluster by 

CHESCA-CL (Figure 4D).  The most significant of these is residue I163, with a positive fractional 

activation of ~0.9.  To determine why this correlation remained, its IPCs were examined (Figure 

5A), but surprisingly the IPCs for this residue matched the expected pattern that was observed for 

the majority of other complete-linkage allosteric residues, with both the inactive states (i.e. apo and 

Rp) well separated from the active ones (i.e. cAMP, 2’OMe, Sp) (Figure 5A).  To understand this 

discrepancy between the CHESPA and CHESCA analyses, we turned to the other CHESPA 

parameter, the cosθ value (Figure 2B).  Interestingly, for I163 the cosθ value is close to 0.5, 

revealing that the chemical shifts of these states were non-linear in the HSQC spectra (Figure 5B) 

and suggesting that the CHESPA vs. CHESCA discrepancy observed at the level of I163 arises 

from the use of the CCS (defined in equation 1) as opposed to the separate 1H and 15N ppm values 

in the covariance analysis.   
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Figure 4: Complete-linkage agglomerative clustering maps allosteric networks without “chaining effects”.  

(A) Schematic comparison of single vs. complete linkage clustering.  The shapes (triangle, circle and square) 

represent residues within existing clusters (large ovals) and the dashed line depicts the method by which the 

two clusters are linked. (B) Singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis of the combined chemical shifts of 

PKA RIα (91-244).  Loadings are shown as black dashed diamonds and scores are shown as circles.  Blue 

scores represent residues from the reconstructed allosteric cluster determined by complete-linkage clustering 

(Figures S3 and S4).  The dashed ovals correspond to the standard deviations of PC1 and PC2.  (C) The 

correlation matrix for PKA RIα (91-244) with complete-linkage clusters shown as blue lines.  Only 

correlations with |rij| > 0.98 are shown (black dots). The secondary structure is displayed as dashed lines along 

the top and side of the plot. (D) A plot of Rp-bound fractional activations similar to Figure 2C, but with 

residues from the complete-linkage cluster shown as blue lines.  Selected residues are labelled, including I164 

and V213 that exhibit positive X values unlike the majority of the residues in the allosteric cluster identified 

through complete linkage. 

4.4.4   Another Source of False Positives Is the Combined Chemical Shift Projection 

Compression.  

Chemical shifts from different nuclei belonging to the same residue are often combined into a 

single linearly weighed average, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the chemical shift analysis 

and provide a single residue-specific descriptor utilized to map interactions at residue-resolution.  

Hence in our original CHESCA-SL implementation, we had calculated the combined 1H and 15N 

chemical shift using equation (1). In geometrical terms, the linear combination of equation (1) 

closely resembles a projection of the nitrogen and proton chemical shifts onto an axis rotated by an 
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angle β relative to the original 1H axis of the 1H,15N HSQC plane.  This is appreciated by rewriting 

equation (1) as: 

CCS = (δH·cosβ + δN·sinβ)   (2) 

where : 

   = ( 1 + SF2 )    (3) 

and: 

 β = tan-1(SF)     (4) 

with SF being the scaling factor for the nitrogen chemical shifts, i.e. 0.2 in the case of equation (1), 

which results in β = 11.3o and α = 1.02. Interpreting the CCS equation (1) in terms of a projection 

onto a rotated axis visually illustrates how HSQC peaks that fall on the same projection line result 

in the same CCS (Figure 5C).  In other words, it is possible that HSQC peaks with distinct chemical 

shifts lead to identical CCS values.  We will refer to this type of CCS degeneracy as “projection 

compression”. 

The CCS projection compression provides an explanation as to why I163, which exhibits 

positive fractional activations in the CHESPA analysis, was assigned by the CHESCA-SL and -CL 

schemes to the allosteric cluster populated primarily by residues with negative fractional activations 

(Figures 2C and 4D). The CHESPA relies on a vectorial analysis in a two-dimensional Cartesian 

coordinate system, thereby removing any effects from the CCS projection compression.  On the 

contrary, the previous CHESCA implementations rely on a mono-dimensional CCS scale and 

thereby projection compression is a potential concern.  For example, the HSQC peaks 

corresponding to the Rp and apo states of residue I163 are clearly well separated (Figure 5B), but 

they exhibit similar CCS values due to the projection compression (Figure 5B, insert). This results 

in a linear CCS distribution that fits the pattern expected for the allosteric cluster (Figure 5A). 

To overcome the effect of the CCS projection compression, two independent CHESCA 

analyses were performed on separate 15N and 1H chemical shift matrices.  Allosteric clusters were 

determined for each CHESCA analysis using complete-linkage similarly to the protocol discussed 

above and residues conserved in both the 15N and 1H–based allosteric clusters were selected (Figure 

5D).  The Rp fractional activations for these residues, defined as CHESCA-I allosteric ensemble, 

are displayed in Figure 5E as solid blue lines, showing that the residues with the largest positive 

fractional activations, such as I163 and V213, are now completely eliminated from the allosteric 

cluster (Figure 5E).  However, there was also a significant reduction in the number of residues with  
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Figure 5: Potential artefacts arising from the use of the combined chemical shift (CCS) projection and an 

alternative CHESCA algorithm to account for them. (A) Selected inter-residue pairwise CCS correlation 

between two residues, I163 and Q177, with different fractional activations for the Rp-bound state. (B) HSQC 

cross-peak positions for residue I163.  The CCS values of the five states are displayed in the insert. (C) 

Illustration of the similarity between the use of CCS and the projection of 2D (1H, 15N) cross-peaks into a 

single axis rotated by an angle β (equation 2). Different 2D (H,N) cross-peaks (black filled and red open 

diamonds) may result in similar CCS values (circles). (D) Scheme for a CHESCA approach designed to 

circumvent the projection compression effect (“CHESCA-I”).  Two independent CHESCA-CL 

implementations are applied to the nitrogen and proton chemical shifts using a 0.95 |rij| cutoff value (H- and 

N-CHESCAs) and only the residues that are conserved between the two complete-linkage clusters generated 

by the H- and N-CHESCAs are included in the functional network.   (E) Rp-bound fractional activations for 

PKA RIα (91-244) with residues from the CHESCA-I method shown as blue lines. Solid and dashed 

horizontal lines are defined as in Figure 2C.   
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negative fractional activations (Figure 5E) relative to the previous implementation of complete 

linkage using CCS (Figure 4D). One possible explanation is that inter-residue correlations were lost 

for those residues exhibiting linear HSQC variations largely along a single axis, either 15N or 1H, 

but not both.  Thereby, these residues are detected by only the proton or nitrogen analysis and are 

consequently removed when collecting the residues conserved between the two analyses.  It is 

therefore clear that, while the added value of this method is the stringent determination of pairwise 

correlations and the drastic reduction in the number of false positives, it also results in an increased 

number of false negatives and it should be used in conjunction with less stringent and 

complementary methods such as those relying on the combined chemical shifts (i.e. CHESCA-SL 

and -CL).  

4.4.5   Comparison of Structure-Based and CHESCA-Based Allosteric Networks within 

Folded Domains.  

In order to further gauge the reliability of the different CHESCA options outlined here, we 

sought to compare the allosteric networks derived through CHESCA with those established through 

traditional structural comparisons.  Although CHESCA offers the additional advantage of 

accurately mapping allosteric networks for partially unstructured regions, the comparative 

structural analyses of the inactive vs. active states for well-structured globular regions, such as the 

CBDs of PKA, provide a reliable CHESCA-independent map of allosteric networks, which is useful 

to cross-validate the CHESCA results 13,48,49.  For this purpose, residue-specific RMSD values were 

measured between the active (i.e. cAMP-bound) and inactive (i.e. C-subunit bound) structures of 

PKA RIα CBD-A 17,18 and residues with RMSDs greater than or equal to 1 Å (i.e. 10 % of the 

maximum RMSD) were mapped onto the cAMP-bound crystal structure 8,18 to highlight the regions 

that undergo major structural changes during activation (Figure 6A).  The majority of these residues 

occur in the α-subdomain, spanning the NTHB and hinge helices as well as the PBC region (Figure 

6A). 

The RMSD-based allosteric cluster of Figure 6A was compared to that obtained through the 

traditional CHESCA-SL analysis (Figure 6B), which relies on single linkage clustering. The two 

allosteric clusters are comparable at the level of the α-subdomain (Figure 6A,B), but in the case of 

the single-linkage CHESCA-SL cluster (Figure 6B) there are also several residues identified in the 

β-subdomain. Although the β-subdomain structure is to a large extent invariant upon cAMP-

binding, selected residues from the β-core are indeed expected if they are in the vicinity of the α-

subdomain and experience local changes in their spatial environment upon transition from the 
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inactive to the active state.  Additional correlations involving the β-core may also be anticipated if 

they play a significant role in the activation of PKA, but arise from structural and/or dynamical 

perturbations that fall below the resolution of changes detectable by crystallography.  For example, 

several loops in the β-core play important roles in ligand binding and activation 5,50, but due to their 

dynamic nature they are poorly structurally defined.   Nonetheless, these explanations cannot 

account for all β-core residues observed in Figure 6B. For instance, single-linkage clustering detects 

several residues far from the α-subdomain and in rigid β-strand regions (Figure 6B).  Such residues 

are clearly false positives caused by the chaining effects intrinsic to the single linkage clustering of 

CHESCA-SL.  

The β-core residues identified as false positives in the single linkage CHESCA-SL are partially 

removed by the complete-linkage CHESCA-CL (Figure 6C).  As shown in Figure 6C, CHESCA-

CL still captures the α-subdomain and the β-core residues that are either in loops or adjacent to the 

α-subdomain, as anticipated.  Very few residues from the PBC were captured, but this is expected 

since unique PBC perturbations from each of the different cAMP analogs induce ligand specific 

nearest-neighbour chemical shift changes, which compromise the linearity in at least some of the 

chemical shift correlations.  Finally, the β-core residues identified as false positives in the 

CHESCA-SL are almost completely removed by the CHESCA-I (Figure 6D).  Most of the α-

subdomain is still captured as well as adjacent β-core residues (Figure 6D), but the allosteric cluster 

is now significantly sparser and some regions that were expected to generate CHESCA correlations 

were absent altogether (i.e. residues 148-151 in the NTHB and residues 168,169 and 171-174 in the 

β2-β3 loop). As a further validation, the proposed CHESCA methods were also applied to EPAC 

(Figure S6 and supplementary text). Overall, in both PKA R and EPAC the allosteric networks 

mapped by CHESCA-CL are consistent with those independently defined through comparative 

structural and/or mutational analyses of the well folded globular domains, while at the same time 

also capturing dynamic inhibitory sites that would have otherwise remained elusive. 

4.5  Concluding Remarks.  

The CHEmical Shift Covariance Analysis (CHESCA) relies on a library of perturbations with 

known functional profiles to comprehensively map at residue resolution allosteric networks.  The 

CHESCA method is especially useful for identifying allosteric residues belonging to dynamic 

regions, such as linkers and loops, which may remain elusive to traditional structure determination 

methods.  Here, we have identified two sources of false positives in the detection of allosteric  
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Figure 6: Summary maps of CHESCA-based allosteric ensembles identified for PKA RIα CBD-A.  (A) 

Structure-based allosteric residues for the folded CBD-A. Residues with a local RMSD between the C-bound 

and cAMP-bound crystal structures of PKA R (PDB IDs: 3FHI and 3PNA).  greater than 1 Å are shown as a 

blue surface. (B-D) Allosteric residues from the CHESCA-SL, -CL and -I analyses of PKA CBD-A, 

respectively, mapped onto its crystal structure.  cAMP is shown as black spheres. 

residues through the original CHESCA algorithm (i.e. CHESCA-SL). One source of false positive 

is single linkage clustering, which tends to cluster together poorly correlated residues exhibiting 

different responses to the CHESCA library (‘chaining effects’).  Another cause of false positives is 

the use  of combined 1H and 15N chemical shifts, as residues with different 1H and 15N chemical 

shifts may result in similar combined ppm values (‘projection compression’).  We have shown that 

both types of false positives are effectively identified using the CHEmical Shift Projection Analysis 

(CHESPA).  The CHESPA signature that reveals false positives from the CHESCA analysis, is the 

presence of outlier residues with fractional activations that differ markedly from the majority of 

other residues in the allosteric cluster.  

We have proposed two new CHESCA methods to minimize the presence of false positives.  

One method (i.e. CHESCA-CL) is based on complete rather than single linkage clustering, while 
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the other (i.e. CHESCA-I) relies also on the use of separate rather than combined 1H and 15N 

chemical shifts.  Both CHESCA-CL and -I complement the original CHESCA-SL scheme.  

CHESCA-SL provides an effective approach for the comprehensive detection of networks of 

residues involved in conformational equilibria underlying allostery.  Although CHESCA-SL may 

lead to false positives due to chaining effects, it reduces the chances of false negatives especially 

for systems in which the chemical shift correlation matrix R is sparse.  As the stringency of the 

analysis is increased by imposing complete linkage clustering (CHESCA-CL), the number of false 

positives arising from chaining effects is drastically reduced and the correlations appear to be more 

directed towards the core groups of residues involved in allostery. If the allosteric residues 

identified by CHESCA-CL still include residual false positives, as revealed by markedly different 

residue-specific fractional activations measured through CHESPA, the CHESCA-I is available to 

minimize the risk of projection compression.  

CHESCA-I offers the highest level of stringency, which is advantageous as it not only reduces 

false positive artefacts, but it also ‘zooms in’ on core allosteric residues in the protein assisting the 

prioritization of sites to be tested by mutagenesis.  However, the added stringency of CHESCA-I 

also results in increased false negatives.  In this respect, a balanced application of the CHESCA 

method is likely to be the CHESCA-CL. However, it is important to consider that CHESCA-CL is 

part of a larger tool set of complementary chemical shift analyses (i.e. CHESCA–SL, -CL and -I as 

well as CHESPA) and it is advised that multiple analyses from this tool set be implemented for a 

single chemical shift data set in order to obtain a reliable reconstruction of the underlying allosteric 

networks. A ‘user guide’ for the proposed CHESCA tool set is summarized by the flow chart shown 

in Figure 7.   

4.6  Methods 

The {15N,1H}-HSQC datasets and chemical shifts used for PKA RIα CBD-A (91-244) were 

acquired at a protein concentration of 10 μM and a ligand concentration of 3 mM 12.  The error bars 

were derived from the standard deviation of chemical shifts at saturation, i.e. ligand concentrations 

of 1-3 mM.  The EPAC1h (149-318) chemical shifts were as in Selvaratnam et. al. 25. The protocol 

for CHESCA-SL and CHESPA have been described elsewhere 40. Further details on the methods 

are available as Supplementary Material.  
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Figure 7: A flow chart ‘user guide’ for the implementation of the proposed CHESCA tool set.   Initially, the 

chart starts with CHESCA-CL, since it provides an optimal balance between the minimization of false 

positives and false negatives.  If residual false positives are detected through CHESPA, the application of the 

CHESCA-I approach is recommended to minimize those arising from the CCS compression.  If false 

negatives are revealed through CHESPA, the implementation of the CHESCA-SL algorithm is also advised. 

It is sufficient to implement each type of CHESCA analysis only once.  However, multiple types of CHESCA 

analyses (i.e. SL, CL, I) are often needed for a single chemical shift data set. 
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4.9 Supplementary Information: Methods 

4.9.1   CHESPA Analysis and Fractional Activations of PKA RIα (91-244).  

Briefly, the CHESPA analysis relies on {15N,1H}-HSQC spectra acquired for three samples of 

the protein of interest. In the case of PKA RIα (91-244), CHESPA focused on the apo, cAMP-

bound and Rp-cAMPS-bound samples under fully saturating conditions. Two CHESPA vectors are 

then defined: a reference vector for the endogenous allosteric effector (i.e. vector B in Figure S2) 

and a vector for the perturbed state (i.e. vector A in Figure S2) to be compared to the reference 

state.  The magnitude of vector B measures the ‘distance’ between the apo and cAMP-bound peaks 

calculated for each residue using the equation: 

 

 △δNHcomb = √[(δH,apo - δH,cAMP)2 + (0.2*(δN,apo - δN,cAMP))2]   (5) 

 

The distance between the apo and Rp-cAMPS bound states was also calculated and defined as the 

magnitude of vector A in the CHESPA analysis.  The angle between the A and B vectors is denoted 

as θ so that: 

 

(6) 

     

 

 

and the normalized projection of A onto B is defined as the ‘fractional activation’ (X), which is 

calculated as: 

 

              

  (7) 

 

The fractional activation reveals whether a given perturbation (e.g. Rp-cAMPS) shifts the protein 

towards activation (X > 0) or inactivation (X < 0).  

4.9.2   CHESCA Analyses of PKA RIa CBD-A (91-244) and EPAC1h (149-318).  

The CHESCA protocol has been described elsewhere 3,5,6. Briefly, CHESCA relied on 

{15N,1H}-HSQC spectra acquired for the apo and four holo states (cAMP, Rp-cAMPS, Sp-cAMPS 
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and 2’-OMe-cAMP) under fully saturating conditions.  Spectra were assigned and the combined 

chemical shifts (CCS) for each residue were calculated using equation (1). The inter-residue CCS 

pairwise correlations in the correlation matrix (R matrix) with an absolute value of the Pearson’s 

correlation coefficients greater than a selected threshold (e.g. 0.95-0.98) were selected. Hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering (AC) of correlated residues was performed using the Cluster 3.0 software7 

and visualized as dendrograms with Java TreeView8.  Singular value decomposition analysis of 

HSQC chemical shifts was performed using Octave. 

4.9.3   Structure-Based Allostery Predictions for PKA RIα (91-244).  

Local RMSD calculations were performed in MolMol9 using the PDB structures for C-bound 

PKA (PDB ID 3FHI)1 and cAMP-bound PKA (PDB ID 3PNA)2.  The structures were aligned at 

their β-cores (150-225) and the local RMSDs were measured for each residue in the structured 

region spanning residues 112-236.  The surface of the residues affected by the cAMP-dependent 

allosteric conformational change (i.e. with RMSD > 1 Å, which is 10% of the maximum RMSD) 

was mapped onto the structures using Pymol (http://www.pymol.org). 

 

4.10  Supplementary Information: Validation of the EPAC CHESCA Analysis  

In Figure S6 the residues from the allosteric clusters in each CHESCA analysis are mapped in 

green in both the chemical shift plots and the cAMP-bound crystal structure of EPAC4.  Previously, 

using the single linkage based CHESCA-SL (Figure S6A,B), we identified an allosteric network 

that stemmed from the PBC and extended to the α4 and α6 helices via a series of hydrophobic 

spines, culminating at the inhibitory ionic latch in the NTHB (Figure S6A,B).  The inhibitory 

function of the ionic latch (IL) of EPAC was independently supported by site-directed 

mutagenesis10. However, single-linkage clustering also incorporated a number of residues in the β-

subdomain region that were not expected to participate in the allosteric network based on the 

invariance of the β-core3,10 (Figure S6A,B).  When the complete-linkage CHESCA-CL was applied, 

several unexpected residues from the β-core were removed, while residues that connected the PBC 

with the ionic latch were still detected, as expected (Figure S6C,D).  The results from the complete-

linkage 15N/1H intersection CHESCA-I analysis (Figure S6E,F) were in general similar to the 

complete-linkage CCS clustering (Figure S6C,D), but with the PBC residues now missing.   

 

 

http://www.pymol.org/
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4.12  Supplemental Figures 

 

Figure S1: Allosteric cAMP-dependent structural changes in the well folded cAMP-Domain A of PKA RIα 

(91-244) as revealed by RMSDs.  (A) RMSDs of individual residues measured between the structures of C-

subunit bound PKA RIa CBD-A (PDB code 3FHI)1 and cAMP bound PKA (PDB code 3PNA)2 aligned at 

their β-cores (residues 150-225), as shown in panel (B).  The dashed lines along the top represent the 

secondary structure of the protein.  (B) An overlay of the crystal structures for C-bound (blue) and cAMP-

bound (red) PKA aligned at their β-cores.  cAMP is shown as black spheres. 

 

 

Figure S2: Schematic representation of the vectors utilized in the CHEmical Shift Projection Analysis 

(CHESPA).  The small solid circles represent HSQC peaks for the apo (Black, Open), Rp-cAMPS (Rp) bound 

(Gray, Closed) and cAMP bound (Black, Closed) states.  The ΔδNHcomb between the Rp -bound and apo states 

was calculated as the magnitude of vector A.  Similarly, the ΔδNHcomb between the cAMP-bound and apo 

states was calculated as the magnitude of vector B.  The angle between vectors A and B is defined as θ 

(Equation 6) and the fractional activation (X) is measured by projecting vector A onto vector B and 

normalizing the projection to the magnitude of vector B (Equation 7). 
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 Figure S3: Whole dendrogram representing the complete-linkage agglomerative clustering of PKA RIα (91-

244).  The horizontal lines beneath the dendrogram represent individual fragmented clusters that were 

computed from complete-linkage clustering using a cutoff of 0.98 for the absolute value of the correlation 

coefficient. Out of these clusters, seven include more than three residues. These seven clusters are further 

analyzed in Figure S4 and the smallest branch in the complete dendrogram including them is marked by a 

blue rectangle. All residues within this branch fit the criteria that define them as a single network (Figure S5) 

and were therefore reconstituted into a single allosteric cluster. 

 

 

Figure S4: Complete-linkage clustering results in fragmentation of the allosteric cluster into functionally 

similar sub-clusters.  (A) Residue-based dendrograms generated through complete linkage clusters.  The 

branch height is proportional to the correlation coefficients between clusters of residues.  (B) State-based 

dendrograms of the clusters shown in (A).  Even though complete-linkage clustering results in the formation 

of several new sub-clusters, they all share similar functional state distributions (i.e. inactive states: apo and 

Rp-cAMPS, separated from the active states: cAMP, Sp-cAMPS and 2’-OMe-cAMP). 
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Figure S5: A protocol for the implementation of the CHESCA-CL analysis including algorithms for the 

reconstruction of allosteric clusters starting from fragmented sub-clusters generated by complete-linkage. 

Selection of allosteric clusters from complete-linkage clustering is achieved by first selecting groups with 

more than three residues and a Pearson’s correlation coefficient (|rij|) > 0.98 (Figure S4A).  If the groups from 

the previous step have the same functional separation (i.e. active vs. inactive) in the respective state 

dendrograms (Figure S4B), the smallest branch of the complete-linkage dendrogram that spans them is 

identified (blue box in Figure S3) and all residues in this branch are grouped together. If all residues within 

this group align along the same functional PC (i.e. activation in Figure 4B) from the SVD analysis, they are 

defined as a single allosteric cluster. Correlation and singular value decomposition (SVD) computations are 

performed similarly to Selvaratnam et al. 3. 
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Figure S6: CHESCA toolset applied to EPAC1h.  (A) CCS plot for cAMP binding to EPAC1 (149-318) with 

residues from the CHESCA-SL allosteric cluster displayed as solid green lines.  (B) Green residues from 

panel (A) mapped onto the crystal structure of the homologous EPAC2 (PDB ID: 3CF6)4.  Dashed lines mark 

the ionic latch (IL), critical for EPAC auto-inhibition, and the Phosphate Binding Cassette (PBC), where 

cAMP binds. (C) CCS plot for cAMP binding to EPAC with residues from the CHESCA-CL allosteric cluster 

displayed as solid green lines.  (D) Green residues from panel (C) mapped onto the crystal structure of 

EPAC2.  (E) CCS plot for cAMP binding to EPAC with residues from the CHESCA-I allosteric cluster 

displayed as solid green lines.  (F) Green residues from panel (E) mapped onto the crystal structure of EPAC2. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

 

5.1  Overview of the Previous Chapters  

Mapping allosteric interactions and pathways with high resolution structure determination 

techniques is instrumental for understanding not only the function of allosteric proteins, but also 

their regulation by allosteric effectors and their dysfunction by disease causing mutations.  High 

resolution structures permit simple comparisons between two or more states that reveal proponents 

of allosteric conformational changes.  It is also an effective way to map the interactions between an 

allosteric effector and its target receptor.  Therefore, structure determination holds enormous 

predictive power for drug development as it permits rationale-based design of ligand derivatives 

with potential to target specific allosteric hotspots that modulate biological activity.  However, 

modeling allostery based entirely on structure determination is challenging from both a biological 

and experimental standpoint.  For instance, dynamics can negatively impact the implementation 

and/or analysis of traditional structural determination methods1–7.  Intrinsically disordered regions 

(IDRs) are difficult to crystallize due to their conformational disorder that creates structural 

variability and impairs self-organization into crystals8–10.  Even when it is possible to crystallize 

IDRs, the disordered regions can be poorly represented by electron density or influenced by crystal 

packing artefacts to adopt conformations that are not native in solution8–10.  IDRs are not strictly 

unsuitable for structure determination though as NMR spectroscopy is generally effective for IDR 

structure elucidation9,10.  However, it is partly dependent on the time scale of motions involved.  

Dynamics in the μs-ms range cause line broadening that impede chemical shift and NOESY based 

structure determination experiments2,11,12.   

From the experimental standpoint, most structure determination methods require high, non-

physiological concentrations of protein and substrate.  In some instances when the protein is 

conformationally unstable, these high concentrations can result in precipitation or forced 

oligomerization8.  The high concentrations required for structure determination are also a major 

limitation in systems with low affinity or poorly soluble ligands, such as EPAC and its 

uncompetitive inhibitor CE3F4R (discussed in chapter 3).  CE3F4R’s poor solubility limits the 

maximum concentration that can be added to EPAC and its weak affinity implies that the system 

can not reach saturation under conditions that are necessary for structure determination.  
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Conformational heterogeneity, such as that between free and bound states, often hinders 

crystallography and cryo-EM8.  NMR spectroscopy is sometimes effective at characterizing such 

systems since chemical shifts and NOEs are population weighted averages for fast exchanging 

equilibria2,10,12,13.  However, CE3F4R’s binding is close to the intermediate exchange regime and 

therefore subject to line broadening, which reduces sensitivity and makes intermolecular NOEs 

undetectable.   

To overcome such challenges and to effectively model allostery in systems unamenable to 

traditional structure determination, the best strategy is to comprehensively model the 

thermodynamic cycle with a combination of structure, dynamics and kinetics.  Structure does not 

always require high resolution approaches.  In challenging systems, resolution can be traded for 

sensitivity.  For example, EPAC inhibition by CE3F4R was initially probed by bioluminescence 

resonance energy transfer to detect changes in the relative orientations of the regulatory and 

catalytic domains14,15.  In our work, because of the low sensitivity of intermolecular NOESY 

experiments caused by intermediate exchange broadening, we used ligand to protein STDs to map 

the binding site of CE3F4R.  The experiment results in a larger range of transfer due to additional 

spin diffusion and reduces the information that could be potentially gained about specific ligand to 

protein NOE that would otherwise be obtained with traditional NOESY experiments, but it provides 

a substantial increase in sensitivity and selectivity because of the resonance-dependent saturation 

of CE3F4R11.  Similarly, the PRE SLAPSTIC experiments provide extremely sensitive detection 

of ligand binding, but cover a broad range up to 25Å16.  However, we describe an approach to 

increase the resolution of these PRE experiments by including additional spin label sites to 

triangulate the position of the binding pocket.   

Chemical shift changes are perhaps one of the most reliable detectors of structural changes2,13.  

They are readily measured for heterogenous samples, they can potentially be obtained for nearly 

every atom in the protein and they provide accurate information about secondary structure2,13.  If 

high resolution structures are available for some states in the thermodynamic cycle, chemical shifts 

changes can provide detailed structural information about a novel perturbed state, such as that 

arising from a mutation or bound ligand.  For instance, if the conformation of state A is reflected 

by a unique set of chemical shifts and the conformation of state B contains its own unique set of 

chemical shifts, then the conformation of state C can be predicted based on whether the chemical 

shifts resemble more closely state A or B.  This is the essence of the CHESPA analysis described 

at several points throughout this thesis2,17–20.  For the HCN4 S672R mutation, the CHESPA analysis 
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revealed that the C-terminal lid became disengaged in the cAMP-bound state resembling more 

closely the conformation of the apo state.  In chapter 3, the CHESPA was utilized at multiple points 

to probe the position of EPAC’s PBC and hinge helices with regards to mutations, cyclic nucleotide 

derivatives and the inhibitor CE3F4R.   

Chemical shift changes are also effective at identifying novel ligand binding sites, especially 

when used in conjunction with the CHESPA.  For instance, the initial map of CE3F4R-induced 

chemical shift changes (chapter 3, Fig. 2D) encompassed the binding site that was later determined 

from STDs and PREs.  Independently, chemical shift perturbations can not distinguish between 

ligand binding and allosteric conformational changes, but when compared to a suitable set of 

reference states, chemical shifts provide a reliable map of a ligand’s binding site.  This is because 

novel perturbations (such as those arising from the binding of a unique ligand) create chemical shift 

changes in surrounding areas that do not strictly adhere to the equilibrium of the reference states.  

This results in non-linear chemical shift changes, which can aptly be measured by the CHESPA 

cosθ analysis.  When applied to CE3F4R, it provided a narrow map of the predicted binding site 

that was in agreement with STDs and PREs. 

When structures are unavailable, chemical shifts can still provide information about protein 

tertiary interactions using the CHESCA analysis (discussed in chapter 4)2,18,21–23.  The main 

reporters of the CHESCA are amide chemical shifts, which are excellent sensors of protein 

structure13.  When a set of perturbations cause concerted structural changes to regions in a protein, 

the chemical shifts reflect this in a correlated manner.  This is exemplified by the comparisons of 

CHESCA networks in PKA and EPAC with the local RMSDs from their corresponding crystal 

structures (chapter 4, Fig. 6)23.  The additional advantage of the CHESCA is that it works well for 

dynamic and intrinsically disordered regions/proteins, which are difficult to solve by traditional 

structure determination.  For instance, the biological function of the PKA’s disordered N-terminal 

linker (discussed in chapter 4) was poorly characterized due to the lack of reliable structural 

information from x-ray crystallography21.  However, its removal causes extensive perturbations to 

the adjacent CBD marked by a constitutive shift in the cAMP-bound equilibrium towards 

inactivation21.  The CHESCA discovered parts of the linker that responded in a concerted manner 

to regions in the adjacent CBD that controlled the auto-inhibitory equilibrium21.  The CHESCA 

further guided the design of PKA mutations in the linker that disrupted the network between the 

linker and the CBD and shifted the regulatory domain towards inactivation, thereby inhibiting 

catalytic activity18,21.   
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When structure cannot explain function, it is necessary to examine dynamics.  Allostery is a 

dynamic process that requires analysis of both highly populated ground states, amenable to structure 

determination, and transient, scarcely populated excited states that are difficult to observe 

experimentally1–7.  When the free energy difference between the ground and excited states is 

relatively small, allostery can be driven by conformational entropy2,6.  This phenomenon, known as 

dynamically driven allostery, explains how biological properties of a protein can change without 

detectable structural changes2,6.  The S672R HCN4 mutation, discussed in chapter 2, provides a 

good example of this effect.  Neither the X-ray crystal structure nor the NMR secondary structure 

analysis reveal any significant structural changes relative to the wild type, other than those within 

the immediate vicinity of the mutation site, but the mutation results in long range allosteric control 

over the channel’s gating properties17,24,25.  The dynamic analysis of the HCN4 S672R mutation 

revealed that it shifts the equilibrium of the cAMP-bound state towards inactivation by ~10%.  It 

also increases the conformational entropy of the apo form and enhances internal motions of many 

residues around the cAMP binding pocket.  The increased conformational entropy of the apo state 

led us to predict that it would decrease the free energy barrier between the apo and cAMP-bound 

states and result in faster exchange kinetics of binding.  This hypothesis was proven using NMR 

derived measurements of kon and koff rates for cAMP, thus explaining how this mutation modulates 

the channel’s gating kinetics despite its distance from the channel gating domain and its 

insignificant effect on cAMP binding affinity.  This latter point also indicates why it is important 

to measure kinetics, since it shows that changes in kon and koff rates, even in the absence of changes 

in Kd can drastically alter the phenotype of the protein and result in disease.  Kinetic constants of 

binding are also important pharmacological properties to describe the efficacy of drug leads26,27. 

 

5.2   Significance of this Thesis 

 There are two significant implications from this thesis.  The first important contribution is the 

methodologies that were developed and employed to map the allosteric sites and pathways in 

challenging systems that are otherwise unsuitable for traditional structure determination.  The 

development and refinement of chemical shift analyses such as the CHESPA and CHESCA were 

instrumental in understanding the difficult systems discussed in this thesis.  For instance, mapping 

the residues exhibiting non-linear chemical shift changes with the CHESPA cosθ analysis was 

integral in narrowing down the binding site of CE3F4R (chapter 3) and for filtering out residues 

subject to nearest neighbor effects for the S672R mutation when calculating the inactive and active 
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state populations (chapter 2).  It was also invaluable for discovering the chemical shift projection 

artefacts that were causing false positives in the CHESCA (chapter 4).  We also developed a quick 

and easy approach for measuring exchange rates of ligand binding from HSQC titration data 

(chapter 2).  Unlike other protein-based NMR experiments for measuring exchange rates, such as 

Nz-exchange, CPMG relaxation dispersion and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST), this 

HSQC-based approach, although less quantitative, can cover a broader range of time scales.  

Finally, the new protocols that were designed for the CHESCA (chapter 4) drastically increase the 

stringency of the analysis reducing false positives and other artefacts that cause ambiguities in the 

maps of allosteric hotspots. 

The experimental approaches discussed in chapter 3 are also suitable for characterizing the 

mechanism of action for drug leads, including hydrophobic compounds that have poor solubility.  

A noteworthy approach from these experiments was the use of mutations and cyclic nucleotide 

analogs to circumvent the experimental limitations imposed by CE3F4R.  Since it was challenging 

to directly unveil the effects caused by CE3F4R on the structural ensemble of EPAC, the mutations 

and cAMP analogs provided a way of selectively trapping EPAC conformations in a known manner 

to observe how CE3F4R would interact with those conformations.  The PRE triangulation approach 

was also an important development, which is analogous to GPS, where multiple satellites (spin 

labels) at different positions provide precise positioning of the target site.  In our experiments, we 

only used two PRE sites to confirm the position of the CE3F4R binding pocket, proposed from 

chemical shifts and ligand-to-protein STDs, but with additional sites it may be possible to precisely 

identify the bounds of the binding pocket even without sufficient supporting evidence.   

The other important implication of this thesis is from the elucidated mechanisms of the S672R 

mutation in HCN4 and the CE3F4R inhibition of EPAC.  The HCN4 S672R mutation is a loss-of-

function, disease-causing mutation with no current treatment.  However, the mechanism of this 

mutation deduced from this study provides a potential avenue for pharmacologically correcting the 

disease phenotype.  One of the main characteristics of this mutation is that it enhances the binding 

kinetics of HCN’s allosteric effector, cAMP, which results in faster channel deactivation kinetics.  

Therefore, a potential approach to compensate for the faster binding kinetics is to utilize a cAMP 

analog with slower on/off binding kinetics.   

The mechanism of EPAC inhibition by CE3F4R also has several translational implications.  

First, EPAC is a target for wide range of diseases, including pancreatic cancer and heart failure28–

30, so pharmacological modulators have several therapeutic applications.  Multiple classes of EPAC 
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selective inhibitors have been discovered14,15,30–33, but CE3F4R is the only one with mechanism of 

action that is not competitive with cAMP.  Therefore, it will not lose efficacy during times when 

cAMP concentrations are increased.  The identification of the CE3F4R binding site and the structure 

activity relationships for CE3F4R analogs can also assist rationale-based modifications to develop 

next generation CE3F4R derivatives with potentially stronger potencies.  Finally, to the best of our 

knowledge, the study reports the first mechanism of action for an uncompetitive inhibitor that is 

uncompetitive with respect to an allosteric effector as opposed to an enzyme’s substrate. 
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